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2 Fred W. Pooler v

In the District Court of the Uni

for the District of Montana.

No. 860.

FRED W. POOLER,

vs.

THE MOUNTAIN STATES TE
TELEGRAPH C^OMPANY,

BE IT REMEMBERED, thai

1934, a Transcript on Removal frc

was filed herein, the complaint

Transcript being in the words anc

to-wit: [2]

In the District Court of the Secon

of the State of Montana in a

of Silver Bow.

No. 34738.

FRED W. POOLER,

vs.

THE MOUNTAIN STATES TE
TELEGRAPH COMPANY,

COMPLAINT.

Comes now the above-named pi

cause of action against the above

complains and alleges as follows,
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I.

'endant above-named, The Mountain

ne and Telegraph Company, is and

of the times herein mentioned a cor-

ing under and by virtue of the laws

t Colorado, and as such engaged in

lusiness in the City of Butte, County

State of Montana.

II.

ibout the 5th day of November, 1932,

,
The Mountain States Telephone and

npany, a corporation, through its

ts, and employees, was engaged in

on, repair, and maintenance of its

3s and poles in the neighborhood of

e, which said home is located at 1829

3, City of Butte, County of Silver

Montana.

III.

ibout the 5th day of November, 1932,

t, The Mountain States Telephone

1 Company, a corporation, by and

^ents, servants, and employees, care-

3'ligently, placed three reels of tele-

plaintiff's yard and did so without

: plaintiff and against his will; that

lid reels of wire was approximately

nches to three feet in diameter and

Lately 140 feet of wire. [3]
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IV.

That on or about the day o

and several times thereafter, plaint

requests and demands of the sale

it remove the aforesaid three ree

his property.

V.

That notwithstanding the repea

demands of plaintiff, that said d

the said three reels of wire from

ises, the said defendant. The Mom
phone and Telegraph Company, a '

lessly and negligently failed and i

said three reels of wire.

VI.

That on or about the 20th da

plaintiff was walking in his yard

ises and while so doing and whil

and caution, his feet became entaii

which caused him to trip and fa

ground with great force and violei

of said fall plaintiff was severely

aged in this, to-wit:—that upon st

as herein alleged, the plaintiff stri

of his back, his right hip, rigl

shoulder so as to bruise, injure

lower back, right hip, right leg, ai

causing his said right leg to be

colored from the right hip to the

ning and bruising his nose, and ci
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tiff to become unconscious, and to

pain and anguish, leaving plaintiff's

ind weak, and making it impossible

iff to walk or to get around without

and cane; that because of the pain

i right side of plaintiff caused by the

all herein complained of, plaintiff is

Lghten up, he is unable to stoop over,

ything from the floor; his right arm

pain htm, making it impossible for

le right arm above his head ; that as a

fall and injuries the pain in the back

of plaintiff is so intense that plain-

main in bed more than an hour or

^er at night; that as a result of said

pain in [4] the back and right side

t is necessary for plaintiff to go to

in a chair; that as a result of said

es, plaintiff continuously suffers from

ties, has a soreness in the right side

hat as a result of said fall and inju-

as developed in the right side of the

tiff which is painful and which said

more painful when plaintiff uses his

" and arm; that as a result of said

ies sustained as herein alleged, plain-

ontinual pain in his neck; that as a

5aid fall and injuries, as herein com-

aintiff's feet and legs are swollen up

:hat his left thigh is swollen from the

,t as a result of said fall and injuries
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herein complained of, the plainti;

severe injury to the spinal coliii

involving the muscles, ligaments, te

of his back, also a separation o

joint, causing him discomfort, i

almost complete disability; that a;

fall and injuries, plaintiff is com

strong support about his lower hi

he may stand erect and without w
this plaintiff is unable to raise hi

position in the ordinary mannei

said 20th day of June, 1933, to the

of this complaint, this plaintiff h;

resume his work as a blacksmith

Butte, Montana, or to do any otl

at all; that plaintiff is informed 1

surgeons and believes that his in;

nent and that he will never be a

employment as a blacksmith in th

or to do any other kind of laboi

that as a result of said injuries ;

plaintiff has been caused to suffer

in the right side and lower part

has been caused to suffer perman

juries to his entire nervous systen

of said injuries plaintiff was cans

mental and physical pain and w
suffer in the future. [5]

VII.

That by reason of the aforesai

in said fall, as herein alleged, p]
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Hospital in the City of Butte, County

, State of Montana, for attention and

n said hospital for a period of seven

ince the discharge of this plaintiff

pital, he has continued to be under

reatment of a regularly qualified and

'dical doctor and surgeon and has

;ited, treated, or has called upon said

least once per week for every week

; that the physical condition of this

ting from said fall has required the

;ment of a physician and surgeon as

VIII.

result of said injuries plaintiff was

er a hospital and to obtain the serv-

es and nurses, have X-rays taken,

icines, and receive treatments; that

:es that the cost of hospitalization,

ervices, medicines, X-rays, and treat-

ed is and will be approximately the

0, which amount plaintiff alleges to

IX.

,son of the aforesaid commissions and

the said defendant, The Mountain

one and Telegraph Company, a cor-

agents, servants, and employees, this

een damaged in the smn of Thirty-five

lars ($35,000.00).
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Comes now the above-named pla

ing a second count against the abo^

ant complains and alleges as follo^^

I.

That the defendant above-namec

States Telephone and Telegraph (

was during all of the times her(

corporation existing under and Ic

laws of the State of Colorado, and

in the telephone business in the

County of Silver Bow, State of M

II.

That on or about the 5th day of

said defendant. The Mountain Stati

Telegraph Company, a corporati

servants, agents, and employees,

the construction, repair, and ma
system of wires and poles in the

plaintiff's home, which said home i

Banks Avenue, City of Butte, C

Bow, State of Montana.

III.

That on or about the 5th day of

said defendant. The Mountain Stati

Telegraph Company, a corporation

its agents, servants, and emploj

wilfully, oppressively, and malicioi

reels of telephone wire in plaintif

so without the consent of plaintiff

v^all ; that each of the said reels of ^

imately two feet six inches to thr(

ter and held approximately 140 feel
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IV.

bout the day of

imes thereafter, plaintiff made re-

s and demands of the said defendant

e the aforesaid three reels of wire

erty.

V.

hstanding the repeated requests and

ilaintiff that said defendant remove

reels of wire from plaintiff's prem-

iefendant, The Mountain States Tele-

telegraph Company, a corporation,

ilfully, oppressively, and maliciously,

fused to remove said three reels of

YI.

about the 20th day of June, 1933,

valking in his yard and on his prem-

^ so doing and ^^1hile using due care

is feet became entangled in said wire,

him to trip and fall and strike the

reat force and violence, and by reason

plaintiff was severely injured and

this, to-wit: that upon striking the

L'ein alleged, the [7] plaintiff struck

t of his back, his right hip, right leg,

ilder so as to bruise, injure, and dam-

back, right hip, right leg, and right

dng his said right leg to be bruised

L from the right hip to the right knee,

bruising his nose, and cutting his left
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ear, causing plaintiff to become unc

suffer severe pain and anguish, le

back painful and weak, and maki:

for the plaintiff to walk or to get a

back brace and cane; that because

the back and right side of plainti;

injuries and fall herein complaine(

unable to straighten up, he is unab

or pick up anything from the flooi

and shoulder pain him, making ii

him to raise the right arm above li

a result of said fall and injuries

back and right side of plaintiff is

plaintiff cannot remain in bed mo
or somewhat longer at night; tha

said injuries and pain in the bad

of plaintiff, it is necessary for p]

sleep sitting in a chair; that as a r

and injuries, plaintiff continuous

severe headaches, has a soreness i

of his neck ; that as a result of said

a lump has developed in the right

of plaintiff which is painful and ^

is made more painful when plainti

shoulder and arm ; that as a result

injuries sustained as herein allegi

had continual pain in his neck; th

said fall and injuries, as herein

plaintiff's feet and legs are swollen

that his left thigh is swollen fron

that as a result of said fall and inji
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plaintiff has sviffered a severe injury

column of his body, involving the

snts, tendons, and nerves of his back,

ion of the sacro-illiac joint, causing

t, severe pain, and almost complete

: as a result of said fall and injuries,

»mpelled to wear a strong support

3r back in order that he may stand

out which said support this plaintiff

ise himself to an erect position in the

ler; that from the said 20th day of

the date of the filing of this com-

lintiff has been unable to resume his

iksmith at the mines of Butte, Mon-

any other kind of work at all; that

formed by physicians and v«urgeons

hat his injuries are permanent and

ver be able to resume his employment

h at [8] the mines of Butte, or to do

i of labor or work at all; that as a

injuries so complained of, plaintiff

?d to suffer pain and anguish in the

lower part of his back and has been

er permanent shock and injuries to

i^ous system; that as a result of said

iff was caused to suffer much mental

)ain and will so continue to suffer in

YII.

5on of the aforesaid injuries sustained

,s herein alleged, plaintiff was taken
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to the Murray Hospital in the City o

of Silver Bow, State of Montana, f(

was confined to said hospital for a

weeks; that since the discharge o

from said hospital, he has continu

the care and treatment of a regular

practicing medical doctor and si

either been visited, treated, or has (

physician at least once per week

since said fall; that the phA^sical c

plaintiff resulting from said fall li

care and treatment of a physician

herein alleged.

VIII.

That as a result of said injuria

obliged to enter a hospital and to

ices of doctors and nurses, have X-

chase medicines, and receive treatm

tiff alleges that the cost of hosp

fessional services, medicines, X-rays

rendered is and will be approxima

$450.00, which amount plaintiff al

sonable.

IX.

That by reason of the aforesaid ^

omissions of the defendant. The
'

Telephone and Telegraph Compan;"

its agents, servants and employees,

been damaged in the sum of Twen
($25,000.00) Dollars.
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>RE, Plaintiff prays judgment against

lant, The Mountain States Tieleplione

Company, a corporation, in the sum

( Thousand, Four Hundred Fifty

^9] Dollars, lawful money of the

together with interest at the rate of

(8%) per annum from the 20th day

to the time of the entry of judgment

r costs of suit, as actual damages;

im of Twenty-five Thousand ($25,-

s, lawful money of the United States,

interest at the rate of eight per cent

um from the 20th day of June, 1933,

f the entry of judgment herein, as

nages and for the wilful, malicious,

e commissions and omissions of the

, The Moimtain States Telephone and

npany, a corporation;

)r such other and further relief as to

y seem meet and equitable in the

L. C. MYERS
T. J. DAVIS

Attorneys for Plaintiff, Fred

W. Pooler

ana

ver Bow- -ss.

POOLER, being first duly sworn, on

les and says:

the plaintiff in the above-entitled ac-

has read the above and foregoing
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Complaint, and knows the conten

that tho same is true of his own kn

as to such things stated on informs

and as to those things he believes 1

FRED W. POOL

Subscribed and sworn to before n

of November, A. D. 1933.

[Notarial Seal] THOMA.^

Notary Public for the State of M(

at Butte, Montana. My commisi

8, 1934.

[Endorsed] : Filed Jan. 9, 1934.
[

That the Notice of Intention of

for Removal contained in the Tr^

moval filed herein on Jan. 9th, 1934

and figures following, to-wit: [11]

[Title of Court and Cause.]

NOTICE OF INTENTION
PETITION FOR REM(

To FRED W. POOLER, Plaintit

entitled Cause, and L. C. MY
DAVIS, His Attorneys:

You, and each of you, are here

The Mountain States Telephone

Company, defendant in the abovi

intends to and is about to file, on

December, 1933, in the above-enti
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the Judge of said Court, its petition

bove-entitled cause be removed to the

of the United States for the District

id also a good and sufficient bond on

^ill present said bond to said Court

nee and approval in connection with

3r removal, upon the presentation of

or removal to said Court, a copy of

tition and of said bond on removal

served upon you, together with this

4th day of December, A. D. 1933.

[ILTON SMITH, JR.

UNN, RASCH, HALL & GUNN
Attorneys for Defendant.

Filed Jan. 9, 1934. [12]

tition for Removal to Federal Court,

le Transcript on Removal filed herein

934, is in the words and figures fol-

[13]

b and Cause.]

PETITION.

ible the District Court of the Second

)istrict of the State of Montana, in

e County of Silver Bow

:

1 of the defendant, The Mountain

)ne and Telegraph Company, in the
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above-entitled cause respectfully

resents

:

1. That the above-entitled suit

by the plaintiff on the 23rd day of

to recover of the said defendant tl

450.00) Sixty Thousand Four Hur

lars damages for alleged injury

who alleges that on June 20, 193t

in his own yard in Butte, Montana

fell over some reels of wire beloi

fendant ; that said reels of wire we

negligently placed in plaintiff's yai

servants or employees of the defen(

the 5th day of November, 1932, an

tiff thereafter repeatedly requestei

the defendant to remove said reels

the defendant, notwithstanding ss

lawfully, willfully, oppressively

failed and refused to remove said r

his property; that by reason of sai(

severe injuries and damages to

$60,450.00. [14]

2. That summons in said action

the defendant, The Mountain State

Telegraph Company, on November
3. That your petitioner dispute

claims and demands, and denies an;

thereon, and denies any and all i

the injuries, if any, which the sai(

to have sustained.
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; is an action wholly of a civil nature

in dispute in said cause exceeds^ ex-

est and costs, the sum of Three Thou-

all of which mil more fully appear

nt filed in said suit, which is hereby

made a part hereof.

controversy in this action is wholly

IS of different states ; that at the time

icement of this action the plaintiff

3 has been and he is now, a citizen

)f the State of Montana ; that yonr

e Mountain States Telephone and

apany, at the time of the commence-

jction was, ever since has been and

)ration, organized and existino^ imder

of the law^s of the State of Colorado,

etitioner desires to remove this cause

Court of the United States, for the

ontana, upon the groimd of the di-

^enship of the said plaintiff and said

herein particularly set forth,

ir petitioner herewith presents a good

bond, as provided and required by

such cases made and provided, that

n the District Court of the United

3 District of Montana, within thirty

m the date of the filing of this peti-

7r\, a certified copy of the record o:^

id for the payment of all costs that

ed by the said District Court of the

,
for the District of Montana, if said
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District Court shall hold that the

tied action was wrongfully or imp

thereto. [15]

WHEREFORE, your petitioner

action be removed to the Distri(

United States, for the District o

that this Honorable Court accept 1

the said bond and proceed no fartt

except to make an order for the

action to the District Court of th

for the District of Montana, and

bond herein presented.

THE MOUNTAIN STATED
AND TELEGRAPH COM

By J. N. WHITTIN<
Manager for the Sta

MILTON SMITH, JR.

GUNN, RASCH, HALL & GUN:
Attorneys for Petitio

State of Montana,

County of Lewis and Clark—ss.

J. N. Whittinghill, being first du

and says: That he is an officer c

The Mountain States Telephone &
pany, to-wit, Manager for the S'

and makes this verification as suci

of said defendant; that affiant h^

going petition for the removal of

District Court of the United States

of Montana, and knows the cont
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•s and things therein set forth are

J. N. WHITTINGHILL

id sworn to before me this 14th day

. D. 1933.

1] A. A. MAJOR
for the State of Montana, residing

Montana. My commission expires

L934.

Filed Jan. 9, 1934. [16]

md on Removal, contained in the

Removal filed herein on Jan. 9th,

he words and figures following,

and Cause.]

3ND ON REMOVAL.

. MEN BY THESE PRESENTS:
tain States Telephone and Telegraph

orporation, organized and existing

virtue of the laws of the State of

rincipal, and the Fidelity & Deposit

[aryland, a Surety Corporation, or-

Lsting under the laws of the State of

duly authorized to do business hi

Montana, as Surety, are held and

ito Fred W. Pooler, the above named
he penal sum of Three Hundred
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($300.00) Dollars, for the paymei

and truly to be made, to the said

we bind ourselves, our representa

and assigns, jointly and severally,

presents.

Signed and sealed this 14th di

1933.

The condition of this obligation

WHEREAS, The Mountain ?

and Telegraph Company, the de

above-entitled action, is about to
;

trict Court of the Second Judicia

State of Montana, in and for the '

Bow, for the removal of a certai

pending, wherein the said Fred W
tiff and The Mountain States Teh

graph Company, a corporation, ii

to the District Court of the Unite

District of Montana : [18]

NOW, If the said The Mountain

and Telegraph Company shall ente

Court of the United States, for the

tana, within thirty days from the

of said petition for removal, a ceri

record of said action and shall w(

all costs that may be awarded by Sc

of the United States, for the Disi

if said District Court shall hold tl

wrongfully or improperly remov

this obligation to be void, otherw

full force and virtue.
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Lir hands this 14th day of December,

[JNTAIN STATES TELEPHONE
ELEGRAPH COMPANY,
. N. WHITTINGHILL
lanager for the State of Montana,

^al] FIDELITY & DEPOSIT
COMPANY OF MARYLAND
By S. T. NOLAND

Its Attorney in Fact.

Surety.

Piled Jan. 9, 1934. [19]

ier of Removal, contained in the

Removal filed herein on Jan. 9th,

he words and figures following,

and Cause.]

DER OF REMOVAL.

it, The Mountain States Telephone

Company, having filed, within the

by law, its petition for removal of

; District Court of the United States,

t of Montana, and having, at the

its bond in the sum of Three Hun-
Dollars, with the Fidelity & Deposit

L and suflflcient surety, and condi-

ig to law, and it being shown that
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the notice required by law of tl

petition and bond had, prior to 1

petition, been served upon the

which notice the Court finds was

accordance with the requirements

bond and petition are hereby accepl

and IT IS ORDERED that this <

to the District Court of the Unite

District of Montana, pursuant to t

United States, upon the payment

of the regular and customary fe

this Court will proceed no farthc

unless said action shall be remanc

by the said United States Distri(

District of Montana.

Dated this 15th day of Decemb(

FRANK L.

[Endorsed] : Filed Jan. 9, 1934.
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1 Jan. 13th, 1934, Notice of Removal

1, in the words and figures follow-

Coiirt of the United States for the

Montana. Butte Division.

)LER,

Plaintiff,

vs.

QN STATES TELEPHONE ANT;

.PH COMPANY, a corporation.

Defendant.

TICE OF REMOVAL.

amed Plaintiff and to L. C. MYERS
)AVIS, Plaintife's Attorneys:

ase take notice that the above-enti-

1 petition and bond filed by defend-

tion, was by order made December

transferred to the District Court of

;es for the District of Montana, and

copy of the record in said cause was

e said United States District Court

of January, 1934.

ry 9th, 1934.

[LTON SMITH, JR.

JNN, RASCH, HALL & GUNN
Attorneys for Defendant.
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Due personal service of within 1

made and admitted and receipt

edged this 10th day of January, ]

T. J. DAVI
L. C. MYEI

Attorne;

[Endorsed] : Filed Jan. 13, 193^

Thereafter, on February 7th, 1

Complaint was filed herein, in the

following, to-wit: [24]

[Title of Court and Cause.]

DEMURRER.

Comes now the defendant and d

plaint on file herein in the abc

upon the following ground:

I.

That said complaint does not st

to constitute a cause of action

fendant.

MILTON SMITH, e

GUNN, RASCH, H.

Attorneys

Due and personal service of

made and admitted and receipt

edged this 7th day of February, :

T. J. DAVI
L. C. MYEI

Attorne

[Endorsed] : Filed Feb. 7, 1934.
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I May 1, 1934, an

SUSTAINING DEMURRER
TO COMPLAINT

entered herein, in the words and

^, to-wit: [26]

and Cause.]

t alleges that in plaintiff's yard de-

3 reels of wire, that plaintiff re-

1 not done, and that some seven

lintiff entangled his feet in the wire

' insufficient facts.

V of the situation, was no trap or

dangerous to him he knew it, and

elieved himself by removal, heaved

Qce. He did not, acquiesced, and if

umbled over it to his damage, it is

asequence which in legal contempla-

rily incurred with full knowledge,

ireated a condition not dangerous in

as not the proximate cause of the

IS plaintiff's somehow, sometime en-

t with knowledge and acquiescence.

BOURQUIN
Judge.

Filed May 1, 1934. [27]
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Thereafter, on May 5th, 1934, a

plaint was filed, herein, in the v

following, to-wit: [28]

[Title of Court and Cause.]

AMENDED COMPL.

Comes now the ahove-named p

of Court, having been first had t

this his Amended Complaint, and

of action against the above name

plains and alleges as follows, to-T

I.

That the defendant above nam
States Telephone and Telegraph

was during all of the times hereir

poration, existing under and by ^

of the State of Colorado, and as

the telephone business in the City

of Silver Bow, State of Montana.

11.

That on or about the 5th day o

said defendant, The Mountain

and Telegraph Company, a corpo

servants, agents, and employees, ^

construction, repair, and mainten

of wires and poles in the neighboi

home, which said home is locate

Avenue, City of Butte, County of

of Montana.
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III.

out the 5th day of November, 1932,

the Mountain States Telephone ancT

)any, a corporation, by and through

mts, and employees, carelessly and

ed three rolls of telephone wire [29]

?d and did so without the consent of

ainst his will ; that each of the said

s approximately two feet six inches

diameter and held approximately

IV.

out the day of

s thereafter, plaintiff made repeated

mands of the said defendant that it

:'esaid three reels of wire from his

V.

standing the repeated requests and

iitiff that said defendant remove the

of wire from plaintiff's premises,

mt. The Mountain States Telephone

Company, a corporation, carelessly

failed and refused to remove said

ire.

VI.

nt walkway runs from plaintiff's

le alley and in a westerly direction

of plaintiff. That said three rolls

' the defendant placed to the north

y and abutting the alley and at a
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distance from said walkway of

feet; that the tension on the wire

was great; that on or about the

1933, and before plaintiff fell o

clamp or appliance that held the

wire on one of said rolls against

removed, broken, or insecurely p

in the first instance, and that the

end of the wire caused same to r

much the same as a spring, ai

sprung and unwound and by so d

said walkway; that plaintiff did :

wire had encompassed the wi

charged until after he had fall

alleged. [30]

VII.

That on or about the 20th day

between the hours of 6:00 and '

plaintiff was walking on the sail

his premises and in a westerly d

did so the sun shone in his fact

it difficult for him to see, and w"

plaintiff, was using due care ai

said time and place his feet be

said A\ire, which caused him to

strike the ground with great f

and by reason of said fall pla

injured and damaged in this,

striking the ground as herein a'

struck the lower part of his bj

right leg, and right shoulder so £
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lower back, right hip, right leg, and

causing his said right leg to be

icolored from the right hip to the

Qning and bruising his nose, and

ear, causing plaintiff to become un-

to suffer severe pain and anguish,

f's back painful and weak, and

ssible for the plaintiff to w^alk or

dthout a back brace and cane; that

pain in the back and right side of

by the injuries and fall herein com-

itiff is unable to straighten up, he is

over, or pick up anything from the

irm and shoulder pain him, making

f him to raise the right arm above

LS a result of said fall and injuries

back and right side of plaintiff is

plaintiff cannot remain in bed more
• somewhat longer at night; that as

injuries and pain in the back and

aintiff, it is necessary for plaintiff

tting in a chair ; that as a result of

juries, plaintiff continuously suffers

eadaches, has a soreness in the

! neck; that as a result of said [31]

5, a lump has developed in the right

V of plaintiff which is painful and

) is made more painful when plain-

it shoulder and arm ; that as a result

injuries sustained as herein alleged,

1 continual pain in his neck ; that as
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a result of the said fall and ii

complained of, plaintiff's feet anc

up to his knees; that his left thig

the hip down; that as a result oi

juries herein complained of, the

fered a severe injury to the spi^

body, involving the muscles, ligan

nerves of his back, also a separa

illiac joint, causing him discom

and almost complete disability; t

said fall and injuries, plaintiff is

a strong support about his lower

he may stand erect and without m

this plaintiff is unable to raise h

position in the ordinary manne

said 20th day of June, 1933, to th

of this amended complaint, this

unable to resume his work as a

mines of Butte, Montana, or to ^

of work at all; that plaintiff is i

cians and surgeons and believes

are permanent and that he will

resume his employment as a blacl^

of Butte, or to do any other kin(

at all; that as a result of said inji

of, plaintiff has been caused t(

anguish in the right side and low

and has been caused to suffer pei

injuries to his entire nervous i

result of said injuries plaintiff w
much mental and physical pain a

to suffer in the future. [32]
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VIII.

nt, its agents, servants, and em-

• in the exercise of reasonable care

hould have known that the wire

'uld spread and scatter as it did

of the outer end of said wire and

g released that said wire would

ud walkway; that plaintiff did not

ension on said wire was so great

dize that upon the release of the

lid wire that same w^ould scatter

cover the aforesaid walkway, nor

w or realize that said reels of wire

n any respect.

IX.

3n of the aforesaid injuries sus-

ill, as herein alleged, plaintiff was

rray Hospital in the City of Butte,

r Bow, State of Montana, for at-

3 confined in said hospital for a

weeks; that since the discharge

'. from said hospital he has con-

ider the care and treatment of a

ed and practicing medical doctor

i has either been visited, treated,

pon said physician at least once

-^ery week since said fall; that the

)n of this plaintiff resulting from

uired the care and treatment of a

urgeon as herein alleged.
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X.

That as a result of said injui

obliged to enter a hospital and to c

of doctors and nurses, have X-ray

medicines, and receive treatmeni

alleges that the cost of hospitaliza

services, medicines, X-rays, and

dered is and will be approxim^

$450.00, which amoimt plaintiff i

sonable. [33]

XI.

That by reason of the aforesaid

omissions of the said defendant

States Telephone and Telegraph

poration, its agents, servants, an

plaintiff has been damaged in th

five Thousand Dollars ($35,000.00)

Comes now the above named p'

ing a second count against the

fendant complains and alleges a

I.

That the defendant above nam(

States Telephone and Telegraph

during all of the times herein ]

corporation existing under and

laws of the State of Colorado, am
in the telephone business in th(

County of Silver Bow, State of Mc
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II.

out the 5tli day of November, 1932,

The Mountain States Telephone

Company, a corporation, through

ents, and employees, was engaged

ion, repair, and maintenance of its

and poles in the neighborhood of

which said home is located at 1829

^ity of Butte, County of Silver Bow,

a.

III.

out the 5th day of November, 1932,

rhe Mountain States Telephone and

>any, a corporation, by and through

tits, and employees, unlawfully, wil-

ily, and maliciously, placed three

le wire in plaintiff's yard and did

!onsent of plaintiff and against his

of the said three reels of wire was

wo feet six inches to three feet in

nd held approximately 140 feet of

IV.

)out the day of

les thereafter, plaintiff made re-

and requests of the said defendant

the aforesaid three reels of wire

J-

V.

tanding the repeated requests and

intiff that said defendant remove
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the said three reels of wire from

ises, the said defendant, The Moun

phone and Telegraph Company, a

lawfully, wilfully, oppressively,

failed and refused to remove sai

wire.

VI.

That a cement walkway runs

back door to the alley and in a v

from the home of plaintiff. Thai

of wire were by the defendant ph

of said walkway and abutting th

distance from said walkway of a

feet; that the tension on the wire

was great; that on or about the 2

1933, and before plaintiff fell ovi

clamp or appliance that held the

wire on one of said reels against t'

removed, broken, or insecurely pi

in the first instance, and that tl

said end of the wire caused sam

spread much the same as a sprii

wire sprung and unwound and b

oped the said walkway; that plair

that said wire had encompassed

herein charged until after he hai

inafter alleged.

VII.

That on or about the 20th day (

between the hours of 6:00 and 7;

plaintiff was walking on [35] the
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3 and in a westerly direction, and

lie sun shone in his face and eyes

mlt for him to see, and while so

intiff, was using due care and cau-

id time and place his feet became

id wire, which caused him to trip

trike the ground with great force

ad by reason of said fall plaintiff

jured and damaged in this, to-wit:

ng the ground as herein alleged, the

the lower part of his back, his right

and right shoulder so as to bruise,

lage his lower back, right hip, right

shoulder, causing his said right leg

id discolored from the right hip to

skinning and bruising his nose, and

ear, causing plaintiff to become un-

to suffer severe pain and anguish,

f's back painful and weak, and

ssible for the plaintiff to walk or to

hout a back brace and cane; that

pain in the back and right side of

by the injuries and fall herein com-

itiff is unable to straighten up, he is

over, or pick up anything from the

arm and shoulder pain him, making

r him to raise the right arm above

IS a result of said fall and injuries

back and right side of plaintiff is so

lintiff cannot remain in bed more

: somewhat longer at night; that as
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a result of said injuries and paii

right side of plaintiff, it is neces

to go to sleep sitting in a chair

of said fall and injuries, plaintiff

fers from severe headaches, has

right side of his neck; that as a

and injuries a lump has developer

of the nock of plaintiff which is
]

said limip is made more painful \

his right shoulder and arm; that ,

fall and injuries sustained as her

plaintiff has had continual pain

as a result of said fall and injuri

plained of, plaintiff's feet and le

to his knees; that his left thigt

the hip down; that as a result of

juries herein complained of, the

fered a severe injury to the spii

body, involving the muscles, ligam

nerves of his back, also a separa

illiac joint, causing him discom:

and almost complete disability; t"

said fall and injuries plaintiff is

n strong support about his lower 1

he may stand erect and without \\

this x>^<iii^^iff ii^ unable to raise b

position in the ordinary manner

;

20th day of June, 1933, to ihe da

this amended complaint, this plai

nble to resume his work as a black:

of Butte, Montana, or to do any o
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iitiff is informed by physicians and

;lieves that his injuries are perma-

le will never be able to resume his

a blacksmith at the mines of Bntte,

ther kind of labor or work at all;

of said injuries so complained of,

n caused to suffer pain and anguish

e and lower part of his back and

to suffer permanent shock and in-

ire nervous system ; that as a result

plaintiff was caused to suffer much

sical pain and will so continue to

lire.

VIII.

mt, its agents, servants, and em-

? in the exercise of reasonable care

lould have known that the wire on

spread and scatter as it did upon

he outer end of said wire and that

ased that said wire would cover the

vay; that plaintiff did not know

on said wire was so great and did

that upon the release of the outer

that same would scatter and spread

foresaid walkway, nor did plaintiff

that said reels of wire were dan-

spect.

IX.

on of the aforesaid injuries sus-

all, as herein alleged, plaintiff was
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taken to the Murray Hospital in
'

County of Silver Bow, State of M
tion and was confined to said hos

of seven weeks; that since the

plaintiff from said hospital, he hj

under the care and treatment of a

and practicing medical doctor an(

either been visited, treated, or ha

physician at least once per wee]

since said fall; that the physical

plaintiff resulting from said fall

care and treatment of a physi(

as herein alleged.

X.

That as a result of said injui

obliged to enter a hospital and t

ices of doctors and nurses, have ;

chase medicines, and receive treat

tiff alleges that the cost of hospi

sional services, medicines. X-ray

rendered is and will be approxir

$450.00, which amount plaintiff

sonable.

XL
That by reason of the aforesaic

omissions of the defendant. The

Telephone and Telegraph Compa
its agents, servants, and employ

has been damaged in the sum of

sand Dollars ($35,000.00). [38]
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E, plaintiff prays judgment against

at, The Mountain States Telephone

company, a corporation, in the sum

lousand, Four Hundred, Fifty Dol-

), lawful money of the United

with interest at the rate of eight

per aimum from the 20th day of

he time of the entry of judgment

costs of suit, as actual damages;

[ of One Hundred Five Thousand

0.00) lawful money of the United

ve and exemplary damages;

such other and further relief as to

seem meet and equitable in the

L. C. MYERS
T. J. DAVIS

Attorneys for Plaintiff,

Fred W. Pooler.

America,

a,

Bow—ss.

30LER, being first duly sworn, on

and says:

) plaintiff in the above entitled ac-

as read the above and foregoing

)laint, and knows the contents

: the same is true of his own knowl-
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edge, except as to such things state

and belief, and as to those things

to be true.

FRED W. POO]

Subscribed and sworn to before

of May, A. D. 1934.

[Notarial Seal] • THOMAS
Notary Public for the State of JV

at Butte, Montana. My commi

8, 1934.

[Endorsed] : Filed May 5, 193-^

Thereafter, on May 18th, 19!

Amended Complaint was filed hei

and figures following, to-wit. [40]

[Title of Court and Cause.]

DEMURRER.

Comes now the above named d

murs to the amended complaint c

action therein contained in sa

cause upon the following grounds

That said amended complaint, a

causes of action therein contain

facts sufficient to constitute a caus(

this defendant.
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I day of May, 1934.

MILTON SMITH, JR.

GUNN, RASCH, HALL & GIJNN
Attorneys for Defendant.

^iled May 18, 1934. [41]

July 13th, 1935, an

5RRULING DEMURRER TO
]NDED COMPLAINT

ein, in the words and figures fol-

]

T. Pooler vs. Mountain States Tel.

:'etofore heard and submitted to the

er to the amended complaint here-

iarly this day for decision.

Pter due consideration, court or-

demurrer be and is overruled and

ed twenty days to answer.

13th, 1935.

C. R. GARLOW,
Clerk. [42]
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Thereafter, on July 29th, 1

Amended Complaint was filed hei

and figures following, to-wit: [43

[Title of C/Ourt and Cause.]

ANSWER TO AMENDED (

Comes now the above-named d

and for its answer to plaintiff's fii

set forth in his amended complain

1. Admits the allegations of
]

II thereof.

2. Denies the allegations of pai

of.

3. As to the allegations contai

IV, denies that plaintiff, at any

25th day of June, 1933, ever ma
demand of this defendant to remc

his property.

4. Denies the allegations conta

V.

5. As to the allegations contaii

VI and VII denies any knowled

thereof sufficient to form a belief

6. Denies the allegations conta

VIII.

7. As to the allegations contaii

IX and X, denies any knowled^

thereof sufficient to form a beliei

8. Denies the allegations of p
Save and except as hereinbefo

mitted or denied, this answering
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allegation contained in said first

ler answer to plaintiff's first cause

and for a first affirmative separate

irst cause of action, this answering

s: [44]

I.

; time the wire referred to in plain-

was placed in plaintiff's yard, and

ing the time of the accident alleged

)d of approximately seven months)

md appreciated, or, in the exercise

e, should have known and appre-

wire constituted an ol)stacle over

night trip, stumble or fall,

ill of said time up to and including

illeged accident, plaintiff could, with

tion and no expense, or at least

, have removed or had said wire

lis property, and knew, or, in the

nary care, should have known said

standing said facts, plaintiff, with

gligent disregard for the safety of

ly and negligently allowed said wire

5 property for a period of approxi-

onths, and with careless and iiegli-

for the safety of himself, did, on

h day of June, 1933, in the daytime.
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carelessly and negligently walk ii

property, resulting in his tripping

on or over said wire, and this def

any damage oi- injury that pla:

reason of said fall was due to i

aforesaid negligence of the plaint

And for further answer to Plai

of Action and as and for a Secoi

fense thereto, this answering Dei

I.

That from the time the wire re

tiff's complaint, was placed in pi

up to and including the time of t

therein, (a period of approximat

plaintiif knew and appreciated, '

of ordinary care, should have 1

ciated that said wire constitutec

which plaintiff might trip, stum

That during all of said time, u

the time of the alleged accident, p

reasonable exertion and no ex- [4^

trifling expense, have removed

removed from his property, anc

exercise of ordinary care, shouk

fact.

That, notwithstanding said fa

careless and negligent disregard

himself, carelessly and negligentl;

to remain on his property for a
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nths, and with careless and ne,^li-

3r the safety of himself, did, on or

ay of June, 1933, in the daytime,

gligently walk in said yard, and/or

tig in his tripping and/or stmnbling

^ire, and this defendant alleges that

injury that plaintiff sustained by

all was due to causes, the danger

jury of which plaintiff assumed,

as aforesaid.

^r answer to Plaintiff's First Cause

and for a Third Affirmative Sepa-

reto, this answering Defendant al-

I.

! time said wire was placed in plain-

3r on his property, plaintiff knew

or, in the exercise of ordinary care,

wn and appreciated that said wire

•bstacle over which he might trip.

11 of said time, up to and including

i alleged accident, plaintiff could,

exertion and no expense, or at least

have removed said wire from his

lew, or, in the exercise of ordinary

3 known said fact.

^ercise of reasonable care and dili-

could have, by removing or having
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said wire removed, avoided andy

injury and/or damage to his pei

fendant alleges that plaintiff's h

due to and proximately caused b)

move or have said wire removed

vVnd for further answer to pla

of action and as and for a fourtl

rate defense to said first cause of c

ing defendant alleges:

That from the time said reel:

unwound and spread and envelo

way, said wire was in plain view o

ing all of the time that he was w;

up to and including the time th

entangled in said wire and that i

less and negligent disregard for

self, carelessly and negligently h

he was walking and carelessl_^

walked into and allowed his f

tangled in said wire in broad da

his tripping and/or stumbling an^

said wire and this defendant alh

age or injury that plaintiff sust.

said fall was due to and cause(

negligence of the plaintiff.

As and for its answer to plai]

of action set forth in his compla

1. Admits the allegations of

II thereof.
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i allegations of paragraph III

negations contained in paragraph

Dlaintiff, at any time prior to the

3, 1933, ever made any request or

efendant to remove any wire from

i allegations contained in parn-

llegations contained in paragraphs

ies any knowledge or information

to form a belief,

allegations contained in paragraph

negations contained in paragraphs

es any knowledge or information

to form a belief,

allegations contained in para-

pt, as hereinbefore specifically ad-

, this answering defendant denies

dlegation contained in said second

r answer to plaintiff's second cause

and for a first affirmative separate

Bcond cause of action, this answer-

eges

:

I.

e time the wire referred to in

lint, was placed in plaintiff's yard,
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and up to and including the tin

alleged therein, (a period of ap

months) plaintiff knew and appi

exercise of ordinary care, shoulc

appreciated that said wire const

over which plaintiff might trip, i

That during all of said time, u

the time of the alleged accident, p
reasonable exertion and no exf

trifling expense, have removed

removed from his property, and

exercise of ordinary care, shoulc

fact.

That, notwithstanding said fa

careless and negligent disregard

himself, carelessly and negligently^

to remain on his property for a

mately seven months, and with (

gent disregard for the safety o

or about the 20th day of June, 19

carelessly and negligently walk ir

property, resulting in his tripping

on or over said wire, and this def

any damage ot' injury that pla

reason of said fall was due to j

aforesaid negligence of the plaim

And for further answer to plaii

of action, and as and for a sec(

fense thereto, this answering defe
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I.

time the wire referred to in plain-

was placed in plaintiff's yard, and

ng the time of the accident alleged

d of approximately seven months)

id appreciated, or, in the exercise

should have known and appreciated

onstituted an obstacle over which

*ip, stmnble or fall.

1 of said time, up to and including

leged accident, plaintiff could, with

ion and no expense, or at least

have removed or had said wire re-

3roperty, and knew, or, in the exer-

care, should have known said fact,

tanding said facts, plaintiff, with

ligent disregard for the safety of

y and negligently allowed said wire

property for a period of approxi-

nths, and with careless and negli-

)r the safet}^ of himself, did, on or

ay of June, 1933, in the daytime,

gligently walk in said yard, and/or

ig in his tripping and/or stumbling

wire, and this defendant alleges

or injury that plaintiff sustained,

i fall, was due to causes, the dan-

injury of which plaintiff assmned,

as aforesaid.
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Aiid for answer to plainti

of action, and as and for a thii

rate defense thereto, this answe

leges

:

I.

That from the time said w
plaintiff's yard and/or on his

knew and appreciated, or, in tl

nary care, should have known ai

said wire constituted an obsta

might trip, stumble or fall.

That during all of said time, i

the time of the alleged accident,
'

reasonable exertion and no expe

fling expense, have removed said

property, and knew, or, in the e

care, should have known said f

That in the exercise of reasoi

gence, plaintiff could have, by i

said wire removed, avoided anc

injury and/or damage to his p
fendant alleges that plaintiff's i

due to and proximately caused

remove or have said wire remov

And for fui'ther answer to plai

of action and as and for a four

rate defense to said second ca

answering defendant alleges:
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I.

time said reels or coils of wire

•ead and enveloped the said walk-

7as in plain view of the plaintiff

time that he w^as walking in said

including the time that his feet

[ in said wire and that plaintiff,

negligent disregard for the safety

ssly and negligently failed to look

king and carelessly and negligently

allowed his feet to become entan-

in broad daylight, resulting in his

stumbling and falling on or over

s defendant alleges that any dam-

it plaintiff sustained by reason of

e to and caused by the aforesaid

plaintiff.

ll, this defendant having fully an-

at it be dismissed hence with its

.TON SMITH,
^N, RASCH, HALL & GUNN

Attorneys for Defendant. [50]

America,

and Clark—ss.

ay of July, A. D. 1935, before me
^ed J. N. WHITTINGHILL, who,

duly sworn, deposes and says:

Montana Manager of The Moun-
^phone Company, the defendant
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herein; that he has read the for

Amended Complaint and knows i

of, and that the same is true to t

knowledge, information, and b(

makes this verification on behali

because it is a corporation.

J. N. WHIT'
Subscribed and sworn to befor

of July, 1935.

[Notarial Seal] RAY 1

Notary Public for the State of M
Helena, Montana. My comm
30, 1937.

Personal service of within Ai

Complaint made and admitted a

acknowledged this 29th day of Ji

T. J. DAVI^
L. C. MYER

Attorni

[Endorsed] : Filed July 29, 19,'

Thereafter, on August 6th, 193

was filed herein, in the words ;

ing, to-wit: [52]

[Title of Court and Cause.]

REPLY.

(bmes now the plaintiff above

ing to the answer on file in the a

and admits, denies, and alleges
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1.

^ery and all of the allegations con-

'st affirmative defense to the first

2.

^ery and all of the allegations con-

ond affirmative defense to the first

3.

^ery, and all of the allegations con-

ird affirmative defense to the first

4.

^ery, and all of the allegations con-

Lrth affirmative defense to the first

1.

7&CJ, and all of the allegations con-

it affirmative defense to the second

2.

;rery, and all of the allegations con-

econd affirmative defense to the

Lction.

3.

very and all of the allegations con-

?d affirmative defense to the second

[53]
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4.

Denies each, every and all of tl

tained in the fourth affirmative dei

cause of action.

T. J. DAVIS
L. C. MYERg

Attorne

State of Montana

County of Silver Bow—ss.

FRED W. POOLER, being fir

poses and says

:

That he is the plaintiff in the al

that he has read the above and

Answer to Amended Complaint, g

tents thereof; that the same art

information, knowledge and belie

FRED W. P(

Subscribed and sworn to befor

of August, 1935.

[Seal] G. V
Notary Public in and for the Sta

siding at Butte, Montana,

expires Aug. 27, 1937.

Service of the above and foi

copy thereof received this 6th da

GUNN, RASCH, H
WALKER & WAL

Attorney

[Endorsed] : Filed Aug. 6, 193
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November 23rd, 1935, Verdict of

3d herein, in the words and figures

:[55]

and Cause.]

VERDICT.

n the above entitled cause, find our

of plaintiff, Fred W. Pooler, and

ndant. The Mountain States Tele-

raph Company, a corporation, and

iff's actual damages in the sum of

i Dollars ($20,000.00) and we fur-

verdict in favor of plaintiff and

at for exemplary damages in the

[ars ($1.00).

;e, Montana, this 23rd day of No-

)35.

GEORGE OPP
Foreman.

^iled Nov. 23, 1935. [56]
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Thereafter, on November 27t]

was entered herein, in the wor(

lowing, to-wit: [57]

In the District Court of the Uni

of Montana, Butte Division.

No. 860.

FRED W. POOLER,

vs.

THE MOUNTAIN STATES Tl

TELEGRAPH COMPANY

JUDGMENT
This cause and action came re

on the 20th, 21st, 22nd, and 23rd

A. D. 1935, before the Court sitti

plaintiff appearing in person ai

L. C. Myers, Esq., and T. J. D
defendant appearing by its attor

Jr., Esq., T. J. Walker, Esq., and

& Gunn, Esqs. Witnesses on th(

tiff and defendant were sworn

of the plaintiff's proof and i

rested, the defendant. The Mot

phone and Telegraph Company,

mitted evidence in its defense,

all the evidence and after both ]c

W. Pooler and The Mountain S1

Telegraph Company, a corpora
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they and each of them rested, the

[ the jury. Thereupon the cause

ls argued by the attorneys for the

3s and at the close of said argu-

retired to consider its verdict, and

;urned into open court with it?

aid verdict, after the title of the

,
was and is in the following words

it:— [58]

jury in the above entitled cause,

diet in favor of plaintiff^, Fred W.
against the defendant. The Moun-

Celephone and Telegraph Company,

n, and we assess plaintiff's actual

the sima of TwentyThousand Dol-

).00) and we further find our ver-

• of plaintiff and against defendant

iry damages in the sum of One

0).

Butte, Montana, this 23rd day of

L. D. 1935.

GEORGE OPP
Foreman."

EFORE, by reason of the premises

)y virtue of the law, IT IS OR-
DGED, AND DECREED, and this

dge, and decree, that the plaintiff,

have and recover of and from the

Mountain States Telephone and

Dany, a corporation, the smn of

d Dollars ($20,000.00) actual dam-
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together with plaintiff's costs ne^

in this action, amounting to the s

and 77/100 Dollars.

Dated and entered this 27th

A. D. 1935.

C. R. GARLO^

By HAROLD L. A

]

Thereafter, on January 27th,

ant's Bill of Exceptions was d

and allowed, and filed herein, b

and figures following, to-wit: [6(

[Title of Court and Cause.]

BILL OF EXCEPl

BE IT REMEMBERED, Tha

cause came on regularly for tri^

titled court before the Honorabl

win, Judge, sitting with a jur

November 20, 1935, T. J. Davij

Myers, Esq., appearing as attori

tiff: and T. J. Walker, Esq., an(

appearing as attorneys for the d(

Thereupon the following proc

orders made, objections interpc

by the court and exceptions ta

ceedings, orders and exceptions 1

ing, had and taken thereon, anc
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ifter set out, being all the evidence

Tered and introduced and offered

le testimony and evidence herein-

, and is all the testimony and evi-

he court, and was and is all [61]

id e^ddence offered by the parties

received by the court, and offered

o this cause and rejected by the

(After opening statement by Mr.

jference to the opening statement,

lounsel correctly to make the state-

mplaint has two causes of action;

iry to state the two counts in the

riew of that I feel it is incumbent

me to move this court for an order

aiiitiff to elect upon which of the

lion they shall proceed on.

The motion is denied. That is a

Id properly come at the conclusion

I : We desire an exception.

Very w^ell, call the jury. [62]

:iED W. POOLER,

called as a witness in his own

[y sworn, testified as follows:

)irect Examination.

May it please the court there is a
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(Testimony of Fred W. Pooler.)

Mr. GUNN: May I interrupt

fact that this stipulation will prec

tion to the witness I feel that ^

time interpose our formal objec

duction of any testimony, and I

enumerate the grounds.

Comes now the defendant and

troduetion of any evidence on

that the first cause of action ii

sufficient to constitute a cause of

defendant: second, that it disclo

a matter of law, that plaintiff as

injury from falling or tripping

allowing it to remain in his yar

approximately seven months anc

therefrom or to a place where 1

tripped or fallen over it: third, t

its face that plaintiff, as a matter

of contributory negligence, barri

not removing the wire from his

where he would not have fallen

seven months and in not looki

stepping and in failing to exercisi

it discloses on its face that th(

omissions of the defendant were

cause of plaintiff's injuries: fifth

face that plaintiff could have a

quences of defendant's alleged i

wrongful act or omission by ei

gence and reasonable care for ]
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red W. Pooler.)

'dinarily prudent man would have

drcumstances, to-wit, by removing

he vard, or to a place where he

fallen over it, all of which could

xith very slight effort on his part,

plaintiff's fall which resulted in

entirely an avoidable consequence:

n its face that plaintiff's injuries

Deen anticipated by the defendant

3te as to impose no liability on the

same objection and on the same

n the same grounds, to the second

Overruled.

Exception.

Pursuant to stipulation between

laintiff and defendant, the defend-

we have designated as defendant's

which is a plat prepared by the

home and home grounds, and the'

surroundings of the Pooler home
Banks and Marcia Street, and the

lesignated upon the said Exhibit 1

rs. A, B, and C, are the property

to the Mountain States Telephone

-ompany, the defendant herein,

'eement, Mr. Gunn.

Yes.

That does not cover the situation

3 occurrence.
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(Testimony of Fred W. Pooler.)

Mr. GUNN: I was just goiii

stipulation should be directed to

the original alleged wrongful ac

and second, as to the time of tl

of the accident. And I also feel 1

this case considerably if the stipn

the agreement that the measuren

all things sho^^^l on that map ar

Mr. DAVIS: Plaintiff will

tion of Mr. Gunn with the exce]

at the present time shows the Poo

Pooler garage was not built at tl

wise we mil accept it as being co;

the scene of the Pooler house ar

of the date of the alleged injury

Mr. GUNN: And also as to

leged wrongful act of the defend?

Mr. DAVIS : We will accept

The COURT : I personally tl

together and put it on paper.

Mr. DAVIS : We will Your 1

The WITNESS: My full i

Pooler; I reside at 1829 Banks

lived there seventeen and a hz

time I have lived in Butte, sev

years but I lived in Butte, bef(

time I lived in Butte, about ten
;

I am a blacksmith and have

since I was seventeen years old.

at Lead Yard, Iowa. I am a mai
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fed W. Pooler.)

my wife at my home in the city

fe's name is Frances Pooler.

, T house; the part of the livins^

room is 18 by 20 ; then there is this

S by 24; and my front yard back

?walk that was going out to the

at is grass, la\Am, and trees and

tiave bluespruce and the Canadian

lave a lilac [65] in the front, and

ny garden; back of that sidewalk

y garden spot. I have do^Mi next

ere a strawberry bed, and then I

mning along the fence this way

[ then I have two lilac bushes set-

: of the fence going south from the

ive 3 lovely peony bushes that set

ut 10 feet of the south fence, they

ning from east and west. Then the

—well I have 1 tree, a Canadian

:he west end of the house and my
[ I have the rest of the plot I have

I have taken 17 years to develop

ave described it;

ace I have a picket fence on the

et fence on the south; the north

md the west fence is board. The

: is on the south side of my place

i high. The fence on the west side

board fence 3 feet 6 inches high,

^ate to get in and out of my yard
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(Testimony of Fred W. Pooler.)

on the west side. There is a wid

a half I believe between the pi

the south side of my lot ; and the

I think, are an inch and a hal

who might be going toward the

could be seen plainly through th

On the 20th of June, 1933, th«

wire leaning up against the wes

and there was a garbage can thei

th(^ west end. That gate on the

and is now right in the corner

To reach that gate on the west

I walked out from my back pc

concrete walk of slabs there, all

gate, and I put concrete there. I

wide with the exception—I belie^

of slab concrete about a foot thi

from the top of this concrete b

in the alley. The walk comes ri

gate in the west; the gate swin^

the end of the walk. At that tii

was a foot from the walk which

the west fence. There were three

the fence, and from the sidewalk

gate it was about six feet as ne£

ure it. The three rolls of wire fr

were 2 feet 6 inches.

Q. Now Mr. Pooler what typ

done since you were 17 years of

vou learned the blacksmith tra(
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:'ed. W. Pooler.)

I I learned, I learned the carriage

g horses and general blacksmith;

Le I learned.

illowed horse shoeing and custom

les. The first place I worked in

le Original Mine and they trans-

:here to the Anaconda, and then I

! Leonard, or to the Tramway for

^uess I was there maybe a month,

evin transferred me to Southern

at the Southern Cross and said it

xed work and it was hard to get

ass or kind of work, and he asked

re and I did and I was up there

less, when the mine shut do\\m and

3rred me up here to the Original,

rid made up steel for them, for the

hey transferred me from there to

en the panic of 1921 came on and

II the mines and Mr. Nevin got me
1 Lodge, at a big coal [67] mine

to Red Lodge, and I worked there

ibout two months and the master

me, he said, "When we sent you

'When we sent for you we didn't

I were only taking a man's place

e you to take a job over at a com-

Bear Creek." I said, "That is

:ed in Bear Creek at a commercial

had poor living conditions for my
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(Trstii)ioiiy of Fred W. Pooler.)

family and I quit and I came b^

T Avent back to the Tramway for

then Mr. Carrigaii had me to g(

and I worked at the Emma I

years; and from there I went to

mond. I was at the Bell and D
say, a couple of years I guess ; mi

a year; I won't say the length oi

Then they transferred me from

tain Con. I think I was at the M
3 years when the last depression

laid me off.

WHien I first started to worl;

they paid me $6.75; the highej=

paid me, I believe, was $7.00 an

I believe $5.00 was the lowest th

the depression came I was worki

Con Mine and that was in 1932.

mine I worked out here on the i

velt Drive, and worked there f

County Surveyor. Out there I

job they gave me; I was dri\

another man used to load the :

boat made out of thick iron sh

hitched to it and I used to roll

onto that sheet and then pull

the men were laying the walls

unloaded them there and they

they wanted them. That was u

I got laid off there I went up Wi
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?d W. Pooler.)

or 8 days; I won't say, either it

^how, that I worked at that job.

all the men a few days and he

best he could amongst all tlie men

many days work.

to Wise River and worked in the

6 weeks. Up there I worked for

few days I pitched the hay into

ey hauled it to his hay barn and

Drk there and I used to work on

would go up on pulleys—he just

le big door at the top of the hay

put me in there to mound that

t I worked most of that time up

lat hay away. When I say mound

ed it and dragged it back to the

barn and keep the hay level as

[ was able to do a full day's work

he paid me $5.00 a day for doing

he would give me more than the

paid me $5.00 a day. That was

Mr. Marice's ranch is up on Wise

ieve about 18 miles up the river

iver Post Office; I am not posi-

iat is about what it is.

it ranch I came home and got in

I; got in about 8 cords. I got it

nd. I cut it and stacked it and

Butte, I put it in my yard along

he north fence. I can't sav what
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(Testimony of Fred W. Pooler.)

month it was. I was hauling i

October. The weather was prett;

l)art of November, and then I 1

in—I got most of it in Septemb

hauled as late as, well the two la

the first and second day of De

there came a liig [69] snow storn

In December, 1932, I was able

and haul it and sack it, and car]

pretty steep hills and some of it

out of the timber because I cou

down there and I had to pack

took out 8 cords of wood.

After I had gotten out the

garage. It was built in the month

December, 1932. I was able to cl

garage as I built it. Ed Lehan,

and myself put up the rafters;

Hemenlay and myself put up th(

all my wood after the garage v

})ut the doors in in December,

when I put it in.

I have two lots and a half oi

the lots are 30 feet wide and 10

the garden work out there. Be:

used to spade my ground and pL

attend my garden. On my plot \

way to plow or dig it up and I

The place was not spaded in tl

Grover Hemenlay spaded it the
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^d W. Pooler.)

7as in 1932. I raised a garden in

'd on the 20th of June, 1933. My
)aded that Spring. I was taking

fe.

At this time, may it please the

request that defendant's Exhibit 1

t depicting the Pooler place be

nee in accordance with the stip-

Very well, but you had better

>n so the jury will know the facts.

Under the caption of court and

stipulated and agreed by and be-

plaintiff and counsel for defend-

tain map marked Exhibit 1 and

loyees of the defendant may and

in evidence as correctly depicting

thereon, save and except that the

;reon was not in place until De-

ipulated and agreed that the evi-

tiat the poles depicted on said map
,
marked A, B, and C respectively,

) times involved in this action the

^fendant, and that the wires placed

all of the times, within the issues

? property of the defendant."

3: Grover Hemenlay spaded my
mises at the time to which I testi-

s badly injured, too badly injured
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(Testimony of Fred W. Pooler.)

to do it myself. I am married,

in the early Smnmer of 1933, m^

until, I think it was, about th

April, when I took her to the ho

Hospital. My wife was confined

did not walk about. I took care

I remember being in my liom

of June 20, 1933. I didn't sleep ^

to bed in the morning and I sle]

was going to the hospital to see i

in; it was late, getting toward

woke and I jumped up out of rr

the ash pan out of the stove ai

down and took this ash pan and

way. The garbage can set rig

fence. The garbage can was ju

back walk at that time, one fo

foot.

Mr. DAVIS: We will mar
Exhibit 1 with the letter A-1, ^

gaibage can, one foot from the

walk.

Mr. GUNN: It is now marb
tended I) marking the location

as one foot north of the cemen

west fence, on the day of the ;

Mr. DAVIS : That is correct

The WITNESS: The sidewa

my south line started from m
went to the gate.
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Bd W. Pooler.)

'om the iiortli side of the cement

)lls of wire to which you testified ?

we were making out the com-

t back from the hospital, the reel

) imprints of the wire was still

I I measured there and it was as

ould get.

Now then, Mr. Gunn, will you,

3 map with the letter E to indicate

[eet from the north side of this

h is the spot

—

am now marking the point along

Mr. Pooler's yard one and one-

^ it X, indicated by E as the place

as,—where the marks of the wire

ooler returned from the hospital,

rhat is correct.

md that was against the fence.

3: Yes, that was as near as I

se marks were clearly defined on

hen there was a couple of pieces

t had been to tie around the wire

ig on the ground. That was when
the hospital.

how far would you estimate the

have been leaning up against your

3rth side [72] of that walk at a

' injury?

lean the edge that laid next to the
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(Testimony of Fred W. Pooler.)

Q. Yes.

A. Well I should think it wj

feet.

I had observed that wire bei

many times. It had remained at

imately about 6 feet from the

sidewalk and continued leaning

until the time of my injury or

there a long time. On the 20th

I had occasion to go out to my
pan of ashes. I couldn't say i

was; I didn't look at the clocl

low enough that it struck my gh

see ; it kind of,—well you know li

the windshield of an automobi

blind you. I would judge it was

or 6:30, maybe 7:00 o'clock. 1

earlier than that, I couldn't sv

earlier than that. As I walked

in the back yard of my house

empty this pan of ashes in the

approached the west fence of m;

my feet in this wire. I didn't

to fall and I tried to save mys^

I didn't know it right then, w"

you know, and I fell and as I

gate and the gate was unlatched

to the outside, and the gate

grabbed it and it turned me so

I hit the ground I tried to b:
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Lch off balance and as I hit the

It something snap and my feet

I seen the wire. I just got a

re that was entangled in my feet,

Lrned dark then. As I made an

lyself I grabbed the gate, or

;he gate and my hand caught the

hat when the gate swung open it

me right on to my back. I saw

id my feet ; when I hit the ground

d my feet flew up and I seen this

lat was around my feet was this

hone wire. The insulation was

how I recognized it so quick. It

ere was some insulation still on

at part of it was burned off.

right down in my back here, right

Ivis bone. I struck kind of on my
Q the left side of my pelvic bone,

ne I mean this bone that runs

^hat they sometimes call the tail

w whether it was the tail bone or

ck down below here. When I say

n near the tail bone. The snap

I felt down in my back here, right

where I felt the snap,

get up and I couldn't because I

n my back; I was just helpless.

70 efforts to get up; I am sure I

to get up and then I didn't know
,t.
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(Testimony of Fred W. Pooler.

The ground upon which I

ground, and some rocks there b

1 hit a rock or whether I hit the

It is like cement, kind of hard,

the flat, that packs very hard wh

These 3 rolls of wire I spok

poles that was across Marcia ^

that stands by my gate and th(

of my garage. I indicate the

marked A, B, and C on the I

of the defendant. I saw the m;

down from those poles. He w
sure; he had on climbers and

poles and took the wire down. ]

watch him close, you know; I j

went up the pole and I was

up the refuse of my garage anc

man and thought I knew the m
no attention to him only that '.

wire down. The reason for his

the poles was it had burned ov(

was laying down on the ground

garage. M}^ garage had bume
1932. These wires ran across r

I should say was east within a

way from my line that goes th

garage. In other words I mean

property as depicted on defe

That garage is in the corner (

west fence and the north feni
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e wires were laying down on the

sulation was part off of some of

were strung over the garage, be-

noved from the pole. They were

poles ; they were hanging to the

just connected to the poles, but

jurned over the garage had fallen

nd. When I speak of the poles

the telephone poles. These wires

from these telephone poles and

Lmd 5 or 6 days before they were

cribed. Then this man that came

wires and rolled them up into

m inside my fence. Those rolls

3 feet large. I mean each one

There were 2 rolls that were over

ip against my fence. I never [75]

t the height of my fence is 3 foot

ame, I w^ould say, within about

> of my fence.

u indicate with your cane against

lonor about the direction in which

against your fence?

ill say this is the fence and the

) that the broadway was running

le fence.

I know who put those wires inside

5 a man and he said his name,—
irstand whether it was Dubai or
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(Testimony of Fred W. Pooler.)

I myself saw him put the lasl

reached over the fence with it; ]

roll of wire up and leaned it aga

that time he was outside of the fe

it inside my fence. The two rolh

I saw him place the other roll, th

Q. What did you do, if anythi

ing the wire there f

A. I was sorting charcoal oi

to put in my furnace to get rid

the boys that was helping me cl

from the garage, and one of th(

''He is putting that wire over the

Fred" and I looked up and went

voked because they had been du

over the flat out there and I hi

commissioners a number of times

garbage dumping stopped and wl

put something in there in my y
ting the wire in my yard, it was

and I went down, and when I wi

was at I said, "Hello Arthur"

on a big coat so I didn't see his

got a good view you know, w
says, [76] or I says, "I beg pa

was Mr. Garton '

' : and he says '

' J

or Dubie, I can't say which.

I said "Mr. Dubie or Mr. Di

you to leave that wire there" an

only just be a question of an h(
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lU pick it up." Well I says, Be

at the truck picks it up because I

stu:ff laying aroiuid here, there is

on the flat now," and then as I

^k he placed the other roll. That

le of my yard.

tiad a coupe and I noticed it had

, It had the Bell Telephone and a

rith a bell in the middle. I didn't

or anything but I noticed that. I

n as he handled the wire. He took

xnd got it down and then he was

le was rolling it up. I seen him

his hand and he had it up and

ate and I went right on with my
)other anything about it until one

to me "That man is lifting that

3 hoys and I at that time were

nd the garage after the fire, refuse

uld say this young man was work-

neighborhood of an hour. I didn't

m him. After he told me not to

be a matter of an hour or so the

: it up he turned around and went

venue and I didn't pay any atten-

he turned the corner of the house.

ipe and drove off.

uary, or March of 1933, that I had

with anyone else about that wire.

the man came to mv door and said
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(Testimony of Fred W. Pooler.)

lie came after the telephone insi

"I came after the telephone ir

says, ''Are you employed by th(

Telephone and Telegraph Comj

he said "Yes" and I said, ''Alrig'

ment." He loosened the instrumc

little table—not so heavy as that

the order like that, and remoYe(

underneath with the telephone \^

nected to, and he started to go

to him, "There is some wire ther

that the lineman left there and 1

it out." He said he didn't have

thing to dig the wire out, and he

I said, "I will get you a shovel,"

the garage and got him a long h

and brought it and handed it t(

junction of the sidewalk, the sid

the garage and the back gate;

shovel and he took the shovel ai

the back to dig the roll of wii

on in the house. I had some co

couple of men, they were talkin

come there to see me, and I we

end, the dining room and sat (

somebody coming up on the \

looked out from the window, mj;

dow, the dining room window i

it is about 6 feet long and aboi

feet high; and this man was on

the instrument, and I thought he
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k so I raised up out of my chair

of my window and I could see the

up against the fence and he was

' back gate at that time and so I

t to the back gate, or out to the

tier, and as I opened the kitchen

ing the instrimient in on his seat

m, "I want you to take that wire

aere," and he looked at me and

1, ^'damn you I mean it/'

coupe and drove away. That was

i] or March, I don't know; there

f snow between my house and over

t 3 inches of the top of the wire.

it telephone instrument as I had

r told him to take the instrument

L at the telephone office said ''You

leave it in there for a while" and

) he left the instrument there from

Id say some time in the Spring or

is shortly after they had come

?tition asking us if they didn't cut

^s that we would have these instru-

;
so they didn't cut the rates so I

ument out.

came after my instrument was a

dght but I think he was dark, but

Q up around his collar, his collar

because it was quite cold in the
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(Testimony of Fred W. Pooler.)

The connection for my telept

pole opposite the gate into my
pole that is designated on the

point B. It runs from that poj

my house; it goes past the corn(

then goes through the bath.

After I was in the hospital I

mine who came up there to s

Thomas, I asked him if he wouh

telephone company and tell thei

I wished they would take that

that there were some children

mow my lawn and I realized th

gerous; if they got to playing

would hurt themselves. That "v

the hospital; I don't know, ma
the hospital 3 or 4 days or a \\

gone from my yard when I Cc

hospital. [79]

Q. Now Mr. Pooler after yoi

have described, do you know ^

where you were taken %

A. Well I know that Dr. Gr(

ber Dr. Gregg coming after they

lance; I didn't know anything i

lighting a cigarette for me.

I remember I was in my hom
being injured. I don't know wh(

of my own knowledge; I can't

the bed.
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conscious of the fact that yon were

injury?

!time later it seemed to me like I

[ my wife's boy was sitting by the

at I was in bed. I believe that Mrs.

me a drink of water. She did not

me of the water down but it pained

^ent to lift me up and I couldn't

Id her I couldn't stand it. I guess

)me until the next day and then I

•ay Hospital. They didn't do much

me at the Murray Hospital. Dr.

lat it was just a dirty sprain and

^e to wear it out. They put me to

e on a cot. I was in the hospital

eeks, but in the meantime the girl

in a wheel chair and take me in

as.

o the hospital for my injury. After

dtal I went home. When I went

s able to get around on crutches,

how long I was on crutches but it

ime. My injuries affected my legs;

Lght use of my legs, and I can't

dy so far, it seems like I haven't

ugh to hold my back up. [80]

7 weeks you were in the hospital

walk?

Gregg got my brace I could walk
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I still wear that brace. The \

slabs in the back about that wi

my hips up to my shoulders. I c

that brace. I can stand without i

I believe it was Dr. Gregg y\

brace. He brought another doct<

remember what that doctor's

said,—no, at first Dr. Gregg w£

and then he brought this other

this doctor lace me and this doc'

no use to lace me and that the

needed; that they couldn't lea^

only I believe he said 9 days. I i

I can stand just a little while

with my cane, but I couldn't wa

walk from here to that table ther

I have the brace on at the pres

Mr. DAVIS: May it please

time we would request permissi(

plaintiff to remove the shirt an

Mr. Pooler and let the court and

that he has described.

The COURT : Very well if tl

Mr, WALKER : No objectioi

(Thereupon the witness remo^

ing and exhibited the brace to

removed the brace and exhibitec

Q. Now in your present con

your brace are you able to stand

A. A little bit. [81]
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you stand, please?

Ve had no objection to the request

)lay this brace to the jury, but it

: it is not proper to conduct this

after further foundation is laid,

> this line of questioning at this

We will connect it up. The diffi-

his off and on is so great—and we

3t it up.

Very well, the objection is over-

S: Dr. Gregg, the doctor who

:'ace, is connected with the Murray

I was in the hospital for 7 weeks

come about every day,—I think

ly he came in the evening to see

'e was two or three other doctors

d. One morning the doctor that

g doctor, I forget his name now,

examined me and he was tapping

with his fingers and every time he

". hitting me with a sledge hammer
aughed and said he wouldn't hurt

urting me then,

ome, part of the time I was lying

1 the time I was sitting up. I did

at my home. Bernice Anderson

tried to do the work a few days,

<; I couldn't get up and my wife

ill, she was in her back yard, and
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Mrs. Gill came over and got our bi

Bernice Anderson came and she u

day in the morning for about th:

the work, and then I was in bed

how long, and then I got so that

on my crutches again and so I u

My wife was on crutches too an

and her we used to get ourselves

That was [82] all we could do sin

son went away.

Q. And now where do you fe(

of the injury?

A. The pain always was the w
on my spine; seemed to hurt m(

my breath away and does yet.

After I got home I had pain:

yet always around my hip, my he

is my tail bone, that is always

seem to affect me there like it

part. It has affected my bladder

to have a blanket, a heavy blan

that I can't feel the water as it

my bladder; I sleep and it seen:

When I am up my urine seeps ,

clothes and stains my clothing. T

that I have on; I don't wear thi

suit might be stained, I wouldn't

Q. Now how did it affect yom
A. Well they are kind of nui

can't get around on them good;

all the time.
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^st hurt my leg's were numb and

^as bathing me this leg here, I

she put it in the tul) for me, that

uldn't lift at all, that is my left

would always put that in the tub

3athed my foot, but the other leg,

into the bath tub myself, but it

wfully in my back when I would

nd when I went walking T would

careful because if I stepped on

)f a pebble it hurts my back ; it

do you know whether or not vou

it all?

ms like I hit my leg when I was

I hit my leg against the gate

of the gate I mean this little gate

of my fence.

ns of discoloration. After I had

ital my back hurt me so that I

leg. The nurse called my atten-

was all black and blue here and

was all black and blue.

ive any sensation in your legs aft-

different than the normal sensa-

gs were numb all the time and T

the time in my leg.

. I showed it to Dr. Gregg and he
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examined it and he said, I belie\

a rheumatism started in there,

there was any marks on my ba(

remember whether my arms we

but my shoulder was awfully lai

use ni}^ shoulder; I couldn't raise

every time I would move my arr

that would come up here, a lui

the base of my neck, you can see

now. I have pains there now; \

of pain at times, quite severe. Ai

to move the neck and then ther(

hurt me.

I tried to get up twice after \

wasn 't able to get up ; when I

couldn't. I don't know how I gc

A man by the name of Bert J

Hemenlay were in my home at

came for the instrument. Mr. M
ing over in Philipsburg. He is a

fellow is Grover Hemenlay and 1

I think he is about 50 years old.

In my blacksmith work I used

my hand hammer [84] weighed {

quarters. I do not know any ol

than that of a blacksmith. I wai

until I was 17 years old and f

blacksmith business. I could n

and three-quarter hammer now;

blacksmith work now because ]
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pain is too much. I had not been

the injury which happened to me

Prior to the injury I was able to

i run and jump and could do my
lith.

Qow that that wire had come im-

'oll when you left your house that

e 20, 1933?

Co which we object on the ground

t, irrelevant and immaterial and

ue involved in this case.

Overruled.

Exception.

't know it and I didn't know either

because I came in the back way.

le wire then, it was dark and there

the sidewalk and I came in from

the grocery where I used to do my
rocery store. I went over to Mr.

now just what time it was, but it

I had no reason to believe that

wire which the telephone lineman

ay fence, leaning against it, were

igerous to my life or limb; didn't

any danger at all.

ou object to its being left there?

st place they had been dumping

id on the flat there and costing the

sands of dollars to clean it up now,

:ested against that garbage [85]
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]

dumping to the coimnissioners

;

I was very particular about my
^

it beautiful in the Smmner time

that stuff there; it would be a t

But at the time I told the linei

cause they were putting that the

all this garbage dmnping that 1:

house. Sometimes they would di

garbage right on the street that

1 got the injuiy to which I 1

legs, to my back, to my shouldei

that fall when I entangled my
The fall took place right at th

premises.

Since leaving the hospital I

Dr. Gregg was out a time or 1

and he wanted me to come over

have some more X-ray picture

take some X-rays at the Murr^

went in. I did not go up to b

have had a doctor since then, I

been to his office. When I firs

I used to go every couple or th]

have been going there ever sine

been going only I guess two or t

I have gone there on account

Carmen took X-ray pictures

treated me. I had a bill from tl

Q. What did they charge yoi

Mr. WALKER: Objected to
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jterial and nothing to do with the

A charge for medical and surgi-

i^es, the hospital. I will withdraw

le moment.

The question is alright; is it in

]

We have an item of $450.00.

You will have to lay the fonnda-

ble cost.

^ces did they render for you at

' than taking X-rays?

irse used to bathe my foot and Dr.

lid seen me once a day. He told

much of anything they could do

md the nurse told me to not get

s Hill, that those backs were bad

ig time.

\ : They fed me ; they brought me
I occupied a bed in the hospital

d the brace for me, the brace I

rt and jury. They gave me a bill,

ervices and hospital room of 52

ays of my spine and brace for my
t. They sent it to my house from

3ital. I believe the amount of it

?370.00. It could have been for

tems mentioned. The last bill I

tal and got it, and it was $380.00

lars. My present bill is $287.00.
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On the day I fell I was 57 yea

and 7 inches tall and I weight

after I got out of the hospital

grocery store and I weighed 160

Cross Examinati

By Mr. GUNN.
The WITNESS : I was in m;

I got hurt but that wasn't my bi

in Waukon, Alamakee County, 1

in the year 1874. I have reside

uously 17 years since I came hi

home, [87] except for the time

River, and over to Southern C

Bear Creek, and Red Lodge. ]

year it was I bought the home

years next March; that is part

of the home I had lots of work

Q. Now Mr. Pooler you desc

on your direct examination, and

tion to the plat of ground east

the fence and the concrete wall

your garage; between the garf

walk, just what was in there in

the way of lawn, and garden

that sort of thing?

A. I had a garden there the'

I had a garden there in 193^

rhubarb and strawberry vines

peony bushes and a Canadiar

strawberry bush was down tow^
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fence, the west fence from the

ill say 15 or 20 feet, and about

it along" the board fence I had

the strawberry vines are east

:

right along the west fence south

I have rhubarb plants. I guess

)out 2 feet from the fence. When
up and growing it runs right up

The rhubarb plants I think are

a the garage south. East of the

ve a strawberry bed, which ran

feet south from the garage and

:
probably 20 feet from the south

patch to the garage and I think

. The strawberry patch is about

south wall to the garage to the

ts were plants that came up every

k^hat I had to plant every year.

3 were about 8 or 10 feet east

5, from the walk that runs to the

ire in a row and I will say about

side of the walk running along

g east; running east along the

d then we have a poppy bed that

They are in between the peonies

; it is a round bed; and then I

"urther to the east a bed of,—

I

P that; they are white flowers and

-ear. And then closer to the walk

parage, in between the walk that
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goes to the garage and the wal

back gate there is a rose bush, ;

my wife built there a bird bal

concrete slab? about 2 feet wid

concrete and got a form and 1

built it so it was turned on to]

that and it was so she could 1:

birds.

I also have vegetables in there

toes and carrots and some peas,

and peonies and strawberry bed

up every year. The vegetables ore

every Spring and the potatoes,

vegetables in the Spring of 1933.

wife and had no time. The rl

berries and rose bushes contin

Spring. They didn't need any

are beautiful. This year the r(

thing T believe like 75 blooms or

Q. That is 1935, but we are

Don't become confused.

A. Well the peonies every y
the neighbors used to take the

them to my Avife at the hospi'

lovely in the Spring of 1933.

blighted that year. There w{

blighted; [89] they blighted a y(

ago we had a lovely crop ; we ha(

year.

The concrete walk running fr

along my south fence to the gai
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Lcr of my west fence is composed

liat I got at the mine. They gave

mine and I made a walk out of

?tion right close to the gate, that

de a form but it didn't come out

ick wasn't long enough, and so I

id put it there and filled it with

ock was about a foot thick and

:he walk. I would say there was

down from the end of that block

;ween the gate post, or right at

! near as I can fix the time, be-

)0 o'clock on the evening of June

re the wire was not on the walk

I came in through the gate over

d I am sure there was no wire

tting quite dusk at the time. I

e time whether it was against the

luse I came in through my back

s of wire I didn't notice. That

n the house I read a little bit and

^ied to sleep and I was so worried

it I went to the garage and I had

[ make the bed in the car, and I

he car and I stayed in the garage

my and the next morning I was

aid down about 11:00 o'clock in

to sleep; and I just woke up the

)th just before my accident, just
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long' enough to get my clothes on

and hands, and I went to get n

was going to build a fire and th

ashes and I lifted the [90] ash

pan from the stove and starte

gate along the walk, along the

my property; I had the ash pai

sun struck my glasses and blind

to wear glasses, I think, about

wear different glasses for readi

times. They are double, this s<

when I read, and this is the otl

double vision glasses. I had got

hadn't had them very long.
'

glasses I had. I never had mo
any more after I got hurt. Tli

I had before I got hurt. I had

I had on very long when I goi

different pair of glasses when I

Q. How long, prior to the

been aware of the fact that y(

good?

A. Well my vision w^as gooc

I eoukl see good but I had to ^^

the time. You understand I did]

all of the time, and not now, be

don't fit anymore, but still I c

them than with the naked eye. '.

of glasses on the night of the a(

broken in the accident. I could
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3 accident happened rig-ht at the

te walk running out to the west

ith fence, a few feet this side of

the gate and the house, a few

ped.

entangled in the wire and I fell

3ed the gate which flew out ; I was

med like my feet were tied, and

e. It was after I hit the ground

ck for the wire. My feet kind

and I just got a glimpse of the

Lmd my feet, so I realized what

n that glimpse of the wire I got

!W it was the last roll of mre that

put in ni}^ yard. I got a look at

lay on the ground, after my fall,

ound. Just at the time that T hit

et flew up so that I got a glimpse

at that time I saw some of the

off the wire.

ire; I believe it was a single wire

n partly burned off and had been

sather, and I think the insulation

d gray, you know how a ^^^re will

umber of years. I am quite sure

ire, I wouldn't swear but I think

'e. I didn't examine the wire close

it looked to me, as near as I can

vas a single wire. I had seen the

3riod of, off and on, over a period*
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of 7 months before my fall, lea:

back fence. I would say it was

positive because I never exam:

enough. It was left there in

November, and on the 3rd of Di

snow and it drifted in there

covered over until the snow w
was very busy with my sick wit

I would go out would be just

empty the ashes.

The insulation it had on it wa

telephone wire or electric wir

with this insulation. I never

whether it was rubber or what

it umst be some kind of cloth s

colored and it showed age. A

figure my impression was it wj

of insulation. I think there [{

rubber underneath. I know it

In my experience as a blacksn

had occasion to see the ditferenc

wire and electric power wire, b

thing that blacksmiths don't w(

only wire I ever handled is th

mobile and I used to handle tl:

to fix my car, and that was the <

occasion to tinker with electric

as a telephone wire as distingi

wire because I seen the man p
is why I know. I seen him tak(
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Mie reel there; and the man told

it the first two reels there, and I

lone wire because I seen him take

1 him put it there.

id to the boys, I referred to the

'e there helping me clean up the

and I was going to start to build

e of those two men is Bert Malloy

•ver Hemenlay.

wo men who were in your home

le to take the phone out?

;tepson is very good to me, he

and Bert Malloy lived the next

)ss the fence and he came and

this lineman very close. I just

ilimbing around them poles and

way with a coupe. A coupe is a

)bile; the top is over the one seat.

5 man making a remark that the

it up.

in order that we may get your

n a truck and a coupe

I don't think that is of any con-

[93] proceed without using too

ask questions and you don't have

)ur purpose in doing it is.

will try to reform my question.

You don't have to explain to the

irpose is in asking your questions,

just ask the question.
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The WITNESS: A coupe is

truck is kind of an open box bel

insignia of some sort, a circle w

vehicle that he used. If that ve

behind, an open place behind to i

closed; it was not an open conve;

seen of that vehicle he had parke

south fence close to the gate.

I saw the imprint of this wire i

I came out of the hospital. I w
seven weeks. The wire had laid

long the edges of the wire, that

in the ground, and w^hen they h

out of there it left an imprint.

Q. Who was the Mr. Gardnei

was down there when you said, '']

A. He worked for the Telep

don't know if he is in their en

but his wife and mine were great i

and me, well we were not grea

knew each other and I always s

count of the two women being sii

I requested this man who cai

telephone instrument, to remove

in my yard, and I gave him a sh

and he didn't do it. The next tim

one connected with the Telephon

move the wire, was through Mi

was in the hospital. [94] I want

I was concerned about it at that

children were going to mow mj
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ddewalk at that garage, over here,

, here, along in here somewhere.

I consulted a doctor, prior to my
Carmen.

doctor prior to the 20th of Jmie,

5 that mean before or after f

accident ?

accident ?

nothing the matter with me that

a doctor, no. There was a doctor

ise to see my sick wife,

^ou were concerned, when was the

\me 20, 1933, that you had been to

consult a doctor with reference to

t my hand hurt; I got a piece of

I believe was the last time I was

s down to St. James' Hospital and

ited on my hand and I believe it

'Ids and another doctor who did.

Ids was there when they gave me

up to the time of your accident,

th arthritis?

lat?

know?
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Q. Well of course if you d

you had been troubled with it

—

A. Maybe if you had spoken

language I would know what it

Q. I am not an expert on m(

The COURT : You would kn

Q. How often from the 5th

to the 20th of June, 1935, did

leaning up against the fence?

A. Well before the snow car

every day or 3 or 4 times a

dozen times a day.

And when the snow was there

you could see 2 or 3 inches, s

sticking' out of the gTound in tl

an ash can against the west fend

of the concrete sidewalk. That

bide can and I think it is about ;

I will say a little over 2 feet higl;

I recognize what is on the paper

Exhibit No. 2 which 3^ou show i

that as a photograph of the s

my yard.

Document received in evidenc

and marked defendant's Exhibi

Q. Directing your attention t

finger, is that the ash can that j

A. Yes sir.

1

-m
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[irect Examination.

i : When I requested Mr. Thomas

jhone Company, was after I was

u told Mr. Giinn that the only

ich you had gone to a physician

ose of removing a piece of steel

a number of times I was at the

le I got my ankle broke,

ber what year that was. I was

the Emma Mine, and I will say

s ago. I had recovered from that,

doctor for other purposes; once

[ lumbago and Dr. Frisbee put a

)ack from here, around part way

; was 7 or 8 years ago.

Dne to a doctor at any other time?

a piece of steel in my hand, there

re yet ; I was down at the Murray

ars ago, I guess; it is a long time;

ou, but I will tell you that Dr.

ng doctor then and he cut for it

it and it was in there all winter

Y, and it was the time of the panic,

!re all down and I was' out at the

pihng lumber and it festered and

m in there. The blood poison got
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started when it first got in there,

to cut any more and he said he ^

got loose in there, and it festered

He got part of it, bnt this part

the hand yet.

I remember another time I wi

treatment for injuries. I went t(

I forget his name now. I went

got one of my ribs hurt; it wf

was early in 1932, I believe and

who treated me. A fellow crowd

out [97] there towards the Nim

tipped over on the side and I f]

ribs, or he thought it was fractur

an X-ray. He just laced me
alright in a few days, or a coupk

go to the hospital; I was at my
and I never went to bed. I be"

early in 1932; I think it was ;

think it was in 1932. It was

guess before my accident in my
pened. I had recovered from tli

of any other time that I had go

The Dr. Shields who was pre

piece of steel taken out of my
who is sitting here listening to tl

and he is now in the back end

The Dr. Gregg, whom I testified

one who has been sitting here at
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across Examination.

red to some X-rays being* taken

r injury?

lat Dr. Grregg told me; he told me
lictures and I remember the nurse

me down and took another X-ray

ny X-ray pictures they took, when

le hospital, I don't know, but some

time elapsed and the nurse came

I little wheel buggy like a bed and

the X-ray room.

3 : That was in the Murray Hos-

just exactly tell you how long it

ddent. Dr. Gregg could probably

tness Excused. [98]

I. H. F. CARMAN,

s on behalf of plaintiff, being duly

s follows:

irect Examination.

S : My name is H. F. Carman ; I

)ntana, and I am a physician and

practiced my profession 28 or 29

a. I received my collegiate work
of Illinois, the State Normal Mis-
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souri, studied my medical ani

at the Illinois University and j

from that school of M. D. A
internship at St. Mary's Hos|

I took two courses of internship,

Hospital, and one at Augustana ]

and then I immediately came to

been admitted to practice medicii

the Montana State Board. I am ;

medical fellowships, the Ameri

State Medical and County Medico

in my practice of medicine and su

at Anaconda, and practiced theri

My practice was a general pra^

came to Butte, and have been in

My practice in Butte, has been g

surgery and medicine, and I have

The equipment which I have for

general electric equipment,—the S

In my practice I have had occas

who suffered from Trauma, or in

been quite a part of my practice,

small mining companies, not lar

the course of my practice relatii

panics I have dealt with men anc

[99] injured.

I know Fred W. Pooler. I m(

1933, at my office, 415-17 Metals 1

my office I am associated with I
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eing Fred W. Pooler was when he

ination and treatment. He is the

ooler who sits with you and Mr.

3gnize him as my patient. I have

October, 1933. I first gave him

made the examination personally

ion disclosed a man suffering from

Ider, neck, legs, from violent in-

L just tell us what condition you

that indicated to you that he was

injury ?

5 disclose the most and if you want

^m I will have to have the shadow

to them, I foimd extreme tender-

ibar region, small of the back, or

im, the sacro iliac joints, the part

en the hips. His legs were swollen

own; he had a mass in his right

5 to be an enlarged thyroid gland;

' is very stiff ; he is unable to raise

e the level of his neck or shoulder

very great dii^iculty in walking

3rt of a cane. I had had an oppor-

! his ability to rise from a chair,

ears his hands on the arms of a

pport, and with the aid of a cane

om the chair. He made complaint

He said the pain was felt in his
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lower back. The tailbone in ordi

the same as the lumbar and sacri

enough up. [100] I have brought

body with me and which I now hj

Mr. DAVIS: May it please

purpose of identifying certain 1:

between counsel for plaintiff and (

exhibit which I hold in my hand g

venience we will mark plaintiff'

identification, may be used by w
tiff and defendant for the purp'

bones and explaining their relatio

It is to remain here for use by

well as for ourselves.

We offer this Exhibit A in evi

poses in the case, and to that '.

Gunn has no objection.

The COURT : It may be admii

tion.

Object marked plaintiff's Exhil

in evidence.

The WITNESS: Exhibit A i

pelvis, a part of a human body, w
tion or the basis upon which the 1

up rest upon. While this bont

sacrum, is really the beginning

also a part of the spine. This pel

nnd simplicity I will just divid

and call this one here and this
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Q. The side bone here that wiggles

ply the ilium. Of course anatomic-

id into a number of bones, but for

OSes it is the ilimn. So the pelvis,

it, is composed of three bones, and

L is the key or the arch or wedge

ip bones or the ilium. You can see

Now it joins the sacrum, joins the

5, called the sacro iliac joint. Now
it which no doubt [101] you have

al about is this joint here, which

and the ilium together. Now there

lat secretes a fluid that lubricates

[ these two bones and this is con-

illed and is a movable joint, the

wo of them, one on each side. But

is altogether, bound together with

idons, this is a fixed solid girdle;

ither and you cannot pull it apart

rce. This is a solid ring around

3ne, you call it the hip bone and is

um and ordinarily is the bone you

is in the rear is the sacrum; and

I: the top of the sacrum and going

Now the spine, you know, is com-

mas. The regions just above the

ten call it, the small of the back,

e Imnbar region. There are five

small of the back, or the lumbar

are numbered from above down.
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So the fifth lumbar fits on top. 1

Now this is a fixed body, the pel

impress upon you that this is a fi?

lutely immovable because this joi

but it is a bony girdle. And then <

mences the fifth lumbar; on top c

mences the twelfth dorsal which ;

and then the bones of the neck,

Then this fifth lumbar is the

movable spine and the fixed girdle

here your spine is pliable; you

or backward, laterally, from sidi

here, the girdle don't move excep

area in the sacroiliac joint. So

injury and deformities of the sp

beginning of the movable spine w
So the fifth lumbar vertebra hasi

[102] of argument because that hs

ity when it comes to the relation

the hardest to detect at normaliti

in X-raying your body the long b

demonstrate in the X-ray, anc

shadow, and get a shadow that a

body can interpret an injury es

you get down into the pelvis your

cult. And, let me say now that an

ture. An X-ray is a shadow. I

between that light over there ai

here you will see a shadow, tha

so in making your X-rays you th
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te the body and the bones and the

ody that that light goes through

. So it makes our interpretations

3 rather difficult sometimes to in-

ance this pelvis. If we lay a per-

like this, and shoot a ray through

rates the different densities, the

11 go through will throw differ^mt

V will cross over and be sometimes

and especially for laymen in these

adows. So in interpreting deform-

tions and fractures of the pelvis

t is a little more difficult,

give different names to the sacrum,

le most common, but really the tail-

die piece tied on there, plus a few

That is the coccyx. So the girdle

e bones becomes almost immobile,

'ct by an X-ray whether or not the

en out of its normal position, for

le way or another. You could de-

not the sacroiliac [103] joints to

erred were separated. If an X-ray

would show that the sacrum had

ird into his body so that it was out

hat would affect his general condi-

ild be reflected in his actions would

mount of displacement or amount

bones plus the injury to the soft

hen the soft parts are affected the
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pelvis is quite rickety, but whei

gether by ligaments and tendons

body.

Q. Supposing an X-ray wer(

left sacroiliac joint, the left side

where the sacrum joins the side b'

were separated approximately on(

could that be detected by an X-r;

A. Well you are getting do^

pretty fine, one-eighth of an inc'

Supposing it was separated, v

the other one and judge then whe
or more fixed than the other is

there was a separation in the s?

would affect the articulation of

would reflect itself in pain and i

rise from a chair, and it would r

you have torn the ligaments an(

hold yon J* joints together. In otl:

weakened like the earthquake w

cracks in a building and when th

they lose their support and th(

down, and the same thing with au

toms in Mr. Pooler's body if t

had been separated, would be pc

and lack of support to the body,

body weight rests on that sacru:

lutely affect his locomotion becai

when he has lost his [104] suppc

difficulty and with pain. The sac

of a part of the nervous systen
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y rim through there. The spinal

own terminates at the first Imnbar

[d divides up into what we call

horse's tail. In other words the

is divided up into little so-called

telephone wire or cable would be

and frail out a cable and it will

L lot of other wires, and you take

f of it and you get a very good

is what happens to the cord. They

pinal canal and down through the

at each segment some of the wires

e holes, either in front or back and

all the lumbar plexus and sacro

in unite in different bundles with

n the sacro plexus and lumbar

Dass on down. So that part of the

^oes right down through this open-

is the conjimction of the spinal

es or nerves as I have referred to

t of them, right down to the tips

back up to your brain center,

a heavy blow or trauma upon the

Lve, from a nerves standpoint, or

y standpoint would depend upon

blow is severe enough to break the

e nerve it may paralyze the nerve

I it affect the legs, even to the tips
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A. If your blow is severe enoi

nerve to the extent of paralysis

paralysis.

Q. How would it affect the n

the muscles of the back ? [105]

A. Well if you should injure

so that impulses don't pass down

wires you get a complete paralys

down.

Q. What effect would a hea^

sacrum have, or upon the urinal

A. Might not have much on tl

the center of micturition, that i

the lumbar cord.

Q. What effect would a hea

trauma, such as a man falling w
the groimd and striking near the

to the left, of a man who weighei

A. I can tell you what it mi^

It would result in injury, depei

the harder the blow the more tl

jury, the result of the blow wou

the body in the damage it does

nerves. It would reflect itself in

reflect itself where it is hit in th

away from it, depending upon t

destruction it does to the nerve

How it would reflect itself in t

would depend on the severity of

ness, paralysis, pauses or slight ]

some men with poor action of his
"
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! has lost control entirely that is

system is controlled by two sets

is an argument over this but as

7are there are two actual sets of

rol the circulation, one that dilates

md one contracts them, so the cir-

! control of a nervous system. A
;t itself in the circulatory system

ir contraction; and a blow might

he circulatory [106] system if it

excite the vessels. One will pro-

ind the other will produce a con-

ood vessels.

erent centers of the spinal cord

rent functions. For instance mic-

3ation, bowel movement, and three

the cord. If you have paralysis

irect injury, the centers that con-

an loses control of his bowels or

is bladder. When you lose control

lat means you are not able to retain

Fred Pooler in relation to a back

de some X-ray shadow graphs of

have taken those pictures, strung

vo years. Mr. Pooler had been a

d claims he weighed 185 pounds,

ge and he is very well nourished,

^ry strong man. When I first met

nuch debilitated. I took his weight
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and it was 175 pounds. I strippe(

him of his brace. He has a hard

and he can do that but a very

the aid of cane or some support

is unable to bend forward. He wc

thing- up off the floor because h

do it. He cannot hold himself

falling". He cannot bend backwai

lateral movement, side to side. A
he can do, and that is for a sho

stripped of all his support, is tc

position, and not an erect posit

he cannot get himself in an abs

tion, but bends forward. From t

him it would be out of the questi<

as a blacksmith. At the present

work as a blacksmith. [107] I (

kind of work that Mr. Pooler cai

time,—no manual labor. Basing

my examination of Mr. Pooler ai

ence, I don't think he will ever h

of doing any manual labor. I d

anything that could be done to co

Q. Well what treatment if 2

helpful to him?

A. The treatment would be a

is cutting down in these bones, ch

way and making a furrow and th

taking a piece out of his shin be

plant across here, the sacrum, tyi
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tiffen up his foundation. In other

girder across there, an operation

e a stiffened bony structure. You

up the ligaments and muscles but

you would make this a fixed joint,

le weight and support from the

lents.

the brace which Mr. Pooler wears.

brace and a rather elaborate one

ne. He cannot get along without

7alk without it?

: walked for me.

and long without it ; he would wilt.

X-rays with me and you may see

May it please the court in the ex-

K-rays we wish to set up a shadow

) now?

Surely.

5: I heard the testimony of Mr.

11 of his testimony with reference

3spital.

Lce of Mr. Pooler showed that he

[108] at the Murray Hospital for

11 weeks; that he had been given

attention by Dr. Gregg and sev-

's who called on him there; that

of him, wheeled him around in

t he was fed; that they took some

md provided this brace, and for
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that they had given him a bill, a f

Basing your answer upon your

pital work and as a physician a

you not say that that is a reas(

amount of services rendered by

pital. The items of that bill

Services—$100.00'; Hospital Roon

of Spine—$20.00; Brace for bac

Total—$287.00.

A. I would say that is quite r<

Q. You also referred to a tui

his neck which you thought migl

the thyroid. Could you tell us fi

tion of Mr. Pooler what the cor

that tunior was ?

A. No, I don't know positive

was.

Based upon the history of thi;

what might be the cause. My o

to the injury and strain and f

about.

Q. How would the result of

relates to the tumor, affect Mr.
"

A. Well it is very tender anc

say tender and sore, it is very t(

when you feel of it and try to e^

him very painful.

It would affect him in doing

smith ; he cannot with the compL

bv examination; he could not use
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tell the court and jury what the

)9] to be on the circulatory system

irculation is very poor; his heart

and at examinations that I have

30ut two beats out of a minute.

^ positively, from my examination

at the condition of his circulatory

3d, the missing of two beats per

rt, could be attributed to the acci-

I I have testified. A lot of people

^-t beats who have not had any acci-

ent may be a contributory factor

is circulation is bad because his

n from his feet up to his knees,

heart is not keeping up the cirr^u-

hat we call decompensation,

a man had no evidence whatever of

liad had no evidence of missing of

lad had no swelling of the legs or

sort, prior to the injury, and then

i injury to which he testified, fall-

near and just left of the sacrum

Dart of his back, and your examina-

?r and your experience, would you

hat condition could have resulted

or not say that it possibly resulted

3le, yes sir very possible.
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Q. Now Doctor, take a ms

foot 7 inches tall who w^eighed

were to have his feet entangled

be falling and reach and try t

gate went open, and he turned

the ground from a walk which ^

ground, would you or not [110]

be sufficient force in a fall of
'

a man as to have caused the inji

described ?

A. I should say it could be.

Q. Basing your answer on }

Mr. Pooler and your experienc

say that the injuries from wh
caused by a trauma or a blow?

A. They appear to be cause<

blow.

I woud say it was a severe ti

condition resulted from an injur

from disease.

Q. Now will you please tell

elusions were as to the condit

basing your answer upon your (

ination of Mr. Pooler and yo

physician and surgeon,—I mes

diagnosis. Just tell us what con

from the injuries he sustained"?

A. Mr. Pooler has a tumor oi

side of his neck, apparently tli

thyroid gland, a goiter, which

has a heart that misses on an a^
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minute—it is no leakage of the

>• of the heart is fairly strong and

: these irregularities of missing,

gnder on palpation. By palpation

his back. And when I say ten-

' tender. It won't bear the weight

,'0 pressure without him making

•out the soreness of his back, from

the small of his back down to the

e, as he terms it. He is extremely

crum and sides of the sacrum and

c joints, both of them, there is

celling, a marked ridge all across

very tender and painful to palpa-

region is very tender but not so

area. He has lost all control of his

clothes and has to keep a blanket

t to protect his bed. His feet are

itis up to his knees. There is ap-

ion of the left sacroiliac joint and

ipper part of the sacral,—sacrum,

please take the Exhibit A and in-

: and jury what you mean by that

sacroiliac joint?

[• this quite thoroughly yesterday,

icroiliac joint, one on either side.

it is the giving away of the sup-

es, ligaments, tendons and tissue

ler, allowing a giving of the bone

ing that joint. The fracture is

le as a fracture through the outer
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wall of the spinal canal. This :

where the remaining part of the i

ing the spinal cord pass down

through these openings here whi

num. There is a separation in

the canal between the first ani

I told you yesterday these vertel

together, but they are still co

vertebras. There is quite a mai

the sacral into the sacrum. You
cavity. The upper part of it i

cavity now is straightened and

forward into the pelvic cavity of

the sacrum here; instead of beir

curve down here it is bulging o

of it.

You cannot positively diagnose

this is a [112] fracture of the s

aid of the ray, but the extreme pa

to move and tenderness and a

those anatomical changes. You ai

your diagnosis without the use

there is a possible separation of

the extreme symptoms, the loss

being able to stand, not being aK

being able to support his body.

In the course of my examinat

T took certain X-rays or ?hado\\'

hibits, plaintiff's Exhibits B to ',_

seen before and they are rad:

Pooler. They were taken by my
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ice, General Electric. They were

assistant and I was present. Tliey

my supervision. They have not

hanged in any respect since they

y correctly and truly depict the

Pooler as disclosed by the X-rays

ictures were taken. I don't know

3S were taken and I did not bring

[ the exhibits for identification to

w testified were all taken by me
L the ordinary course of my exami-

lent of Mr. Pooler.

We offer them in evidence.

Admitted without objection.

plaintiff's Exhibits B, C, D, E, F,

in evidence,

r, calling your attention to plain-

which is an X-ray picture, or

the body of Fred W. Pooler, will

3 court and jury examine that pic-

r us the developments and condi-

icated by that picture *?

e preliminary ; as I said yesterday

7e the most covered up part of the

issues over it and there are four

that shine through that pelvis

irt of the body. Now this picture

)icture, I don't mean picture; it is

is a shadowgraph. It is shadows

ut shadows show an outline of the

7 this is what we call an anterior.
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posterior, that is from front to ba

to plaintiff's Exhibit '^B" which ^

Now the patient lies on a table o

tube is np here a distance away

The plate is under the patient ?

from above and shines directly
'

the pelvis and body and records

the plate underneath. So whei

shadow the patient is on the tab

fihn imderneath and the radiogra

though you were looking directly

ing in front of him, looking at tl

This shadow depicts the ilium

it yesterday. The other one is the

side. This shadow between them

we were studying yesterday, on

This little dark line coming down
is the sacroiliac joint, that is

these bones here makes thai

that line that separate it, that

gether, the joint that is heh

these dark spots that you se

there, very faintly here are thei

what we call foramen through

right over there is the top of the

Now as I told you yesterday this '.

beginning of the movable spine, f

your neck and to the base of your

spine that bends and twists [114]

the flexibility of the body. As I

that the beginning of this part
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le lumbar, or the small of the back,

'rtebras commencing from the bot-

' number this one here Number 5,

. They don't quite all show. That

lie one that is most distorted, I

any other bone in the column be-

leginning of the movable with the

call your attention again to these

icroiliac joint on both sides. Now
ony process coming out on either

bra all the way up. There is one

and this one is plain. That is

^erse process because it runs out

vertebra.

it D we have another view of the

•king directly at the man when you

^h his skin and muscles and blood

md take a peep at the shadow of

w you Exhibit C, which is the same

think you have any trouble at all

s front view and seeing that this

le left sacroiliac joint is very much
•ne here. Do you all see thaf? You
swer me, just say whether you see

This crack on the right hand side

you face it indicates to me as a

gnosis that that is the result of the

at crack. The crack is quite large
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and that is the separation of th

about which I have previously te:

call your attention to the differei

this joint here and this angle in

right side [115] and that on th

you see the difference in this note

Now you see that this sacriun on

fit up into that angle; does fit ux

this side much closer than the a:

Tihe position which fits the better

right side. The matter for you

if the parts fit up into this angle 1

side than they do on the left sid(

penters I don't think you would h

seeing that this side is a much I

side is a much worse fit than the

This joint here is separated,

left joint, the left sacroiliac join'

it? Are you satisfied that you s

dition in this? I am talking n(

sacroiliac joint. This piece of b

away from the sacrum. This is

This crack is larger,—this is the

on the right.

Another shadow I want you tc

to thinning out of the bone. An
or trauma, which is injury,—by j

cast it thins out the calcium in tl

over a bone will thin out the calc

is thin and when the bone is thin
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im; it is thinned and the rays go

se, as I said, the reason we get

ferent tissues is because of the dif-

the tissue. The density of the tis-

s—on the left side you see that is

)ugh here, and I took a number of

show you they all show the same.

^ays shows a darker area here be-

d out. Now another point I want

ention to that don't show quite so

iogram and more so in others that

ird for you [116] to see and that

3 vertebras of the sacrum,—these

^ou are looking at it from the in-

is going through and showing it

i. Those two vertebras are there.

' this is the canal that I am stick-

to. This covering over here is the

[ mean the back wall. I am now

Qtiff's Exhibit A. This is the back

lal canal. Now this shadow here

light across to there. There is a

s wall, this that I am showing you

re. I am now showing you Exhibit

I in the same position. The exhibit

vas Exhibit C and this one is Ex-

wo pictures Exhibit C and Exhibit

ill stereo pictures. A stereo picture

m put them in the shadow box one

d look at them and give us a second
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dimension, or a third, just like yc

old stereo pictures that we used

with in the parlors of our sweethe

see the second dimension of the r

had the shadow box and took a Ic

just like you were looking at the p

Now I again draw your attenti

similar to Exhibit C, to this breal

break on Exhibit D which is the

sacrum, this line, the separation oi

the sacrum is very plainly seen, :

than it is in the other. I have mai

the point I have referred to as
"

have indicated on Exhibit D with

ing in the direction, and the arroT

represents the crack about which

tied.

Reverting to Exhibit C for just

marked with [117] the letters C-

Exhibit about which I have t

shown the separation of the sacro

also indicated by the letters C-2

left side of Exhibit C which shov

because it had become thinned on

dicated by the letters C-3 the poii

where on the left sacral joint the

away from the sacrum. I have in

ters C-4 and C-5 the points whic]

ference in the notch on the right

which indicates as I have testifie
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\ right side than on the left. I have

cate that the iliac crack on the one

ider than on the right. I want to

ition on this picture to correspond

. I will mark the point with the

: the point which indicates the crack

sacrum. Now that calls attention

i letters the points about which I

on Exhibit C.

fer to plaintiff's Exhibit E. This

taken in the same manner. You
at the face of the man and this is

;se two bones are his ilium. Now I

r attention to the same fact of the

i posterior or back wall of the spinal

rum. I have marked this point on

the letters E-1, and to that area I

ittention to this fact, that this side

Et side of the lamina is displaced

5 shadow here should come straight

that shadow there; and instead of

wn and misses it by over a quarter

then the lamina below is separated.

I have indicated on Exhibit E with

ndicates the separation of the back

il canal and [118] sacrum. You see

•e which it on the left side should

there; instead it is thrown down

, E-1 to me looks like an open space,

ration from the upper part of the
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sacral wall—see that crack thei

from there to there.

I will not change my exhibit a

referring! to the same spot that I

in Exhibit E, and I have marked

identical spot with the letters G-:

placed on plaintiff's Exhibit G in

tion of the posterior wall and the

shows a little different. The line

the top and arrow at the bottom \

of the separation. That shadow s

all the way across and instead it

and then comes out here and lo

edge. That is that area that has

calcium.

While here I want to call you

difference in this notch and this

and right side. I have indicated

right side with the letters G-2 an^

left side with the letters G-3. 1

the left side represents the sacrj

one here is on the right side—the

sacral notch and the separation (

You can see the difference in thi;

turned over and you are lookin

makes this notch much narrowei

than on this side. If you are a ^

see that is not a very good joint.

Now this is Exhibit F and I wi

let you look at its face. Here is

ment that I have been talking abo

part of the canal. I have indicate
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f that separation of the posterior

he spinal canal looking from the

le man. Now as I turn it over I

from the back. The portion of the

looking at was the man's face. As

Exhibit F you are looking at the

have that dark area on this side,

a thinning out of the bone and the

it easier and it shows dark. This

Now that runs through all of these

le you are here I have three more

''e have been looking heretofore at

and back.

e are considering plaintiff's Exhibit

ok at Exhibit A from the front and

-we will turn it over and lay him

V your patient is lying on the table

iretofore he has been on the table

n the table and you were looking

ove down. Now then we turn our

his side and try to get to him as

as possible so that these shadows

ach other. For instance now we

on the table on his side and it don 't

rence which side it is. Now we

from above downward, passing

tructures of the skin, muscle and

md take what we call a lateral pic-

is. When I say a lateral picture I

w. We have been looking at him

ng the face and facing him back to
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you. Now then we turn him aro

shoot him through here. That i

lateral view. Now we come to the

passed through laterally. This is

vertebra. This is the top,—refer

hibit A. This is our sacrum; thi^

our vertebra. Now I wish to call

these [120] shadows of the vertet

rum. If you will notice referring

A, this even curve from above d

all see what I mean here looking

away from that picture a moment

sacrum is an even curve, referr:

These lines, transverse lines cross

tion between this vertebra both dr

if you look again down to Exhibit

I am pointing to is the shadow (

I have marked on Exhibit J the

with the letters J-1 and that poin

the front part, or anterior part oi

instead of this shadow coming d

one of the sacrum I have just 1

you notice that there is a bulgir

this wall. I have marked on E
letters J-2 the point indicated as

is a bulging or pushing forward (

wall of the sacrum. Can you all sd

this from that point to this point is

The distance is one-half inch. I ha

letter J-3 the upper point of the

about. I have indicated upon the

end of the point which I call tl
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it is from point J-3 to point J-4.

distance between the point J-3 and

I draw your attention to this other

'h the break through, passing up-

backward. I have indicated that

tter J-5 and I have marked the up-

jondition testified to and designated

the letters J-6. Pardon me, but that

will do us no good and it would

h. You can see these are broken

to me that the sacrum has had a

' with a hammer or anything that

lU [121] Kke that (Illustrates by

n the back part of his sacrum,

ig my Exhibit A. If this man had

ack striking his sacrum here on

like a rock, it couldn't be a flat

; was over the edge of something,

ising the Exhibit A—this wall has

ward. I have indicated the wall

by the letters J-7, and that indi-

lart of the sacrum on the body of

please indicate upon Exhibit A the

indicate upon the Exhibit J with

d be the same point that I have the

iicate it on Exhibit A, the bony
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A. It would be this area here.

a fracture through the upper pa]

the vertebras 1 and 2 numberii

sacrum.

I have indicated on Exhibit J

I have just referred to as being i\

designated it J-5 and 6. The len

as indicated upon the shadowgram

more. It comes right through h

what I mean? Now that is all f

Now I will make these others I

show the same thing. I am usii

am drawing your attention to th(

the sacrum as in Exhibit J and

the point upon Exhibit I to w]

referred by the letters I-l. I an

and pointing to the bulging forw

part of the sacrum, also to the si

to me that there has been a fra(

first and second vertebras of the

indicated by the letters 1-2 the s

I which indicates to me the cracl^

Q. What length does Exhibi

fracture indicated by the point '.

A. That is a fracture throug]

and 2 numbered from above dowi

rum.

Now I am calling your attentioi

ture. The vertebras 5 of the spii

bringing in a word you have not
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!S here. Do you see these fine

have seen vertebras that stick out

n talking about Exhibit A, using

the sacrum the spinous processes

these just make a little bump, but

r region they are long. The medi-

)se fins is spinous process. I call

the indefiniteness of these shadows

of the vertebra. In other words

it I depicts the same condition as

11 you please resume your stand,

uld you tell us if you can, basing

n your medical and surgical experi-

^perience in the handling of X-ray

d your diagnosis and examination

what in your opinion caused the

^hich you have testified and which

ited by numbers upon plaintiff's

inclusive ?

Bring evidence of an injury to his

blow, what I am not saying.

very hard blow; it is an unusual

1 very possible that it was such a

ive resulted from a man having his

nd stumbling, making an effort to

1 a gate, turning and falling and

s lower back near the sacrum from

foot above the ground,—that man
lunds. [123]
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Q. Now Doctor, have you told

have treated Mr. Pooler?

A. After the examination whi

weeks, he has been coming up

check-up and inspection about onc(

for a period of about 2 years.

I think I first saw Mr. Poole:

tober, 1933. The condition about

titled existed in his body at ths

for X-ray pictures is $65.00. In

the physical examination and the \

ination,—that includes the whole

don't know how many pictures ]

several of them. I have several (

that I didn't bring and there is

has not been introduced. I have cl

$2.50 for office calls; my charge

will be about the same. Those cha

charges for the services rendered

reasonable charges for the servi

cannot give you the full amount c

going to the office.

Q. Now showing you plaintiff

trying to couch it in the language

sons, as I understand it there is a

indicated by your shadowgraph ai

ination which crosses in a latera'

of Mr. Pooler?

A. Yes sir.

There is also a crack which ri

upon the sacrum of Mr. Pooler. \
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by my shadowgraphs and my exam-

croiliac joints of Mr. Pooler; there

lor in his neck, and there is some

right shoulder and there is affection

ing, affection which causes swelling.

a total disability [124] from the

3 engaging in manual labor. In my
n my examination of him and my
ieve that total disability to be per-

le now a bill for my services ren-

'ooler and it is marked plaintiff's

dentification. It is a statement of

es I rendered Mr. Pooler and it was

tny super\dsion from books and rec-

s true and correct.

We offer it in evidence.

No objection.

Admitted in evidence without ob-

?ived in evidence marked plaintiff's

as follows

:

^S: The charge I have made in

onable for the services I rendered

dicates.
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Cross Examinatic

By MR. WALKER.
The WITNESS: The plaintii

in October, the 19th, I believe, w
a little over 4 months after the t

He came to me of his own vol

know. He told me when he had

told me that he had been under

Gregg of the Murray Hospital,

nature and kind of treatment that

istered him there. I did not

Gregg about his case, and did not

about his theory of the case. Th(

that he had had X-rays taken. I

X-rays and did not attempt to i

taken immediately or shortly ^

sometimes would throw additiona

as far as diagnosing is concerned i

They may and they may not give

mation because of the fact taken

the injury. It is not common pr

other doctor to get your infori

or might not be better informatioi

4 or 5 months after. An X-ray

after an accident sometimes will ?

not reveal more clearly the condit:

4 or 5 months after. I would n

work is difficult of interpretation

X-ray shadows are always difficuh

Some are difficult of interpretat
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depends upon the angle the X-ray

rue that a picture such as you ex-

ling, Exhibits J, D, E and F could

other X-ray apparatus from a dif-

produce and show a different pic-

ht show a different picture at a

Depending upon the angle at which

n of a body, one can show various

low many examinations I made of

I never counted them. I just see

I want to see them to satisfy my-

now how many times I saw the

' him a week or ten days at the

' examination, saw him often, and

ating. [126] The dates on the pic-

and they extended over a number

e X-raying a party you do not

jective symptoms.

Qg you before you took the X-ray,

mostly upon subjective symptoms

ition, what the patient told you?

patient told me and what you feel

70ur own information, that is with

L about the spinous process. The

is the process of the vertebra that

ards from the vertebra. A num-
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ber of the deformities or abnorma

bod}^ are found in the kimbar

vicinity of the sacroiliac, especial

as I told you. I have spoken

gland, the left side of the neck,

in which sometimes is found a

by goiter. We do not know the

Q. So that when you speak a

that you found in Mr. Pooler's

gland, you do not attribute th

injury in this case?

A. Well when a man has not

pain or enlargement of his glar

denly large and painful and st

can attribute the change in cond

I know from his histoiry that 1

condition prior to the accident,—

he told me. In other words I as

told me was correct as far as he

Q. And was there anything th

reference to the gland, except whc"

which you could base a conclus

A. No, I couldn't say that tJ

injury. If I could diagnose tl

at them, and because they were

due to injury,—you couldn't do i

As a matter of fact the lead*

profession are at sea as to the ca

thinking accident and injury ar
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and some lack of iodine. The

on says that there is no specific

e know. The causes of injury and

d food and so forth appear in dif-

t is like cancer.

ime after you examined the patient

[ the various symptoms and you

iminations and tests,—will you tell

ou made, for example as to his

n part from his feet to his knee,

i them physically, looked at them

d measured them and tested their

r pressure. For instance you put

Q on the leg with your finger with

leg that is swollen, edema, where

e, the blood vessels pits on presure.

iut your thumb or finger down on

le degree of pressure and take it

in the tissue,—that is edematous.

test?

f the limb which tells you if it is

rged.

est the reflexes?

is tested neurologically ; that is

e nervous system,

ndings I tested the sensory ends,

lat is for feeling and touch, their

id [128] cold, the re-action to pres-

)n of pain. I used the method of

tnd artery forceps and you see if

lether you are touching with the
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point of the pin. One is pain

pressure. I gave this patient thes

The usual diagnosis in my pre

about sixty years of age for swol

the plaintiff has,—or the usual tei

thorough physical examination,

test his heart, his lungs, his ne

glandular s.ystem, all of them. I

cause of swelling in a male of a

most frequent is heart, especial!

limbs because that is the further

heart and it takes more force i

pump the blood through and it stj

tant arteries. A kidney infection

a similar result, and very frequf

think as frequently as the heart,

the causes. I spoke of incontin

urine. A frequent cause of that

the plaintiff's age is the prostate ^

his prostate gland but not with a

the rectal method, palpating the

finger. I did not use a cathete]

quently used. It is not unusual

sixty years of age a condition of

his urin because of the enlargeme

gland. On the examination of th<

did not examine as to voiding ani

him as to voiding to find out how
the bladder. That is a frequei

where you suspect that the pros

structing.
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low whether or not the condition

n the plaintiff in October, around

13, existed [129] immediately after

mie of 1933?

hat he was not troubled with his

it the swelling of the lower limbs'?

' swollen.

m that they were swollen?

3 that on my examination.

r the accident?

see him in June, right after the

'ctober, after June, of the accident,

/ollen but he didn't put very much
at. He was not worried about that

not think that was due to the fact

this condition some time; I don't

the significance of that condition.

:e to me that he was worried about

reference to the condition in a male

ears of age, swelling of the limbs

the knee, that condition generally

a result of injury?

rally it does not result of injury?

often, because there are some con-

not injuries.

I happens that the condition of

? feet to the knees is not the result
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of injury because there is some

the same applies to the conditioi

that it more frequently happens

but from disease.

Q. From your examination

throu^^ii X-ray which is the only

of determining about these spinoi

did you learn? [130]

A. There is very little disturbs

process because we don't conside:

erally in the sacrum and while

processes rudimentary, that is sn

to the liunbar. The lumbar spir

practically normal, except others

their attention to, which is more

ess, that are indefinite and look h;

been scrambled up and they a

well defined.

Q. Would you say as to what

would take to develop the condi

from the shadowgraph, after any

A. Two or three uTonths or 1

It would develop within that t

condition I found in the sacriun ^

longer to develop, four or five m
not set any particular date as to t"

and repair processes work faster i

work slower, but there is nothii

spinous process of the lumbar reg

ing definite in the lumber region

the spinous process. I did find ii

bra of the sacrum two or three, (
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ird, fourth and fifth sacral verte-

d. I did not find any paralysis;

ysis . It is a bony injury with the

IS, ligaments and connective tissue

lones together.

lat is the cause of the absorption

t this morning, of calcium, besides

disease; take your thyroid, para-

lood diseases decreases the amount

e body. This could take you into

which is too deep likely, but a lot

we don't realize and don't know
lere are but few doctors that are

ve access to the better method of

nums.

any blood test of the patient, that

st. I made no blood test. I do

lusual not to do so unless there is

it.

iitions that you related this morn-

nstructions on the X-ray pictures

leveloped within ten days or two

ury? *

!an the change in the bone ?

is you mean the thinness or lack of

forth.

rould not occur,

inous process?
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A. No, not a conple of weeks.

Q. It would take a greater k
ten days or two weeks or a moni

A. It would show u^p in a n

put your arm in a cast for two ^

see a difference in it.

I would not say I found any at

except atrophy of non-use. I

atrophy at all only from non-uj

apply so much to his arms becau^

a little more than his legs. T
arm are better nournished. The

difference between the two, the ;

nothing to appeal to me as bein

than a man who has been used to

and then quit working complete

From the object in my hand, n

cation plaintiff's Exhibit L, I c

jury what I had reference [132]

language spinous processes. Tl

in the lumbar region which are

the processes of the vertebra sta

this process that I have my finger

straight back. The spinous proc^

region have no deformity in ther

had reference to, when this ques

the haziness of the articulation

here which I have my finger u]

articular processes, which artici

tebra below. This is a much s
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are the rudimentary processes of

3SS in the sacral region compared

lanent heavy processes in the lum-

lese in the sacrum in this skeleton.

;he ones that articulate or join the

these faces here, which are the

c processes that unite with the in-

f the vertebra above. Exhibit J dis-

process. I cannot point out on

fference that I would say did not

3 of the accident. This morning

. to the haziness of these articular

not clear cut and well defined. I

cause I do not know whether that

it the time of the accident or not.

3 said about the spinal processes

le to the accident but I cannot say

know whether or not that same

ferred to that may be due to the

patent and apparent at the date

3ndition is the condition that you

es, an exudate,—I mean nature

lid, a temporary callous; and in

actured, long bones there is [133]

the bone and that callous is soft

iving you a straight, well defined

Lziness.

with reference to Exhibit J this

arly referring to the spinal process
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was not conjectural. It is a sim

you find in healing injuries. I cs

condition was not the same wher

it was right after the accident.

Q. Therefore I say that any t

given with reference thereto is yoi

surmise.

Mr. DAVIS: That is objected

it is repetitous and argumentati^

The COURT: Sustained.

Q. Let me ask you this Doct

positively under oath that the c

referred to and known as the spin

different when you took that picti

day of the accident?

A. I sent for this (Exhibit I

it is not the spinal process; it :

process.

Q. Well in the articular proc<

there is any difference a day aftei

there was at the time you took t

A. I can't say when that ha

Q. Well would you say that a

mediately after the accident mi

your conclusion ?

A. It might.

Q. It would, would it not?

The COURT: If you have su

it to him and he can answer.

Mr. WALKER: I don't kno^

the opportimity to use it, but I
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ounsel will [134] consent, to show

taken by Dr. Gregg if it throws

ictor said it would.

If Mr. Walker feels it is a proper

he picture he is at liberty to offer

; going to waive any rights.

You may examine the Doctor as

i. It appears to me it is an unfair

;k a man if a picture taken immedi-

;cident, or right after the accident,

condition that the picture in e\d-

3. It would be simply guesswork,

lat as well as I.

We make the objection that the

lative.

It is merely asking him to specu-

l that he knows nothing about.

'

: The question I put now is would

ti immediately after the accident,

liat the picture, their Exhibit J
le light on the matter?

And he told you that it would. My
t you produce the picture and pre-

l see what information it does give,

^en't got the picture.

I: No, I haven't but I will try to

ning.

You will have to recall him as

IH!

May I have permission to recall
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Mr. DAVIS : Not for cross e??

Mr. WALKER: For one que

The COURT : Not for anytMi

get the picture between now anc

ness closes.

Mr. WALKER: I cannot rig

The COURT : Well then cease

something not in court and aboi

nothing.

The WITNESS: Plaintiff's

anterior picture of the iliac sac

Avas not taken at any angle at all,

towards the body; the body on

directly over, the rays going

Plaintiff's Exhibit C is an antei

pelvis and lumbar spine. The pc

the right iliiim. You are now Ic

The patient was not on his stom

around and you are looking at

the left.

Q. Now referring to these li

the picture which you said were \\

connected up with the ilium and

held the bones together, which on

3^ou say was the one that dispL

normality ?

A. The left.

Q. This one here?

A. No that is the right. Can'

is a wider line on this side than 1

Q. I am trying to distinguish
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3; this is the sacroiliac joint on the

le difference between the right and.

ar right. There is a difference be-

nd the right. On the side here it

line, and here likewise a distinct

ence between the left side and the

^y there is a crack that wide on the

would say it is that wide on the

as wide between the left side as on

hat in fractions of an inch. You
tactions on that. A picture of the

case could be taken from a right

tion and give an entirely different

t aspect. In all X-ray work results

! entirely to the angle at which the

words depending upon the angle

take a picture you can make one

picture and another situation in

ame body?

^e him at different angles you have

ons, just the same as if I would

)h of you face to face and then take

you, I have aspects and they don't

^idth of the ligament or the abnor-

y be displayed in a different v^ay

just from the angle at which it is
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A. Of course you are looking

angle; it changes in every angl(

your body.

When the plaintiff visited r

whether he told me that he had

accident in December, 1932; I

whether he said that he had an a

in which his car turned over or
]

had some ribs injured. It might

in assisting me diagnose his case.

Q. Particularly if it fractured

A. No, the ribs are not in (

never complained of it.

He would have to complain abo

direct my attention to his ribs ai

any tenderness or pain that I ha

his chest. I don't recall that

that. [137]

Redirect Examinat

By Mr. DAVIS.
The WITNESS: If you tak

man's face and that man has a b

what angle you take it it is stil

angle from which you took it wc

ferent aspect of his nose. When '.

plaintiff's Exhibit C, the plaintiff

on his back, as near flat as I cou

have the subject here, Mr. Pooler,
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his body and in the examinations

roborating evidence of the things

hese shadowgraphs.

)ect, nor did I have reason to sus-

Pooler had an affected prostate

i incontinence of urin and the gen-

mination we make. It is generally

the practice of medical men, not

the prostate, but to treat the pros-

igh the rectmn with the fingers and

treatment.

:ies attribute goiter to trauma or

sort. I would sav it was rather

r Walker that the hazy condition

1 Exhibit C of the plaintiff in the

> of the lumbar and sacrmn were

hat haziness follows an injury,

ferent opinions on the interpreta-

ladowgraphs. I have taken X-rays

and it forms a definite part of my
ently take pictures upon my equip-

ph3^sicians and I am frequently

er physicians to assist in the diag-

)retation of shadowgraphs. [138]

1 which I find in the articular

imbar and sacrum might develop in

or three months. The changes in

he bone are depictable in a period,

iod of two weeks. If you put an
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arm in a cast or bandage it up i

would be depictable and it is det

of tbe bone and that would be j

X-ray. I found no evidence of at

from non-use. That was particu

legs.

When I spoke of the sensory

senses, feeling and things of tha

mine the sensory test of Mr. Po<

by tactile senses, that is what yon

touch you. For instance when I i

that desk lightly I can by contaci

the roughness or smoothness of tl

contact. To find out if a man f(

pin and I stick him with the poir

then turn it over and use the I

can tell between pressure and the

that is how you distinguish thos

If I want to know his deep sensa

with my hand to see if he can de

sation. If you want to detect the

perature, you use two test tube;

hot water and ihe other with col

lightty with the cold and then t]

he can detect heat from cold. T
the sensory tests.

Q. You told Mr. Walker that
;

definitely or positively when thai

indicated in Exhibit C began in

Pooler, but basing your answer (
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of him and the pictures you have

Bxperience as a doctor and surgeon,

inion [139] did that haziness begin ?

le to an injury which really started

g, or became pronounced two or

month after the injury,

that were propounded to me by Mr.

vdth the average man. I told Mr.

led my conclusions in relation to

ase of my knowledge of his history

ition and because of my own back-

ng with cases of this sort. I saw

approximately the 19th of October,

in June.

That is all.

R : In view of Your Honor 's sug-

ask if they would waive the privi-

^nce to the pictures taken by Dr.

What privilege *?

R: The privilege the plaintiff has

hem to be used, privilege commu-

That is a matter we will take up
if the jury. It is a suggestion that

lade in their presence at all. The
to deny his physician the privilege

stand as a matter of law and you
the way you place the matter now,

loes not consent it mav have an
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influence on the jury ; it is impro]

an impression that could not be

We will pass the matter now.

Witness Excused. [;

MISS IRENE CALL.

called as a witness on behalf of t

duly sworn, testified as follows:

Direct Examinatic

By Mr. DAVIS.
The WITNESS: My name i

and I live at 2111 Grand Avenu(

Butte, all my life, born here. I ;

profession and am a registered m
ticed my profession at the Deaco

James' Hospital and Murray Ho^

of 8 years.

In my practice in the months

August, 1933, I met Mr. Fred 1

man sitting there with you and

him at the Murray Hospital as a

first saw Mr. Pooler he was in \

remember wliat month it was. A
duty would not remember exact

hours, but I can remember him a

hospital at the time I was working

say exactly how long he was thei

a month, and I think between six
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with Mr. Pooler while he was a

nurse and I rendered services for

m the usual hospital routine, bath-

to turn him and rubbing him, and

a nurse usually has to do for an

vhile in bed. It was necessary for

'n him because he complained of

so severe that he could not turn his

could not turn his whole body at

the assistance of a nurse. I some-

n and I occasionally bathed him.

ilained of pain. [141]

which was given him was bed rest,

d him and they got a brace for him

of bed and gave him a wheel-chair

re whether a crutch or a cane while

out I know it was one as he went

't say positively that he walked on

lospital.

Lild feed himself and he could sit in

and we would push him in to see

is why he was put in the wheel-

)uld go to the bath room after he

t of bed. I think he was in bed

efore we left him up, but I couldn't

le time, but I know it was at least

atement on my nursing experience

h people in the hospital generally

(wledge of Mr. Pooler, he appeared
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to be badly hurt, in fact at time

and cry out mth pain. I nevei

Pooler before seeing him in the

no interest at all in this case.

Witness Excused. [

JAMES M. GIL

called as a witness on behalf of p]

sworn, testified as follows:

Direct Examinatic

By Mr. DAVIS.
The WITNESS : My name is

I live at 1828 Sherman Street, Bi

have lived there a little over nine

ried and have a wife and four chi]

there with my family. I have

little over nine years and have 1

but one month at my home on Sh(

I am a miner and at the pre

ployed at the Belmont Mine; ha

ferent mines in Butte, for nine y

I know Fred Pooler, the gentl

you, and have known him abo

probably a few months more, anc

quite well; have known him at m
home. We live a little over a coup

about one block between his hov
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ny house and I can see his house

20, 1933, Mr. Pooler worked as a

! Company mines of Butte, for a

n I had an opportunity to observe

I and carried on activities around

to Jime 20, 1933, he was an able

hed something around 180 or 190

idsited his home. When I visited

ly went in through the back s^ate

learer. I had an opportunity to

ids of Mr. Pooler's home.

Summer of 1932, in the back yard

43] lawn, garden and flowers,—

a

id well kept. He had trees there

lowers. He had a garage in 1932,

burned down. I don't remember

;d because I Avas out of to-wn for

the time.

to go in the back yard of Mr.

the month of June, 1933, and had

ird just a few days previous to

fence which runs on the south

ir home and there is also a fence

e west side of the Pooler home. A
on the west side of the home and

Pooler and it is possibly 4 feet

his home and yard in the Spring

iously I observed walks along that

aere was an ash barrel or garbage
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(Testimony of James M. Gill.)

barrel near the sidewalk north

just north of the ash can were s

or coils of wire. Defendant's Ex
garbage can I just referred to.

was right near the walk in the

might be a foot or possibly 2 fe

but it seems to me it was right n

rolls or coils of wire were som(

feet north of the garbage can.

I had observed those coils or :

to June 20, 1933, nearly every tin:

you are coming out the back gaU

ally see them because they sat a

and you would naturally see tl

them something like a dozen ti

which I referred ran alongside t]

I used to go over to visit Mr.
'

in a while to borrow the lawn m*

and things and to make neighbor

I had occasion to go to the ho:

in the late [144] afternoon of Ji

was the evening Mr. Pooler got h

attracted my attention. She liv(

from me and I was working in ]

car and she came out to get tl

paper boy and some children

pointed to Mr. Pooler's place ar

saw Mr. Pooler laying outside t

of his back and I ran over and

flat on his back and some wire'i
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mes M. Gill.)

; said, "What is the matter Fred"

t damn wire '

'
; and then Mr. Lene-

nd we carried him in the house,

painter that lives the second door,

Mr. Pooler. I saw Mr. Lenehan's

)efore I got to Mr. Pooler's place

han just came up the street previ-

r. Pooler fell.

vas around Mr. Pooler's feet came

\ In fact when we carried him

strung out through the gate where

That wire ran back to where the

ash can. The wire that was around

that time was the wire that came

[ wire about which I testified. I

s not able to walk into his home.

less from his hips down as far as

ise he rolled over onto one side on

up and he couldn't and when we

had no use whatever of his limbs.

! to walk. We carried him. Mr.

me carry him. His feet, as we

^ere dragging. We carried him in

bed and I remained there until

I got a drink of water for Mr.

tiim a smoke and tried to turn him

^ould rest comfortably in bed, and

tied to move him he complained.

3t able to put him in a comfortable
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(Testimony of James M. Gill.)

position. He could drink the wt

him up, every time I raised hi

drink. He was complaining anc

down. He did drink but spilled ]

raise him high enough. He said
'

I saw him again early next m
went to his home. He was in b

later on helped him as he left the

him in the stretcher and carried

in the abulance. He was not ab

time. That was early in the aft

day. Jim White helped me put

lance. I don't know who the dri^

When we put Mr. Pooler iii 1

dent he complained of his back ,

in his legs and feet. He said th

in his legs and feet. They were c

He was not lying prone on t

saw him. He was trying to get

to roll over. From his conditi(

be badly hurt.

At the time he was working i

was absolutely an ahle-hody mar

see. He weighed somewhere aro

I saw him when he came froi

was then helpless. I don't kno\

then but I don't think he weigt

walked on crutches when he re'

been on crutches or a cane mos
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tnes M. Gill.)

k there was a long time that he

!S.

? city when the wires were burned

m hack in town a short time when

iid not see anyone remove those

•emises of Mr. Pooler. [146]

ross Examination.

^ : I live at 1828 Sherman Street,

uns east and west and west of Mr.

In Sherman Street my house faces

back yard I could look across to

. as there was a vacant lot between.

. Mr. Pooler testify,—he testified

bbish thrown around through those

lat neighborhood and that is the

w^ant the mre that is referred to

le rubbish was south and east of

;e.

Y little between my place and Mr.

'here is a drain through there, kind

igh there; a very little gully and

\\ in there. There might be a few

that the wind blows in once in a

Mr. Pooler rather intimately for

Lor to 1933, and saw him working

3. Up to the time of his accident
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(Testimony of James M. Gill.)

he was perfectly alright as far j

an able man. I would see him

not to talk to him, however, bi

week anyway spoke to him and t;

did not continue through all the

20, 1933, because I was out of

months during that year; was o

part of the Winter, but would

maybe once a month during tl

there during the early part of \

then. He was perfectly alright

I visited him once a week or m
at that time.

I did hear of him being in a

dent. While his [147] car was

walking down to Harrison, sevei

the accident. He had an accide

was injured or not, I don't knc

examined him. I saw him walki

I was not aware that he had som

I heard of his garage burning

while I was away in the Fall ai

The remains of the burned garj

after I got back in the Winter o

fore I came back they built ano

started to build it. I w^as in t

prior to June 20th. In the Wii

back about every month, sonu

month but I came back in tc

believe, in April, 1933. The d(
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Lg in Mr. Pooler's yard and seeing

! after April, after I came back to

between April, and the 20th of

he accident. I saw the wire there

there were three rolls of it; am
t. I wouldn't say they were reels

just wire that was coiled up and

•vire around it. I never paid any

on to it but just as I would go

lid see it sitting against the fence

it have been three or four feet

an, something like that ; it seemed

W near. They were something like

ere to the chair beyond the ash

ne there was one coil laying there

against that and a third coil

two. They were one on top of

^as leaning against the first one,

m so that you could tell that there

a third one; below that the third

was a smaller one of the three,

luch wire in it as there was in the

It was just wire. There was some

lad burned insulation on it, but
' never paid attention to it. It

d burned insulation, I don't know
aid any particular attention to it;

here and it was wire. There was
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(Testimony of James M. Gill.)

burned insulation hanging on so

paid attention to know whethei

twisted wire. I never went over

wire off the walk.

I got there shortly after Mr.

and in time to see the wire twisti

entangled in his feet. I did not

wire, I just pulled it off his feet

inside the fence. I had a hold

didn't notice whether it was sin

or whether it was insulated or

and I don't know. I threw it ba

off the walk and did that just \\

Pooler in. I didn't go through

just reached back in the gate ai

walk. I saw that wire again th?

after having my supper, or wher

to supper rather, I saw it. I dc

only it was wire. Don 't recall wl:

wire, twisted wire or single wire,

close attention to it that night

threw back in the yard ran bad
where the rolls were, in the dire

of wire were, because the wire

the two big rolls out around the

sure of that. I couldn't say wh
it was the bigger coil or the sm?

Witness Excused.
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?ss on behalf of plaintiff, being

ied as follows:

irect Examination.

^: My name is Victor Mehring

9 Garfield. I have lived in Butte

id am a married man and have a

tainted with Mr. Fred Pooler just

I have known him for about six

;er than knowing him to speak to

le same neighborhood, just about

I know nothing about Mr. Pooler

i sent to the hospital and I did

nt.

)f the Pooler home is visible from

see all of the back yard of the

1 my home, that is the back fence

the building. I do not remember

3 or coils of wire in the back yard

lome.

nember, sometime after June 20,

one enter the yard of Mr. Fred

e therefrom some coils of wire ?

)bjected to as incompetent, irrele-

rial, having happened after the

^nt.

Overruled.

Exception.
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(Testimony of Victor Mehring.)

A. Yes, I seen some one take

The wire which I saw some one

Pooler's yard was rolled up. I (

many rolls there were but I kno

a bit of wire. I saw someone e

take it. I don't believe I could

son. [150] I was sitting out oi

when I saw the person take tha

companied by my wife upon the

own home. I was attracted to it

phone Company's truck stop at ]

The Telephone Company truck i

Street and the alley. There was

between where the truck stopped

place. The telephone truck stop

Street and the alley. I knew it

truck because it had the emblen

the door of the truck and it saic

the bell and there was a circle ar

the insignia of the Telephone C

man enter the Pooler yard and

put it in the truck and he then

was after June 20, 1933.

Cross Examinati

By Mr. GUNN:
The WITNESS: I live at

that would be about northwest c

Pooler's place is out that way frc

not read maps and it would not

step over near the map. From
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Lctor Mehring.)

here in this direction, northwest

home faces east. I couldn't say

1 the corner of the Pooler garage

t would be pretty hard for me to

le, but you know how far it is

nd that is an alley and catacorner,

! about the center of the block,

north of the Pooler home would

and that runs east and west. I

)f George Street and I live about

in the middle of [151] the block

:ive you any estimate of the dis-

rive up to the Pooler house but I

vhat date it was and it would be

ay because I don't remember. I

)u a definite answer about what

was late in the afternoon but I

any specified time.

•ser to 3:00 o'clock or closer to

Just a moment now : this has gone

old you he couldn't tell.

^: It was late in the afternoon.

You asked for different times and

)uldn't fix the hour,—late in the

e of wasting the court's time or

non-essential.

'his is cross-examination.

Well we cannot have a question

V four times. He told you he
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(Testimony of Victor Mehring.)

couldn't give the hour. Proceed ;

The question is, did the Compan
Mr. GUNN: I would like ai

remarks of the court.

The COURT : You are entitle

Proceed.

The WITNESS: My wife v

porch with me. I couldn't answe

either. I know it was shortly af

i

hurt, when I heard he was hurt

drive up and stop on the cornei

and the alley. Marcia Street an(

the west side of the Pooler place

the southwest corner of the Pool

It was a light truck. It woul

the color it was painted in a dig

say it was a sort of green, [152'

won't say it was a bright green,

on that truck and it was on the

it was a bell where I was sittin

field Street. I saw the man ge

and went into the Pooler yard j

some wire. I didn't say they \

I said it was rolled up and I co

it was one or a dozen. He put i

drove out west toward town. I

truck because I was not intereste(

down the street as far as I knc

Street.

Witness Excused. I
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MABEL MEHRING
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i on behalf of plaintiff, being duly

s follows:

rect Examination.

) : My name is Mrs. Mabel Mehr-

1809 Garfield Avenue, and am the

3hring, who just testified. I have

)ld. I have lived at my present

r. Pooler to see him like anyone

eighbor. I have only been in his

all being on your porch one after-

Lisband and seeing some one enter

ag on the porch but I didn't see

t I saw him come out.

his hand and he took it and put

ook it to the truck and put it in

? just a light truck and I know it

le truck because it had a sign of

rcle around it. That was visible

; sitting. It was in the afternoon,

he porch and my husband accom-

husband is a miner and station

yiS™

placed the wire on the truck he

it. The truck stopped in Pooler's

^cia street. That alley is situated

e Pooler house. I live across the

ooler place but I couldn't estimate
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(Testimony of Mrs. Mabel Mehi

the feet. The Pooler house is p]

The car was parked in the alley

no interest in this case and I d(

about the accident. [154]

Cross Exarainat

By Mr. GUNN.
The WITNESS : I heard my \

and the cross examination and I

with what he testified to.

Witness Excused.

MRS. NELLIE ERN
called as a witness on behalf of j

sworn, testified as follows:

Direct Examinat

By Mr. DAVIS.
The WITNESS : My name i^

feldt and I live at 1901 Garfiel

there four years. I am acquaints

I am married and have a fami

at this location with my family \

known Mr. Pooler about three

and have had occasion to call ai

and Mrs. Pooler. I used to go

the telephone and went quite of

had occasion to call upon the P(

went there in the early Spring of
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rs. Nellie Ernfeldt.)

len was Mrs. Pooler was sick and

m to see how she was.

)rner of Garfield and Marcia, and

within a block, on the corner of

da, catacornered. I can see the

HQ where I live and it is quite

Vhen I went into the Pooler home

.ays went in the back gate because

I had a chance to observe the

tie Pooler home. The grounds are

tiave pretty flowers and trees and

ibles and things like that. They

3 place out of it. When I went

ird of the Pooler home I went

and went through the gate. The

1 the southwest corner and it is

ree feet or maybe three and a half

ough for a fat man to get through,

v^as a walk near that gate and it

loor. The walk is about two and

lybe two feet wide and made out

.56] I walked over that walk many
mt or concrete walk at the end as

is within three or four inches of

the rest would project above the

>n of June 20, 1933, I was standing

getting the paper from the paper

know it was June 20, but I just

day he got hurt. When I was
I was looking up that way and I
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(Testimony of Mrs. Nellie Ernfe

noticed Mr, Pooler came out wi'

and came out the back door and

and as he got within three or foi

he began to stumble and I seen 1

he began to try to get to the ^

himself and as he did the gate can

out and he fell and hit the grou

came open. I looked across and

Gill in the yard and I hollered a

ward Pooler's and they looked tl:

went as quick as I could get th(

When I stood in the yard I d

Pooler doing anything other thar

self; I don't think I did.

I saw Mr. Lenahan going by M
time in an automobile and he stop

the house. I cannot say that I n

any sort of recognition of any so:

gave to Mr. Lenahan. When I

Mr. Pooler was I found Mr. Lenj

Mr. Pooler and Mrs. Gill joined

wards and also Mrs. Lenahan.

Mr. Pooler was lying right out

on the gTound and he couldn't
\

about two attempts to get up and

because he was all tangled with tl

was aroimd his feet, kind of aro

looked to be quite a ])it of it.

heard Mr. Pooler make any [157

He was groaning when I got tli
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rs. Nellie Ernfeldt.)

Liid Mr. Gill took Mr. Pooler by

)k him in the house. Mr. Pooler

mlk. His feet were dragging,

ad an opportunity to observe Mr.

lis accident?

e two evenings before.

I to observe the back yard of the

i I noticed the wire that stood

fence of the Pooler home and the

rbage can showing in Defendant's

! ash can that I refer to. That

d within a foot or a foot and a

:wo feet north of the cement walk

w it two days before. The coils

I I referred were about six feet

icket fence on the south side of

and you are able to see plainly

et fence what goes on in the Pooler

hat picket fence would be some-

or four and a half feet high. I

fence would come up to about your

•uld not come up to your shoulder,

strike about your coat pocket,

vire was just wire that was woimd
>u wind it up and it was tied with

wire. As I went out of the yard

rs before I think there were three

e. When I saw the wire that was
if Mr. Pooler it was the same wire

3 the fence. I could tell that be-
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(Testimony of Mrs. Nellie Ernfe"

cause I helped to pull it back an

the other wire was.

Before the accident I had oc(

Pooler walk and [158] saw him w
He could do most any kind of \

was a blacksmith. I saw him w]

from the hospital and he did n

appearance then he had before h(

pital. He was then quite a bit

nervous and he could hardly wal

crutches. Mr. Pooler's appearar

with his appearance prior to tl

much thinner, much weaker and

looking.

Mr. Pooler came to my home

after he returned from the hos

know Mr. Pooler was home. I

morning and I heard someone

front and I looked out and I

Pooler". He was very weak ar

up on the porch and my husban

and took a chair out to him and

rocker on the lawn and after we

my husband said, "Can we mak(

and he said, "Yes he would be gh

so he drank that and sat there

seemed to feel he was able to get i

I called on Mr. Pooler at the

couldn't say how long he was ii

it was quite a while. When I sa

pital he was in bed.
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Ts. Nellie Ernfeldt.)

arance of Mr. Pooler as he lay on

IS he made an effort to get to his

as carried by these two men into

imed to be badly hurt. I cannot

,ny interest in this case, any more

man is hurt and that is the only

ross Examination.

S : I live at 1901 Gartield Street.

159] street west of Banks. I live

Marcia and Garfield.

s I saw this wire before the acci-

e I helped pull it away from Mr.

the night of the accident, I could

her it was a single wire or double

It just looked like wire that was

nsulated wire. I saw Mr. Pooler

house that night just before the

n the court room when Mr. Pooler

ecall his testimony about sleeping

)f June 20th, and getting up and

e pan of ashes. I saw him come

and go towards the alley but I

IS going so fast ; he was walking in

I just noticed him come out of

le ash pan and walk along and I

be began to stumble. As far as I

ist walking along as he ordinarily

ness Excused. [160]
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MRS. GRACE G]

called as a witness on behalf of p
sworn, testified as follows:

Direct Examinati

By Mr. DAVIS.
The WITNESS: My name ii

and I am the wife of the gentk

earlier today. M}^ husband and f;

at 1828 German Avenue, and w^(

nine years last August.

I know Mr. Pooler and I knc

know where his home is located,

Banks and Marcia, but I don't

I have had occasion to visit in

Mrs. Pooler and I belong to the

and then Mrs. Pooler was sick i

at the door and inquire how she

to a neighbor. I know Mr. Fred

and have seen him often. I rer

to June 20, 1933, and years prior,

smith and a very active man.

walking by my house several ti

very sprightly and he used to cj

handle and swing it around a:

Pooler", one day in the Summi

carry that cane; I think it is a

use it" and he said, "There is ba

and I use it to protect myself."

The Pooler home is visible from

I visited the Pooler home I usu?
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rs. Grace Gill.)

ause the family would usually be

WTien I went through the gate I

what was inside the fence. The

yard was just like a park, beauti-

rers and a fountain, and the back

and shrubbery and plants [161]

'n and then along the back fence

d some bushes and gooseberry

eve an apple tree. The sidew^alk

k end of his house, from the back

gate. The gate was on the south-

e lot. The walk came to the gate

against the end of the walk, and

e that I used as I came into the

^vays walked on this walk that I

lought it was a cement sidewalk,

rd in court that it was made from

rom the mine, but as I remember

re or less than the ordinary cement

lid say that walk was flush with

^ of the fence and dropped about

the sidewalk would come like that

lid come right up against it.

to go in through the gate and yard

of the Spring 1933, quite often,

lat fence, the west fence, I saw

las been referred to, the garbage

I everything along the west fence.

I suggest, Mr. Da\is, you have

uestion far enough. Five or six

)ld us all about it.
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(Testimony of Mrs. Grace Gill.)

The WITNESS : I got to the

dent on June 20, 1933, after M
did not see him fall. I was so

notice any thing about his feet a

what made him fall. I saw Mr
accident. He was lying on the g

there and Mr. Lenahan and Mr
to get him up. They carried hii

did not see him later in the hoi

did the next morning. I didn't m;

anything for him that night.
'

son-in-law but the next morning

and tried to help, tried to give hii

and tried to raise him up so he (

I couldn 't raise him at all and ev<

him he groaned and screamed i:

tioned the pain. I said, ''Cannoi

and he said, ''You will have to
^

terrible." I was able to lift his

put my arm under his shoulder {

ficiently to drink the coffee but '.

thing for him.

I have seen him on crutches. 1

pital a month or so. I did not ma
of his feet or legs while he was in

but I remember at the time M
tioned that his feet were numb,

"

they were cold; she said "they fe^

trying to give him coffee and ma]

time that she was doing that.
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[rs. Grace Gill.)

how many coils of wire I saw. It

I the fence close to the garbage

LC ground against the fence.

I think you have gone far enough

ross Examination.

S: I was there at the time my
. Lenahan picked Mr. Pooler up.

s testimony here about untangling

*. Pooler. I saw it the next morn-

;ee my husband take the wire, he

ick previous to my coming there.

^ Mr. Pooler mentioned he lost his

ent to look for them but [163]

m. I don't remember seeing the

Mr. Gill evidently had thrown it

e the trucks of the Telephone Com-

of town at the time.

tness Excused. [164]

FRANCES POOLER
on behalf of plaintiff, being duly

s follows:

irect Examination.

3 : My name is Mrs. Frances Pooler

Iq of Fred Pooler. We have been
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(Testimony of Mrs. Frances Pool

married 18 years. We live at 18^

and have lived there ever since we

Before Mr. Pooler was injured

a hlaeksmith. Prior to the accider

unusually active and very stro

strong and afterwards and now 1

less. It has reflected itself in his

would hardly know him.

I rememher the incident of our

ment heing taken out. That was ii

of 1933. I remember the incidei

say that I could identify that mar

take notice of him. I saw him

yard. I was taking my usual mo
just came around the north corne

when the man entered the back ;

"Good morning" and I returned

he said, "I am from the Telephon

after the telephone instrument th

I said, "Very well, go right in;

there," and at that it flashed int

the wire that had been left there

garage burned and I said to him

would you take that wire with you

will do that". He did not take it.

I objected to the wire being in

the first [165] place it was not m;

on my property, and in the nex

was located just where anyone coi

they came into my dining room ; i

to go into my dining room and
j
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rs. Frances Pooler.)

leeing the disfiguring wire; and I

ifiil plants there which I cherish

t it there; it was a blemish.

ross Examination.

5: When I asked this young man
me out if he would take the wire

o that". At that time he did not

T when I was talking to hini; he

. There was no hard feelings.

aess Excused. [166]

iS. GEACE GILL

3r cross examination by Mr. Gunn,

S:

^: At the time that I helped Mr.

eet and took the wire from his feet

tside of the gate; his whole body

3 gate and the wire was entangled

itside the gate. Maybe there was

lybe ten feet of wire there. As I

it was a loop of wire that had got

md as he feU through the gate or

iter he fell it dragged that wire

I would estimate six to ten feet.

iirect Examination.

5 : The wire came out through the
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MRS. BERNICE ANI

called as a witness on behalf of p

sworn, testified as follows:

Direct Examinati

By Mr. DAVIS.
The WITNESS: My name is

derson and I live at 1846 Porte:

Fred Pooler and have known

remember when he was injured

and it was in the latter part of

about it was when he was taken 1

I went to the hospital to see hin

the hospital he was confined to 1

to the hospital four times and t

his home. He asked me to comi

them at their home and I did t

helped around, did the heavy wc

He couldn't get the meals or swei

that.

He was not confined to his b<

from the hospital all the time, b

was on crutches all the time. Wj

there he was badly crippled an(

to get out of a chair.

I had known him prior to the

seen him in the Spring of 1933, sj

every day. I know he slept in i

after he was home. Prior to h

an able bodied man and he was

living.

Witness Excused.
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BERT MALLOY
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3n behalf of plaintiff, being duly

5 follows:

rect Examination.

5: My name is Bert Malloy and

lards. I am 61 years old and work

living. At the present time I am
lipsbiirg, and I have not got a

working in a raise. I have been a

>oler bnt I don't know him so well;

it 6 or 7 years jnst by sight. I

intimate friendship with him. I

at a time after the garage had

ire cleaning up and cutting away

cleaning out where the garage had

ti. By we I mean M]*. Hemenlay

/er Hemenlay. I went over to

id he said he was going over to

lid I would walk over with him

the Pooler house. While I was

ice I saw a man coming to the

^r property. That man was just

^ man's clothing, just the ordinary

1 didn't notice whether he had a

e coat. I noticed that he was a

lan or something and I could tell

^vas roling up wire and setting

w him cutting wire off the post

house and I saw him climbing
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(Testimony of Bert Malloy.)

the posts and to do that he used

ers. I saw them on his legs,

them. That man was tearing the

ting it over the fence and he an

an argument about the wire. Mr,

if he was going to leave [169] tl

he said "yes", he couldn't take

there woulel be a truck down i.

later. I elon't know that I hearc

believe Mr. Pooler said that h(

wire there and the man said, '^W

to worry about the wire" that

truck down after it.

Later on I happened to be at t

when a gentleman called to take

I again w^ent down that day wi

just walked down there with hii

out of work at the time. When
were in the dining room of the

didn't see the man who came but !

tion between him and Mr. Pooler,

to take the telephone instriune

Pooler said, ''Alright there she i

also said, "While you are taking

would take that wire with you.'

said, "Well I can't take the wir

with snow or partly covered up

ain't got no shovel" and Mr. Po^

you a shovel" and he went oi"

whether he really got a shovel (

gone a while and come back ar
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t Malloy.)

wire anyhow and he went away.

: all I know about it. I didn't

if the wire had been taken when

i wire was still there. I person-

who placed the wire inside of

first day I testified about and

[ was helping clean up the debris

' the car or automobile that that

first day. It w^as a coupe, if I

small car, single seated. I did

gnia on it. I could not give you

ate that I was over there helping

the fire but it was in the latter

it was somewhere around Hal-

long after, three or four days, I

ge burning down. We were there

after it burned, three or four

give you the exact date that this

,t the house for the telephone in-

as ten or twelve days afterwards.

OSS Examination.

: I don't know as I ever noticed

icture that was in Mr. Pooler's

down before it burned down; I

the place much. The day I was

Pooler and Mr. Hemenlay pick
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(Testimony of Bert Malloy.)

up the refuse from the burned g

after Hallowe'en in 1932, about tl

I was not working during the i

and November, 1932. I couldn't

day it was I was there and sa^

got up late that morning and I s

around, maybe 2:00 o'clock, or 1

where around there.

Referring to this map or sketcl

hibit 1, and where you are po

indicates the Pooler garage ; and

you run your finger along indi

walk and the Pooler garage to th

wall. Where you hold your f

Pooler's west fence. I don't re

that west fence had been destri

the time I was there; there \

couldn't say how much though;
]

feet or something like [171] that

The whole building was pretty w
refuse from the fire was not sea'

As we picked it up we were pi

piles and breaking it up, that

boards and timber or whatever w

it ])etween the walk there. We w
right in here somewhere at th(

have now marked with an X ai

couldn't tell you whether there

or not. There was a little snow
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•t Malloy.)

ome refuse over in here where I

^er and at the point you have

^ and the letter N. I believe we

boards of the burned part of the

oards we just left there for the

ituff that we picked up that was

ve piled around there in different

yard and put them on the west

in there on the part between the

and the garage on the north and

)n the east and the cement walk

er had this conversation with the

wire I was on the other side of

ust a little ways; I was between

leading from the garage to the

and the driveway, a short dis-

?ooler garage and in there where

nger somewhere and where you

it with an X and the letter O.

)ut the mre in the yard. He just

He did not come in the yard;

and lifted it over the fence, set it

saw the wire after he had put it

mine the wire; didn't examine

ell what kind of wire it was. [172]

ime in the Spring of 1933, I was

le again with Mr. Hemenlay sit-

room when a man came and took

:. I didn't see that man. Mr.
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(Testimony of Bert Malloy.)

Hemenlay, Mr. Pooler and I w(

Mrs. Hemenlay. I overheard a

a shovel. I believe Mrs. Pooler ^^

time ; she went out before the m;

to take out the telephone came;

the telephone.

It was in March, that I went t(

ernment job, I guess, but I coi

and other people in Butte, w(

Pooler was not working with m
was not working on the same

have reference to. I don't ren

days a w^eek I worked. When a

job we went to work early in t

7:00 o'clock, I guess, and worke

we w^ould get home about 1 :00 <

Q. So that you were not w
afternoon?

A. Now I don't know whether

or February.

I don't know what day or wha
to work for the Government. Oi

1 didn't do anv other work in the

Redirect Examina

By Mr. DAVIS.
The WITNESS: When we

ernment work we had our afternc

two shifts; we worked every daj

5 hours after we went to work.
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t Malloy.)

;t what time it was this telephone

e telephone, couldn't say what

ruary or March. [173] I think it

)art of the year 1933. I have no

n this case.

ross Examination.

: The man came to take the tele-

rening after 12:00 o'clock; some-

)on. I couldn't say now whether

r 12:00 or near 6:00 o'clock.

irect Examination.

: Southern people refer to what

oon, after 12:00 o'clock, as eve-

'clock is evening to a Southerner.

less Excused. [174]

V^ER HEMENLAY
n behalf of the plaintiff, being

id as follows:

'ect Examination.

: My name is Grrover Hemenlay

Ottawa. I am married and I live
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(Testimony of Grover Hemeiilay

with my family. I have lived i

pretty close to all my life. I a

Pooler, he is my step-father anc

his home. I had occasion to visi

after the fire out there, when th(

garage; I think I was there the

fire and I went there with Mr.

both out of work at the time

door to me and I was going <

wanted some place to go and he

After he got over there he ws

remains of what was left of the

was, and we gave him a hand

raked the debris up on one side

was there. Mr. Pooler and Mr.

do that. I saw a gentleman the]

nection with telephone lines and

the poles and cut the wdres an

The wires had been burned by 1

were hanging off of each pole,

up and tied them and set then

inside of Pooler's fence. I mad
him doing that. When he got t

his car and got ready to leave an

he was leaving the wire there i

walked over to him, or walked

told him he wanted him to take

By the time Mr. Pooler got ove:

hear what was said. At times I

if not paying strict [175] attent
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)ver Hemenlay.)

s pretty fair. I heard Mr. Pooler

it about which I just stated and

man handling the wire. The man

1 to Mr. Pooler just a short time,

nd said somethino-; I don't know

3 fellow was dressed in workins:-

I couldn't say what they were;

ether he had a heavy large coat

he climbed the post he had on

climbers on. The car he got into

lidn't pay any attention to any

^^ould say it was 3 or 4 days after

occurrence took place where Mr.

ooler and T cleaned up the debris

iversation took place about which

to be at the home of Mr. Pooler

ne called for the telephone instru-

sitting in the dining room Mr.

Malloy and I. We had been in

and somebody rapped at the back

oler answered the door and this

>r the telephone, he said he was

le. I guess he disconnected the

see him; we were in the dining

told him he wanted him to take

? was taking the phone. The man
i up in snow and he didn't have

ler said he would get him a shovel

rent out to the vard and then re-
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(Testimony of Grover Hemenlay

turned to the house. I did not s

to Mr. Pooler but I was withi:

and could hear plainly what was

man and Mr. Pooler. [176]

Cross Examinati

By Mr. GUNN.
The WITNESS: I was tl

with the ground there in the F^

Spring of 1933.

I am referring to defendant's
"

and to the plot bordered by th

north, the fence on the east, an(

running from the front gate art

of the house and connecting witl

a north western direction to the

the plot inclosed by this line. At

grass, shrubbery and some trees

the plot of ground bordered oi

garage and on the west by the \

south by the concrete walk and t

running to the garage, there w
that plot at that time.

As we cleaned up the refuse

that day we bunched it with

south of this driveway and son

here. When I say a little sou

that would be in the vicinity w
is and there was also a patch

and the garden that was bare
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)ver Hemenlay.)

lere. In October, aside from the

:liere, that whole plot west of the

iing from the garage was prac-

was burned for the length of the

ly 4 or 5 feet to the south, partly

5e that we picked up that was not

turned in the furnace. There was

ing ; all it was good for was fuel,

broke up and burned in the fur-

ils and iron and metal that came

would not be good for fire and

) south of the driveway and [177]

)r 3 days helping my step-father

B and then I helped build a new

this man was there I think was

ere cleaning up the refuse of the

leaning up that day.

he wire in the yard. I didn't ex-

t was rolls of wire is all I know;

attention to it or examine it.

hat time it was the man came and

Lit; it might have been in Febru-

! Winter; I didn't pay any atten-

of year it was. I helped to build

that constructed of?

We object to that as incompetent,

material.
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(Testimony of Grover Hemenlay

The COURT : Sustained.

Mr. GUNN: May it please t

to reframe my question.

The COURT: The situation

certain issues framed by the pie;

involve the construction of a n(

fine yourself to the issues here.

Mr. GUNN: As I understn

issues

The COURT: We won't ar

confine yourself to the questioi

whether the defendant did or di

in the yard; if he did, was it

whether Mr. Pooler was trippe

whether he was hurt and if so hi

us get down to the facts of this

ing around. Just confine yoursi

the case.

Mr. GUNN: We ask an exc*

like to make an offer to prove. [

The COURT: Make it orally

Mr. GUNN: We offer to pr

that Mr. Pooler, the plaintiff,

with him in building the new %

about the point where the wire

yard for a considerable length

Winter of 1932, and 1933.

The COURT : I will not allo^

that line in view of the fact Pot

wire put in there and knew it w
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)ver Hemenlay.)

n to the issues. He testified lie

there, he knew it was there. The

our company put it there. If it

7e ask an exception to the ruling

You have an exception,

irect Examination.

i: I know that Fred Pooler had

)od in his yard in the Winter and

2, and 1933. The sawing of that

' some of his neighbors,—I don't

ere, but I split a big part of it

nd attended the furnace and stuff

as after the injury. I guess he

before he was injured. I don't

riess Excused. [179]

LEX REMNEAS
on behalf of plaintiff, being duly

follows

:

rect Examination.

3: My name is Alex Remneas,

Manager of the Mountain States
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(Testimony of Alex Kemneas.)

Telephone and Telegraph Com]

that position practically 9 yeai

manager in June of 1933. I ha

man by the name of James Du

how long he has been employee

he has been here as long as I

my company is The Mountain St

Telegraph Company.

"Witness Excuse

Mr. DAVIS : The plaintiff re

Mr. WALKER : At this part

to renew my motion for an ordei

to elect: Comes now the above

and moves the court for an o

plaintiff to elect between the tv

stated in the complaint hereir

based upon the ground that the t

are inconsistent and repugnant

that this defendant is entitled te

of said two inconsistent causes e

requireel to proceed.

The COURT: It appears

causes of action joined in the coi

are based upon injuries to the p

tiff here. In other words botl

stateel in the complaint relate

acts [180] specified in the stati
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that each cause of action affects

:he action, and they don't require

' trial. And further that they are

md numbered. So it would appear

e pleading that the plaintiff has

t and expressed the right the stat-

he pleading in this case,

of action appears to be based on

igligence alone. Negligence is de-

sion 2 of Section 10,713 of the

Montana, 1921, as follows: ''The

and Negligently import a want of

t the nature or probable conse-

nt or omission as a prudent man
bestow when acting in his own

e result that all that the plaintiff

ove to sustain his first cause of

defendant was guilty of want of

) the nature or probable conse-

g the wire in the Pooler yard, if

ere as a prudent man ordinarily

in his own concerns,

nd cause of action we have a dif-

a statement of a separate and dis-

ion, requiring different pleadings

oofs; a cause proceeding appar-

on 8666 of the Revised Codes of

'hich provides that in any action

an obligation not arising from

;he defendant has been guilty of

I, or malice, actual or presumed,
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the jury, in addition to the ac

give damages for the sake of ex

of punishing the defendant.

This statute is not intended ei

efit of the individual but it has i

purpose, evidenced by [181] the

ute which provides that the jurj;

for the sake of example by wa
defendant. In other words the

to consider whether under the c

ranted in punishing the defenda

act oppressively and maliciously

punishing to deter others from d

The Code of Montana defines

ciously as follows, Sub-division 1

The word ''Wilfully" when ap

with which an act is done or omi

a purpose or willingness to comn

the omission referred to. The w
"Maliciously" import a wish

injure another person, or an inte

act, established either by pro<

of law.

It will be noted that the first

merely based on negligence, faih

nary care that a prudent mar

under the circumstances of the

ond cause has alleged a malice a

In order that the plaintiff n
first cause of action it is nee

establish by proof that the def
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it did it intending to vex or annoy

ntiff Pooler, or with an intent to

. This being so, it appears to the

intiif having two causes of action,

ading of different facts and the

3nt elements, has a right to have

ion submitted to the jury for them

ietermine, with the strict under-

[', that so far as simple damages

ire can be but one recovery. The

and an exception noted. Call in

FAMES DUBEL
ss on behalf of defendant, being

ied as follows:

irect Examination.

5: My name is James Dubel and

ountain States Telephone and Tel-

and have worked for them ap-

? April of 1916. At the present

^ed as repair man and have held

^ears. I reside at 425 South Idaho,

)w County, and have resided in

: 1st, 1912. During all of the time

»f November, 1932, and the 1st of

3 employed as repair man by the

tny in Butte, Montana. My duties
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(Testimony of James Dubel.)

as such repair man is to call or

I report at 8:00 o'clock and wl

me I take the trouble ^iven out

of Butte, and vicinity. I do al]

pairing and repairing instrumei

I recall sometime during the rr

1932, going to the vicinity of 1

Butte, Montana, and near as I (

date of that was November 5th.

a ticket we use for recover. By
repair, the daily repair report,

with me. I don't have any indef

of the incident out in the vicin

Street, in early November, 19c

independent recollection of hav

don't have an independent recoil

date, but I arrived at that fro

made to my company and that

piece of paper which I now banc

This defendant's Exhibit 3, tJ

is in my own handwriting and i

recovery ticket known as Form
made out by me at the time disc

date of this is 11-4-32. I though

November, that T was there bul

it to the 4th.

Mr. GUNN: At this time W(

defendant's Exhibit Number 3.

The ("OURT : It is admitted.

Document received in evidence
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(Testimony of James Dubel.)

The WITNESS: On Novem

a call to go to 1829 Banks Strei

been a fire and when I arrived i

garage in the rear of the lot ha(

I drove into the south of this f

Street, off of Marcia Street. I v

Roadster. After arriving there I

and looked the stuff over and pi

proceeded to remove the wire t

the ground. Defendant's Exhibi

have seen before and I am aw
marks indicating telephone poles

been agreed for the purposes of

to the Telephone Company.

When I first went to remove t

and stopped about here, indicatin

with an X and the letter P. I

car with my working belt and

alley here and proceeded over tc

pole marked A. I climbed thai

three wires that were hanging

There was two twisted pair of ^

of parallel wire. I then walkec

pole marked (\ a terminal poh

Marcia street and cut down t^

terminal pole, from four feet of

that drop towards pole B, and

pole and walked to this pole, p(

that pole and cut the wires intc

we call the fixtures, that hold th(
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mes Diibel.)

id. Then I proceeded to roll up

en pole C and pole B in one roll.

next, pole B and went up to tlie

lere, approximately 50 feet. When
^rsection I mean that is the point

lere, after the fire; and I rolled

rhen I went to this pole here and

in one roll, pole A. I then took

[185] of wire at that time and

ip of each other and took them up

a about 90 feet in a northwest

it is if I remember the' direction

or laid them down in a sort of

larked defendant's Exhibit 4, I

and I was present when that pic-

id familiar with what it shows. It

3 the scene that it purports to

liar with the locality to the west

f the Pooler property and have

th it for years. This Exhibit 4

very plainly the territory to the

7est of the Pooler property. It

lown of the Pooler property, the

:his garage that has been referred

he poles appearing in the picture

[es that were there when I made
line.

We offer it in evidence,

ived in evidence marked Befend-

md is returned herewith.
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(Testimony of James Dubel.)

The WITNESS: On defend?

will see the figure of a man a

Where I am standing as showi

placed the wire just about where

ing on that ground. I don't kno

wire that I cut down on that ds

time.

I am familiar with and I ren

wire I took down on that day. 1

down a Avire known as a twiste^

I mean two wires twisted togi

also referred to a parallel wire

wire, flat insulation on the outs

ning parallel flat and as far as

one wire, one unit. I was fami]

tion of the wire I took down at

I have been with the Teleph

in Silver Bow County, without

record since April, 1916. I worl^

Since that time the Telephone

exclusive^ in this kind of wc

County, up to the time of the £

1932, what we call twisted pair

Those are the only two kinds o

service wires. The wires I took

wires.

I did at your request locate ;

the kind of wire that I have reJ

pair and some of the wire I ref

And that wire that I secured w;
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nes Dubel.)

n the 4t]i day of November, 1932,

iks Street, and the condition is

ne as near as I remember,

ked defendant's Exhibit 5 is the

Qst referred to as having secured

rhis is not the wire that I took

it was recovered at another point,

in evidence marked Defendant's

^turned herewith.

: This part of this roll Exhibit

twisted pair. I am now referring

twisted together; and this wire

lown as the parallel wire and it

ires inside the insulation which

lere.

hibit 3 imparts the information

pon my filling that out and filing

ny that this is a copy of the ma-
" service,—taken out of service as

iant's Exhibit 3 shows about a

of wire as taken out of service,

late on my part and I arrived at

m the amount of [187] strands

md the approximate distance but

B it. At your request I took the

n quantity of parallel wire which

also of the twisted pair wire. I

1 of parallel wire of 140 feet and

ds. I also measured and weighed

wisted pair wire and that weighed
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(Testimony of James Dubel.)

5 pounds. From that informatic

the weight of 300 feet of twisted

feet of parallel wire to be betwee:

I did that work on Novembe:

Mr. Pooler's residence about bet

in the morning. I wasn't ther

over half an hour to forty-five n

I do not know Mr. Pooler an

I could not say that I had ev^

I came into this court room. Oi

at the time I did that work I j

Pooler yard but don't know w]

not recognize Mr. Pooler here i

time. I can't recall any conversj

who was there only that I said

and he said ''Yes". And I wen

and finished up my job and
{

drove away.

Q. You heard the testimony

Mr. Hemenlay and Mr. Mallo^

Mr. Pooler said ''Hello"—one

Mr. Pooler was the one that tes

Arthur"?

A. Yes sir.

Q. And their testimony as

that occurred at that time betw

whoever was there. You heard

A. Yes sir.

I do not recall any such conv(

I would have [188] if it occi
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les Dubel.)

with reference to having on a

th a collar turned up. That is

I am concerned. On that day I

hat we call a sort of striped pair

ills, but what we call hole-proof,

)per jacket. At no time in 1932,

hat sort of work in town with a

large turned up collar. I heard

reference to a conversation and

it that a truck would come liack

ip.

u know did the Telephone Com-

'W County ever send a truck to

s kind?

Ve object to this on the ground

irrelevant and immaterial.

Sustained.

: In connection with my work

L'e that is going out of service, I

it in the year 1932, or 1933, by

:ruck coming for it. So far as I

ticular occasion I did not have

^ time of a truck coming to pick

t any time up to the present, and

ime prior, shortly prior to No-
' thereafter and up to June 20,

f ill-will towards Mr. Pooler,

imony here about someone going

^r yard after Mr. Pooler's acci-
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(Testimony of James Dubel.)

dent and going in there and taki

I remember of going down ther

latter part of June, 1933. I d

office to Harrison Avenue, and

drove east on Marcia, and I st<

intersection of the alley on Ma
runs behind the Pooler gara^

to [189] Marcia Street and I st'

and got out of the car and walke

picked up some wire laying i:

didn't go in the gate, not to my
go in the gate. At that time I

of Mr. Pooler having been hun

there by the Wire Chief, the tej

To my recollection I was not

the Pooler yard at any time on

and I would remember it if I

that wire that I took down or

Mr. Pooler's yard.

I would not swear that the

the yard, some time in the lattei

was the wire that I had taken

4, 1932, but it looked similar to

taken down. The wire that I to

ber 4, I put about, approximat

80 feet northwest of the Pooler

Cross Examinai

By Mr. DAVIS.
The WITNESS : On Defenc

identification, which is a pictu
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nes Dubel.)

place, I have indicated with the

4 the approximate point at which

ook from the Pooler yard was

it ; and that would be just north

t was leaning against the fence.

'oUs there at the time. I w^as told

at wire out of the yard. I have

letters Z-1 the point where I

the intersection of Marcia Street

e is Marcia Street and here is the

de, and [190] this is the street

rth side of Marcia, and as near

r it was about in there on that

g up Marcia Street and about tlie

I, was there anything that would

rection, the view of your car as

;re you indicated, for a distance

lalf a block away, a half a block

ay it would.

my car and the Pooler house was

>uldn't say what kind of a fence

)ng the south side. It was a board

3ng the back yard from where I

it would come up to my waist,

half feet high.

told me to go and get the wire.

was some wire in a vard at 1829
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(Testimony of James Dubel.)

Banks Street, and for me to g

wire we used and pick it up. I

of wire we used in our teleph

I)icked it up because I thought

Mountain States Telephone ai

pany. I carried it to my car

of the car and then drove away,

a coupe seat, glassed in and then

back of the top. It has an ins

with a ring around it on it.

that day had that insignia on tl

The type of car I used on tl:

1932, when I went down to tak(

pole was a roadster. I couldn'1

there was an insignia on that c

there might have been an insi^

swear about it; if it had it was

on the door, what they call the

on the machine. [191]

I climbed the poles that day ^

hooks ; I had a safety belt, alwa;

belt or safety belt. The poles

are approximately 90 or 100

three strands of wire running :

approximately 68 feet from 1

B to C. There were three str

When I got down there I i

been a fire at the northwest (

drove in there I saw that the wi

in two over on this s-tan, over

stood and had burned down. T]
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les Diibel.)

round on both poles. I couldn't

)re this fire had happened, but

there from the time they were

the fire until I went and 2^ot

etween poles B & C were burned

were not burned between B & C.

damaged but it had been there

[ took that wire down and took it

•oiled it up and laid it out there

ig and then afterwards I carried

), 80 or 90 feet northwest of :M:r.

corner that I was working at.

Hxhibit 3, I say "337 Trans—or
ns" and that means transmitter.

In the next item "13X" is the

>ving drop wire; in other words

it be hanging. The next item is

re. I then add the figures 300

dicates feet. In other words the

taken down entirely between all

eet. With that 550 feet of wire

iree coils.

e that Mr. Pooler did not give

)ut that wire in the yard because

h him? [192]

7Q but very little conversation

He did not give me permission

the yard and I did not under-

:^rmission to put the wire in the

?:ed with anyone and told them
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(Testimony of James Dubel.)

that I had left the wire in the

sure of that.

I can't say that I noticed thg

bage can up alongside the fence

wire out of the Pooler place.

Pooler's permission to remove th

his fence.

On defendant's Exhibit 4 I ir

standing there, and that is my pi

of northwest of the Pooler gara

Q. Is there a street just nort

were standing'?

A. Well there is a street goin

Q. How far is it from where

in that picture"?

A. Well I should judge th(

edge of the street or the curb W

30 feet, maybe 40.

That is a street on which aul

people walk on that street, I ^

feet of non-serviceable wire wit]

feet and that street and left it

I didn't know Mr. Pooler at

I should judge that this wire

Exhibit 5, the twisted pair wire

since 1917. The parallel wire

to my knowledge since between

If this wire coil which is de

were leaning like that against

to become unfastened, I do not

coil. It would remain as it is w
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mes Diibel.)

3econie unfastened I do not think

fastened that coil to keep it from

is easier to handle ; did it to keep

coiling. Some of the insulation

oles had burned off the other wire,

rd question to say how long the

L the other wdre had been used

Doles between the points A & B.

at I put the wire up there, but

recollection to remembering that

say that that wire had been in

the twisted pair, probably had

years or maybe more. The paral-

ised until between 1928 and 1929.

had been up there since 1928 or

the Pooler yard at any time* to

[ climbed three poles that day and

there just about 45 minutes. I

1 the poles and cut the wire down

nd walked over to this street and

3ame back and got into my truck

only took 45 minutes. It would

1 hour and fifteen minutes, but I

to that without seeing it demon-

mtain States Telephone and Tele-

ise a truck all the time for heavy

and it carries men and wire and

)lies they are using. It never has

picked up supplies for me nor for

Duld not say whether the big truck
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of the Mountain States Teleph<

Company has not gone to you

Park and picked up wire. They

purpose of picking up wire anc

us(^d on heavy construction jobs

ing on.

The Telephone Company perm

whether or not the wire is of any

serviceable and permits me to th

do not instruct me where to t"

w^ords they give me authority t

cretion about [194] disposing o:

fit if it is unserviceable.

Redirect Examine

By Mr. GUNN.
The WITNESS: The Teleph

trucks in hauling supplies and n

not in connection with this kind

doing, but is in connection wi

tion work.

The street that Mr. Davis was

he said was 30 feet from the po:

wire was this street right here

hibit 4, and if I remember righ

street is Garfield, and it is the

Banks, if I remember right.

I heard the testimony of Mr.

that there was rubbish up the

territory. I saw some rubbish

of that locality.
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mes Dubel.)

eference to the wire between poles

you take that down?

show you the reason there ?

3oles here and here, is Marcia

Dm here to here?

pole C, it goes to the pole C on

Marcia Street, I took this wire

of they had become loosened at

ley would naturally fall down to-

ss Marcia Street,

called your attention to Exhibit

opinion as to whether that would

mcoil, and he also asked you why
3ur work do you also have occa-

rope? [195]

die a long line sometimes 50 or

pe I tie that too. I would say

not spring out.

ross Examination.

Id become uncoiled would it not?

ling to what shape and how old
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(Testimony of James Dubel.)

Redirect Examine

By Mr. GUNN.
The WITNESS: Mr. Davis

fignres 2-4 on defendant's Exhil

cates the wire, when I took it (

yard, and that was in the latter

Witness Excused.

DUNCAN STEW
called as a witness on behalf (

duly sworn, testified as follows:

Direct Examinal

By Mr. GUNN.
The WITNESS: My name

and I live at 1045 West Galen

I work for the Mountain Sta

Telegraph Company, and hav(

company about 7 years. The

line work and installing and

During the early part of 1933, ]

out phones. We had one mar

and I spent most of my time i

out phones.

I have been in the court roor

and today. I was not here the fi

months of February, and Marcl

far as I remember, I spent mosi

out phones, occasionally someth:
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ncan Stewart.)

! up that had to be done. During

ch, 1933, I had occasion to take

1829 Banks Street. Before the

day, when I was first called in

is case, I did not have any inde-

>n of that occurrence, but I went

ds of the company to find out

ken out the phone at that time,

le record and going out to see the

dng the house I would say that I

le out. I have with me the record

eshed my recollection and that is

heet.

narked defendant's Exhibit 6 is

ve left-in station. By left-in sta-

ation that has been disconnected

I recognize this paper as having

jession some time. It has my
1 it; this is my signature at the

g. This was in my possession the

33.
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(Testimony of Duncan Stewart

DEFENDANT'S E:X

received in evidence without (

follows

:

The M. S.

REMOVE LEFT-IN STAT
Exch

Date issued 3-23-33

Ser. No. of Disc. Ord. 0-4126 Date of

Address 1829 Banks

Tel. No. 3302

Serv. & Eqpt. 2 F R- D
Remarks

U. G Ter.

Dist. Ter.

Bdg

Line U. G. Pr. Dist. Pr.

Non-Coin Sub Coin Pub. & Hand Mor
Box Box Semi-

Pub. Coin
Box

Set Te
Se

534A

51AL

Inst, or W. C. OK No. 378

Date Removed 3-24-33

Installer Stewart
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ncan Stewart.)

: I don't know whether I could

ut a check in the left hand column

;29 Banks Street, on that day be-

mber that I have not memorized

[•ked by numbers instead of ad-

ow found the number and it is

put a red check mark after it.

Exhibit 7 I can tell that I had

y and that covers 6 hours of my
; another sheet to go for that day.

did 12 jobs besides probably visit-

ozen or so. During that period of

ig of 1933, I would say that that

of my ordinary day's work.

5 : I was not here when Mr.

[t 1 read the reporter's transcript

that you gave to me and I read

Lt me visiting there and getting a

my conversation. I do not recall

)ccurrence and I absolutely would

irrence if it had occurred. I heard

estimony and Mr. Malloy's testi-

ecall any such occurrence as they

would have recalled that if it had

inly would recall anything as un-

shovel to dig out that wire,

r. Pooler but I have seen him here

1. I do not know Mrs. Pooler. I

>. Malloy or Mr. Hemenlay before
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(Testimony of Duncan Stewart.

Cross Examinati

By Mr. DAVIS:
The WITNESS : I have no a

of what took place down there

went to the house and took the p'

Q. And you would not hav<

about it if the attorney for the I

did not have you go to the reco]

records. You had forgotten'?

A. Well I knew I had taker

the house; anytime I drive by

remember.

Other than that I would not k

what time of day it was. I don't

and woman I saw there and I d'

the phone was in the kitchen. I

ber where the telephone was.

On defendant's Exhibit 2 I se

by Mr. Dubel 2-4 to indicate tl

wire was at the time he took it

don't remember whether or not

when I went out. I don't remem
in the yard. I can't say I remei

can as I came out. I remember i

the rear and maybe I remember

gone there the other day, and i

remember there was any snow
member what type of car I us

Model A, 1930. It is a coupe wii
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LQcan Stewart.)

When I went to get the telephone

at the intersection near the alley

\ Pooler's house. On that day I

terminal and disconnected the

the terminal which is across the

3cted the wire as you are supposed

Qgs and pull the wire entirely out

I did not remove the wire but

out of the terminal and wrapped

id left it in place. I don't believe

ler house close there. I have for-

I was dressed that day as usual

ght shirt, cap and light jacket. I

with a high collar. That was the

3ssed in that day. [203]

)f that terminal, that was the ter-

street from the Pooler house that

h the Pooler telephone. When I

3ut I was not afraid it might fall

left it suspended from the fixture.

is not have anything to do with

I haven't any idea what time I

direct Examination.

5: I heard Mr. Dubel's testimony

) the wire that he took down. I

ip before. I understand the poles,

to, was A, this one B, which was at
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(Testimony of Duncan Stewart/

the Pooler corner and C, across

heard his testimony that he ha

drops between those poles. The 1

ferred to is on pole C. From thi

time there were lines running s

line running from that termini

have not any independent recoil

curred there that day.

Q. But you think that if wha

to had occurred you would recall

Mr. DAVIS: We object to

and also leading.

The COURT: Sustained.

Recross Examinat

By Mr. DAVIS:
The WITNESS: I said there

work shown on that time sheet f

c

8 hours a day and I was paid foi

another page to this for you see

corner it say "Sheet 1".

Witness Excused.
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HUR W. MERKLE
m behalf of the defendant, bemg

ed as follows:

irect Examination.

) : My name is Arthur W. Merkle

I West Park Street in Butte, Mon-

:ed in the Life Insurance business

t business I have a copy of the

3nced Mortality Table in my pos-

3ctancy of life of a man 57 years

th as taken from the American

e of Mortality is 16 5/10 years.

ness Excused. [205]

4.RRY D. BLAIR

>n behalf of defendant, being duly

5 follows:

irect Examination.

S: My name is Harry D. Blair

)43 West Mercury. I am employed

,nk and Trust Company as a Note

e had a great deal of experience
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(Testimony of Harry D. Blair.)

Mr. DAVIS : We will admit t

Mr. Blair.

The WITNESS: I have witl

Interest Table Book.

Q. Will you give us the am
quired which, if invested at 6/^

proximately $1800.00 a year for

end of which time the principle ^

A. I am afraid not; it would

figure that out.

Mr. GUNN: May the cour

Davis, in order to hurry along ^

witness be excused and return

answer?

Mr. DAVIS : We have no obj

alright.

Mr. GUNN: You understan

over the period of I6I/2 years th

as the interest should be used i

$1800.00 per year. You may he

come back when you have that fi^

Witness Excused.
|

DR. H. W. GRE'

a witness called on behalf of th

duly sworn, testified as follows:
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H. W. Gregg.)

'ect Examination.

: I may explain, it has been

;1 for plaintiff that Dr. Gregg, as

rned, the privilege of the plain-

ed.

: My name is H. W. Gregg, and

licensed and practicing physician

Iver Bow County, Montana, and

r 15 years.

Wq will admit the qualifications

: I am a graduate of the Medical

ity of Colorado, and am now with

:al and have been in such position

with the plaintiff Fred W. Pooler

; some time in June, 1933, that I

;vas caring for his wife in 1933,

3r June. I knew him before June

/isiting there in my capacity as

^eon in June, 1933.

he house of the plaintiff, I think,

20, or possibly June 21, and he

lay before he had been carrying

the ash can in the back yard and

i up in some wire and had fallen

;
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(Testimony of Dr. H. W. Gregg

and that he had very intense pa

how he had gotten to the hoiiS(

some of the neighbors had take

lying in bed when I first saw

pain apparently. He said that

his legs or his body that it hurl

brought to the hospital, put at I

care. X-rays of his back and 1

next day, I believe, and then t

was [207] in the hospital I belie

record here, but I imagine aboi

just a guess. During that time

ments for pain. We had a brac(

before he was allowed to get up

finally went home. I saw him at

twice after he went home. He ^

in the back; I advised him to c

more pictures, which he never c

brief is the history of the case.

If the records show that he w;

12th of September, 1933, I had f

long. On my first visit to hii]

would judge that he was a mai

years old. He was lying in bed

rather severe pain. I exar

thoroughly; made a neurologica

cially because he was complair

back. I found no neurological fi

findings of nerve injury; of coi

jective findings of pain but n*
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, H. W. Gregg.)

He was bruised on the right hip

;

lise on the right hip at the side;

etty much all over the lower back

;

^ou would touch him in the lower

'eat deal of pain. As far as the

ion goes, this is again from

have a rather accurate picture of

'ately hard of hearing. His ton-

mall; didn't look particularly in-

•ecollect, had several rather bad

:ime immediately thought of the

and thyroid glands. As my recol-

id no enlargement of the thyroid

it of the lymphatic,

ly fracture of the sacroiliac joint,

eted the picture at that time. I

[208] under my direction shadow-

ent and I have those with me.

1: It is understood I may show

Yes.

5: Defendant's Exhibit 9 for

m X-ray picture taken by me,

sion and direction and it is true

se three shadowgraphs are pic-

e or under my direction of Mr.

r them as being of Mr. Pooler,

by our expert technician and I

Mr. Pooler. I know these are the

3oler because all our pictures are
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(Testimony of Dr. H. W. Greg^

taken by an expert technician a

with the date and the patient'

the ])icture used in the treatme

I think the same technician is .

Miss Smart.

Mr. DAVIS : We will not ol

that they will be connected uj

if not we will move to have t

Mr. GUNN: If we don't coi

ask that the testimony be stri(

The COURT : With that nnc

tor may testify.

The WITNESS: I am not

the same technician; I am not

technician left but I can find

I found tenderness over the

tenderness over the whole lowei

and he complained of severe \

that he had had a severe bruise o

back and until the pictures w(

know whether he had a fractui

examination of the patient, dbi

ination of the X-rays I felt

severe bruising or spraining

arthritic disturbance as showr

that time. By that arthritic con

rheiunatism causing some spun
ity, mild throwing out of rou:

bone so that you get a fuzzines

picture of the bone, what we g
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H. W. Gregg.)

oint. These pictures were taken

r his entrance to the hospital. An
)reviously could not have caused

i saw in the X-ray, the fuzziness

I don't know how long that arth-

existed; I couldn't say in weeks.

5ted for some time prior to the

le hospital, although the patient

symptoms. At that time I did not

ng of the limbs from the feet to

a slight swelling over the bruise

e right hip,—I think it was the

ng to my memory and the record

ling of the feet from the legs to

d many causes for such swelling

: the age of Mr. Pooler, 57 or 58,

the feet to the knee, one is heart

3 kidney disease. Varicose veins

I of one or the other of the legs,

that swelling as I remember when
He did have I don't see how one

ausal connection between his in-

,
and that swelling, unless he had

'rom the injury, that would cause

have a sign of veins blocked. I

^ht handed normal individuals the

e bit larger than the left; and in

dduals the right arm is usuallv a
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little larger. There are probably

causes [210] of absorption of calciun

Among them such as low grade ch

injury to bone ; and of course some <

ance in the body; some disturbance

nutrition of the body may cause ab

cium.

Q. Did you find any condition to

tion of calcium in the bones of plair

A. A mild thinning down of calc

as near as you could tell from the

bones looked thinned out a bit.

I don't mean they had gotten sms

cal term doesn't mean anything, oste

diminution of calcium,—the substj

the bone leaving the bone in the sam*

before, but the calcium minimized.

Q. What have you to say whethe

mal individuals the right sacroiliac

sacroiliac joint are the same size?

A. What do you mean by the sar

Q. The same width ?

A. Do you mean the space betwe(

the sacrum?

Q. Yes.

A. As near as we can tell from

there is often in normal individua

symptoms, some slight variation b

sides in normal individuals, or at ]

without any symptoms.
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Dr. H. W. Gregg.)

3 the experience of men in your pro-

the lower extremities of the body,

ilium—sacrum region, that many of

and ills of nature exist?

'e rather common in the sacroiliac

er lumbar.

better illustrate that by describing

211] that brings that about ?

low in mind the period of gestation,

have a bearing on the condition of

this case.

lere are little defects in the develop-

nan body in the womb, there are mild

uch as cleft palate, and sometimes

ime in the lower back and show some-

call a marked spina bifida, where the

grow completely together, the back

ne, leaves a space. Sometimes there

3es and the membranes around tlie

ck out and the patient dies: other

re is almost complete and we get no

, the only way we know it would be

X-ray, where we can see that there

lite a complete closing. It is not in-

^e find conditions caused by the re-

it spoken of, it is not an uncommon
ee it in X-rays.

ination of the plaintiff he did not

continence of his urine to my knowl-

sure I would have made a note of it

Ji:
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if he did. I did not discover any c

kind as I remember while he was ir

may be wrong about that, but I don

'

was moderately hard of hearing at

in the hospital. I did not, from the

me, discover any reason for that,

say he had scarlet fever earlier ai

now from the history but I did i

before. I do not remember him coi

ears and saying they had run becai

tion of scarlet fever.

Q. What have you to say as to a

would cause a man's heartbeats to ]

minute *?

A. Might be many causes; a m;

course a common [212] cause is a

of the heart muscle, and might be ]

disturbance ; might mean nothing as

disease, but most likely in a man <

mean a mild weakening of the he?

disturbance of the nerve conducti<

due to a mild weakening of the h(

an old infection or bruise ; a numbe

affect the heart muscles, toxics, a

mild weakening of the heart musch

ance of the conduction mechanism

nerve mechanism.

Q. Would you say a man of 1

about 57, at the time of the ace:

walking caught his foot in a wir
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)r. H. W. Gregg.)

s back, his right hip, his right leg

ier, is it probable that such a fall

lling of both limbs from his knees?

at injury resulted in a blocking in

lower pelvis, I don't believe so.

i any such condition in the pelvis,

vein, that I could determine. There

)m the history of the patient and

to indicate any such thing,

he common finding on examination

f individuals of say the plaintiff's

lin of pain in the lower back, in-

or walk for any distance or to be

eir back for any length of time?

I question that might have many

the common theory of the medical

ly be many causes: one, infection,

; there are many causes. You can

m of his age arthritis is a common

common finding in a man of his

caused by arthritis ? [213]

3 so, or rheumatic disturbance of

tor, will you please describe and

try what you mean by the term just

., spina bifida?
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A. Spina bifida may come in an

the back, in the cerebral column in

of the child in the womb. As near ;

two parts of the spine fold over i

spine so that the spine is closed :

you have no opening there. Son

position, at some time in the fetal li

little defect and it does not close

and we get an opening in the spine

close over. Sometimes that is a s(

the baby dies early in life due to

on. At other times the closure ma^

plete and the skin grow over and i

until later in life and get a pictu

there is that phenomenon. They ar

mon in the fifth lumbar vertebra ai

where you don't get a complete cloi

Q. What do you say about th

and the usual finding in your proi

of the age of plaintiff under simil

who complains of dribbling his urir

A. The commonest cause is a j

diseased prostate, an enlarged pro!

That is more common in men
the dribbling ; more common with 1

male, and the complaint is more fre

about the age of plaintiff, 57 or 5

above 50 and old age. There is n

enlargement of the prostate gland

erally accepted thing; it is genei
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Dr. H. W. Gregg.)

^fession that the prostate gland is

n men about that age and with the

lave mentioned.

find any disease or injury to the

of the plaintiff?

ed before he had subjective signs of

1 tenderness over the back; he had

•n of nerve injury,

igns are signs which the person

Prom his own senses. Objective signs

one else can tell without the person,

physical signs, just as a chunk of

^eel it. As far as nervous diseases or

olaintiff is concerned I found none

ould obtain information from objec-

and I had to rely entirely on what

kvhat he displayed himself.

Cross Examination.

S:

CSS: When I first met Mr. Pooler

1 bed. Well, that wasn't when I first

lon't remember how long before the

w Mr. Pooler, but I had been taking

^e in the hospital I imagine about a

not notice any particular sign of

m when I first knew him and I don't

bent as he is now; I am quite sure he

light. When I found him in bed he

3e, apparently from pain, and when I

s body or legs he would complain of
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pain in his back. I made the usi

medical profession does in an effc

injury. He was very tender over

back from the ribs down; he com

and dis-comfort. I put him at b(

put him to bed and he was not ano\

bed. I don't remember but I think

[215] up. He complained of pain

plained of it when he was elevatec

he was propped up for several da;

to the hospital. If the bill which ca:

pital shows that he was there 52 da]

When I said 25 days I may have t

If Mr. Pooler was given a bill foi

ices of $100 that was probably the

got, and $2.00 a day for 52 days

conforms with the rates charged

and surgeons in the County of Sil

time and I feel it is a reasonabh

services. $156.00 for a room in the

sonable charge for those service

Pooler. X-rays of the spine, 3 J

reasonable charge. $11.00 for the

porter was a reasonable charge. 1

high stiff brace which reached clea

to give back support and if I reme:

steel supports in it. I don't remem
the brace as I simply sent him d(

type of brace made and he had th(

I saw it on him. It was made vi
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ort for the back. $11.00 would be a

! for it. It was prescribed by me in

P Mr. Pooler and I prescribed it to

ipport. We found when he was try-

had some pain without the support.

)f bed at the time and I don't think

itil the brace was put on. The brace

ed him in walking and it apparently

tanding alone. For those reasons I

lecessary to prescribe that brace and

, I don't think I found any indica-

3 trouble in Mr. Pooler at the time,

ber whether his prostate was ex-

ime; I don't believe he had urinary

time. As I remember when [216] I

ly visible bruise he had was on the

rked tenderness over all the back,

rum region, not any black and blue

. the marked area was on the right,

^.en on the left ; on one side anyway,

oler had enemas. I don't remember

on of his rectum was so badly swol-

that it was impossible to insert the

na bag, but possibly that might have

3 heart condition of Mr. Pooler have

traiuna 1

believe that heart condition and ir-
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regularities and weakness of the 1:

caused by a fall on the back.

Q. Could some kind of a fall ce

of heart beats of a patient ?

A. By nervous connection possi

by a nervous upset at the time (

might have skipping of beats, pui

A man weighing 185 pounds, sn

and attempting to grab himself .

falling and striking the ground

sidewalk, approximately a foot al

the ground, might have suffered s

to his nervous system. I found Mi

a highly nervous state when I fi:

very much upset.

Q. Might not that condition hs

tion which would reflect itself in s

beats ?

A. I don't believe that caused a

last for months in the way of h(

might cause a temporary.

I think I said the back condition

caused by injury.

Q. Would you not say that the

you found in [217] Mr. Pooler and

plained would have been a conditi(

a severe blow?

A. Partly, yes.
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used the term rheumatic rheuma-

LS that the ordinary backache that

so many cases for backache people

e of the causes only,

nedical man to attempt to tell the

nan's back might ache would be ex-

except by complete examination,

find such a condition in the back of

le time you first saw him in the hos-

[t of some rheumatism which might

Q bed for 7 weeks.

:, after looking at the pictures, there

ome old arthritic condition in the

have, on top of the injury, kept him

be keeping him in bed.

m around his home, I don't remem-

times; I am not sure I ever saw

before called for the injury, I think

ilways saw him at the hospital. He
prightly, getting around very well.

to be suffering from rheimiatism;

v^ere made. I was not treating him,

his wife.

lite satisfied with my diagnosis of

requested more X-rays. The reason

I see if there might have been any-

iould get from a different angle, as

case we would like to have as com-
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plete a series of X-rays as we cai

examination. I don't think we ha(

Pooler high enough to show the

find any trace of fractured ribs

examination [218]| and that would

X-rays.

The absorption of calcium mig

three causes, low grade infectior

bone and thirdly some nutritional

three of the common causes somet

together. The most common of t]

would be low grade infection pre

would probably be a combination o

grade infection.

I discovered only a mild, mode

bones in his back. I found no ti

my examination of Fred Pooler

rheumatoid, arthritis, which indi(

jury of any kind. He gave me a
'

injury, a broken ankle some year

physical signs of it. That appa

pletely healed.

I said that the right arm of a ri

vidual might be somewhat larger t

a left handed individual the left c

be larger. The cause of that is pr

That might have a little difference

but just slight difference.

We sometimes run into a conditi

of the iliac joint,—where the two sei
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seems to be a little more separated

side and that is in either man or

't think I have ever seen a case of

le iliac joint that one would be 2^/2

as the other without symtoms. I

e it would be twice as great perhaps

Qptoms. I have not seen very many
['k in the last 2 months and I don't

ly separations of the iliac joints I

I imagine I have probably seen 3

year.

d that you would not expect swelling

VIr. Pooler below the knee from an

ick [219] unless there were a block-

3 of the pelvis or groin in the vein

a the leg.

would not say that it could not have

n injury to the back would you?

were nothing to occasion the vein

Id happen.

correct that when I first met Mr.

ospital I found a muscularly strong

ig of injury and in whom I found

injury prior to the one with which

lined.

edirect Examination.

CER.

ISS: If the plaintiff, Mr. Pooler,

1 enemas in the hospital and had

I
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complained of extreme pain when

serted, a common cause for comp]

been his hemorrhoids under thos

piles.

I found a general soreness ovi

joint, but from the pictures I C(

separation, enough to be of impo

ence in the two sides.

AVitness Excused. [2!

MISS ALICE SMA:

called as a witness on behalf of <

duly sworn, testified as follows:

Direct Examinatior

By Mr. WALKER.
The WITNESS: My name is Al

am X-ray technician at the Murra;

fendant's Exhibits 8, 9 and 10 foi

have seen before. I as X-ray techi

pictures on the order of Dr. Greg^

pose of identifying the picture of ;

the picture a number; I have a si:

I write the patient's name and ac

nimiber on it. This is my writii

hibits. I am sure that the pati(

appears there is the patient whc

taken.
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Cross Examination.

SS: I have no way of identifying

)hs of a human being other than

I other words, looking at this pic-

t know whether it was a picture of

'red Pooler. I do not remember the

)oler.

ble for pictures to become confused

>om because they are marked. The

3ut on as soon as they are dry, after

>ped. I develop the picture right

; the patient comes in.

That is all.

IR: We now offer in evidence de-

nts for identification 8, 9 and 10.

[221]

They may be admitted,

v^ed in evidence marked "Defend-

, 9, and 10" and are returned here-

itness Excused. [222]

)R. H. W. GREGG
'ther

Direct Examination.

ER,

ws:

^S : Defendant's Exhibit Number 10

a picture of the pelvic region and

I
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lower back of Mr. Pooler, taken ar

that is from front to back, when

his back.

Q. And what, if any, indicatioi

from that picture, or can you, fro

the picture, ascertain any conditio]

to the sacroiliac region?

A. Well I felt from looking

time, and still feel that it does not

Of course it does not show the s

but I thought it did not show a

bone or sacroiliac joint here, or pi

side is a little wider,—this is th(

space between those is not more

many normal individuals without s.

is a fuzziness in here at the bot

lumbar vertebra that I take to m
spina bifida or congenital phenon

just a little fuzziness along the i

here that looks like a chronic inflai

That was taken, I believe, the day

The bowel was pro])ably full of f

what caused this shadow here.

That fuzziness, that sort of thin:

developed in two days; that sort

weeks or months to develop. That

ziness is not what I have referrec

That condition of fuzziness could

oped from the time the plaintiff

the time I took the picture.
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see anything in that picture that

anything to you which might be

ajury such as the [223] plaintiff

to you on entering the hospital?

't see X-ray evidence of an injury;

njury to the bone in this picture.

defendant's Exhibit Number 9, a

back of Fred Pooler taken higher

g just the very upper edge of the

1 lumbar,—it is mostly of the lumbar

ond, third, fourth and fifth lumbar

anything, do you see there that indi-

lition that might result from the

I by Mr. Pooler, the plaintiff herein,

he was brought into the hospital?

't see anything that I feel showed

bone.

m this picture the fuzziness I have

[ the lower region of the sacroiliac;

little fuzziness up here, a little what

ig, where a little exudate was laid

le bone. You get just the tip of the

in the other picture. Often the fifth

a is not distinct, latterly distinct;

be synonymous.

Exhibit Number 8 is a lateral pic-

)m one side to the other of Mr.

r spine, mostly the lumbar it shows,

! sacrum there
;
you cannot see much

II
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lateral in the sacrum. I cannot se(

of injury in this picture. It show

fuzziness or arthritis ; a little bit o:

the edges of the vertebra, they are

ment, that is not out of line.

Q. But they show a condition

arthritic condition you spoke of?

A. Probably due to arthritis. [

Q. So that from any one of th

have taken, can you find any cond

lead you to believe that Mr. Pooh
injury on the date he was injured

regions photographed by you?

A. I couldn't get X-ray evidenc

injury.

Cross Examination

By Mr. DAVIS.
The WITNESS: I do not consic

hibit a very good shadowgraph, e

man of his weight and all, it is hard

there laterally, although it is fair,

graph, defendant's Exhibit 8, from i

on is the sacrum.

Q. Do you find any indication

the sacrum bulging in towards the 1

inside of the patient ?

A. It w^ould not show in this pic

It would not show in this picture

taken laterally. Exhibit Niunber

on each side, 12, 11 and 10. On t

do not find any indication of pr
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1 10, 11 and 12. Of course this was

ibs, but I see no evidence of fracture

10 indication on Exhibit 9 of an in-

s injury to the injury of which Mr.

ined when I found him in bed in

pital.

man it seems to me that there is a

3ut of alignment of the spine toward

ixhibit 9. Will von tell us if that

in shifting over this way.

5]

ans nothing.

perhaps over to this side of the plate

it means nothing; it all depends on

iard to get them absolutely straight-

! table.

is not a shifting to the right in Ex-

3ine of Mr. Pooler, because the angle

bs and the spine seem to me to be

the two sides.

I umber 10, that large cloudy appear-

tie pelvic bones, as we call them, be-

iliac joints, I imagine is the feces; it

[11 bowel. That fecal matter covers

^ers the lower part of it; I think it

ttle of the sacrum. To me there is

n Exhibit 10 of a straight up and

:he sacrum of Mr. Pooler. What ap-

le in the middle, or about the middle

is what I feel to be the spina bifida
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that I spoke of. I don't feel that

have marked the top of the point

with the letters 10-1.

Q. Now will you please indicate

of that mark as it appears, the ei

which you call feces'?

A. You cannot follow that dowr

Q. Well you understand that yo

Mark it 10-2. Now Doctor you poir

Walker rather high up in this p

referred to the cloudiness as a cong

non. Will you please tell us in la

understand what that means'?

A. In here the fifth lumbar ve

extend out as well as the others; y
out the structure of it so well, and

ably a mild spina bifida.

Q. It seems to you that it was

happened in the body of Mr. Pool

in the womb of his mother"?

A. In the development somewh(

It is a phenomenon that was pres(

born and stayed with him. In my (

a defective development of the spin

plete.

From the X-ray I could not mak(

to the body of Mr. Pooler.

As I found this man in bed anc

tory and examined him and X-ra

that he was pretty badly hurt ; he ha

or bruise on that whole lower bacl^

find X-ray evidence of it. Now
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; condition of the patient and my
first three pictures, I asked him to

submit himself for further X-rays

come back. My exhibits 8, 9 and

taken at the same time; two were

and one was taken the day before.

taken 6-22-33; Exhibit 9 was taken

it 10 was taken 6-21-33, the day

'edirect Examination.

:er.

SS: Plaintiff's Exhibit E is a pic-

Ivic bones, sacrum, and the upper

one femur. I can not see anything

?rpret as injury there. This is a

same portion of the body or ilium,

5 portrayed by the pictures I have

n under my supervision and direc-

etter picture of that area than the

ntiff's Exhibit F is a picture of the

le pelvic bone, sacrum and parts of

th sides. Observing the ilium sacral

is a little wider than this side, but,

that is no more [227] than one may
1 individual without injury. I do
' indication of the fuzziness or the

bowing a little more up in the lum-

3re possibly is a little spurring,—

I

n\ in here ; there is a little spurring

a little spurring there. Plaintiff's

orts to be a picture of the lower end
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—almost all the pelvic bones and pa

end of the femur. As I testified 1

in the lower lumbar and sacral reg

many phenomenon, and to me ther(

I could possibly identify as injur;;

Q. Do you see any indication

or arthritic condition?

A. Well down here again, you d

this area, it is too thick in there to

it more up where the lumbar stands

Exhibit H is a lateral view of the 1

spine seems to be in good line,

Q. Any abnormality there or evi

A. A little fuzziness along here

see in the other pictures; shows a

nitely here, fuzziness along those e

tebra.

Q. That is the arthritic conditio

A. The same condition.

Plaintiff's Exhibit I is another 1;

the lower spine and pelvis.

Q. Do you see any condition tl

interpret any condition there that

to believe there was an abnormalit

A. It sort of puts a man at a

sit and look at these pictures at th

man who took them spent hours 1

he is rather at a disadvantage to

and glance; he is rather at a disj

here and glance at them and say ^

I don't see anything I could state vs
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' fuzziness here; the spine is in good

I here in the sacrum there seems to

3ct alignment.

chibit J is a lateral view of the lum-

area. I see some haziness up here,

ad from the history of the shadow-

no evidence indicating injury.

3tor, taking the case of a male of

f 60 years, following the occupation

or manual labor, what have you to

her or not at that age his earning

; to diminish %

We object to that on the ground

idation has been made and purely

: Sustained.

IR : Exception.

]SS: I have examined all of the

low and to me from those shadow-

nothing which is X-ray evidence of

Cross Examination.

3S : I examined those shadowgraphs

ther this morning and they number

On each of these Exhibits I spent

inutes.

Qrately could a physician diagnose

shadowgraph in 3 or 4 minutes'?

that is probably the average time

i on each plate. [229]
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You can look it over and tell as i

tell in about that time. It is custoi

outward symtoms and conditions

in connection with the X-ray when

conclusion. In this instance of co

Mr. Pooler.

Q. Are you testifying as a mai

Mr. Pooler is not injured?

A. I am not; I testified to that

I think he has a rather bad inji

I could diagnose it, a sprain or br

It is an injury as might result froi

Q. Would you say it is permai

acter ?

A. I think his disability is goir

less permanent, yes sir.

I think he will be practically disa

far as doing blacksmith work, I

will ever be able to do it again. 1

tance a man would have to fall

pounds to do himself a great deal

depend on the age and previous

patient.

Q. Let us assume 57, a man in ^

robust, active and energetic, a mi

profession of a blacksmith"?

A. I don't think I could answe

A man could slip on a sidewalk

himself. I understood a man did

terday. A man could be walking

and have his heel catch on a nail
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11 to a concrete floor six inches below

f.

aid have reasonably happened in the

fian robust, muscular man weighing

ling from a point on the sidewalk

above the ground, turning and strik-

violently, could he or not have been

!0]

have been badly hurt,

ly indication of injury in these shad-

! point marked with the letters E-1

Ixhibit E is the sacrum.

fouY attention to the lines at the

h appear to be crossed, I will ask

Lir opinion, those lines at that point

on the Exhibit E?
it indicates a congenital, anomalo

closure has not been completed,

t in language that we could under-

L congenital anomalo?

alo or defect in the formation of the

len the bod}^ is finally formed it is

lat is a common thing in the sacral

mbar area.

1 that cross at the point E-1 appear

!ct in Mr. Pooler's sacrum. To me
'acks. They might be cracks.

edirect Examination.

ER.

SS : I am convinced from my inter-

it exhibit that it is not a crack. It

,1
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is as I said before an anomalo or sf

opinion.

Re-cross Examinatic

By Mr. DAVIS.
The WITNESS: The anomalo

crack in the organ at the time the

womb. The anomalo developed nc

but just a failure to have closed. G

cates at point E-1 that there is s

with his sacrum.

Witness Excused. [2.

DR. J. E. SHIELD

called as a witness on behalf of (

duly sworn, testified as follows:

Direct Examinatior

By Mr. WALKER.
The WITNESS: My name is J

am a physician and surgeon and

and physician at St. James' Hospi

tana, and have been such ten year

Mr. DAVIS : We will admit the

Dr. Shields for all purposes in this

The WITNESS : I have heard i

introduced in this case by the plaii

by Dr. Carman and Dr. Gregg.

from both physicians the history of
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3re and the history of the case they

L given to them, Dr. Gregg and Dr.

plaintiff Pooler, and the gathering

I subjective symptoms after careful

them. I also saw exhibited here

owgraphs or X-ray pictures and I

on to examine each and all of them.

!t me ask you, coming to the testi-

?ence to the enlargement of the thy-

it have you to say as to the theory

al theory t

^e is at least three principal medical

that it is due to water that is lack-

erals in the water; second, trauma,

third, that it is due to infection, to

Section, but as to knowing what the

is or the enlargement of the thyroid

known. It is in exactly the same

•; we don't know the cause. [232]

erience as a practical physician and

ling physician and surgeon I would

luma or injury is a frequent cause

more frequent causes which cause

rouble are water and infection, in

at it has contributed to this cause,

:he majority of cases we cannot get

Liry to connect with it.

stimony with reference to the plain-

ig about two beats per minute. That

ally called myocarditis, that is it is

o the weakening of the heart muscle.
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Q. What effect does it have u

tion?

A. The more dependent parts, tl

particularly when a man is stand

tion is poorer there and natura

swelling because the blood does n(

should. You will get some in the

condition becomes serious enough.

So far as I can recollect I have

of myocarditis due to injury. ]

to infection or else to advancing •<

is a little hard to state precisely

becomes effective most frequently -, i

deal on the condition of the bloo

heart; anywhere from middle life

70 years of age, and then of course

sider, and we occasionally get ii

whose circulation, heart and blooc

better than men at 45, or women, b

life if it is due to age, in my exp

middle life, or even after middle

due to infection, but as far as I kn(

life it is always due to infection o:

I heard the testimony of the docto:

tiff himself [233] concerning his di

voiding urin, and the complaint abo

the common cause of that conditio]

a man of the age of Mr. Pooler is er

prostate. A cause of the enlargemer

is an ingrowth of fibrous tissue, i

the natural consequence of advar
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luse, no accepted age outside of in-

Lon may enlarge the prostate. The

of absorption of calcium from the

rade infection or injury, or both,

b have you to say as to the usual and

taking the usual and normal human,

bo say as to the comparative size of

ift hand?

perience I have never seen a patient

JO hands were exactly the same.

1 reference to the right and left

legs?

variation in the diameter, circum-

le normal individual what have you

) right and left sacroihac joint?

there is some deviation, that is they

le in width nor in length either.

Lng reference to your answer about

imbs and the sacroiliac joints, what

ion for that?

tie hand and particularly in the arm
bute it to use, a man being right

irefore using that hand more and

muscles. Now that is not true as

)f the feet and lower limbs. There

one that the left is the largest rather

)nsiderable experience in the exam-

ierpretation of X-ray pictures or
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shadowgraphs. There is not a [23

I examine from one to many, an

covered my medical experience, sin

uated physician. X-ray was in U£

uated ; it has covered the period of

been practicing my profession and

ered the time that I have been en

Surgeon at St. James' Hospital.

The shadowgraph procured de

angle at which it is taken, that is

gives a little different view or di

the individual ; a slight deflection o:

a change in the picture. You ha^

shadowgraph as it is taken and yo'

pret the effect or view at which

another view were taken perhaps 01

equal, your interpretation might ^

Q. Having had occasion to lister

of Dr. Carman and Dr. Gregg pr

likewise the testimony of the pla

familiar as the circumstances wou]

hear all the facts here given, what

as to whether or not, having in n
pictures here exhibited in evide

you to say whether or not the condi

tiff is caused from any injury susta

dent?

A. You mean the shadowgraphs

Q. Yes.

A. The shadowgraphs in my (

fracture or injury, that is with thi
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le patient; all these shadowgraphs

acture.

re you to say, referring now to the

;s, the lower extremes the sacroiliac

iVe you to say as to the frequency

lan beings are afflicted with disease

tions of some kind,—the sacroiliac

lumbar and occasionally the fourth

sacrum are prone to defects, that

3S are not perfectly formed at the

r before birth; and that percentage

as high as twenty-five and down as

r with the ailment or affliction re-

;s in common parlance as limibago.

don we frequently find that a man
3ompelled to assist himself in the

ve illustrated by using both hands

the chair when seated in order to

t and it is rather difficult for them

ifter they have arisen in a stooped

I condition not uncommon in males

ibout 60 years and younger. The

for liunbago are chilling, that is the

Q very warm and becomes chilled,

ined, which is more properly know^i

cles; and in low grade infection; a

e pain in the lumbar region and it

he lumbar muscles or heavy muscles

irt of the back.

.
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Q. What is the common finding

ination of individuals say 57 years

aboiits, who complain of pain in th

inability to stand or walk for an

compelled to remain on the flat o

some timel

Mr. DAVIS: We object to thai

irrevelant and immaterial for any

case ; it is speculative ; it does not i

to the facts in evidence before us.

The COURT : Sustained.

Mr. WALKER: Exception. [2^

Q. Basing your answer on these

57 years of age, weighing about 18i

narily good physical condition, wh
in a coil of wire, or roll of wir

groimd striking the lower part of I

hip, right leg and right shoulder, ai

unable to walk or stand or lie pr

and on an examination of the X
pictures showed multiple bony gro^

dicating arthritis, but no evidence

placement or dislocation, what, i

would be led to believe and have

lumbar and dorsal spine*?

A. If the X-ray pictures showe

showed a haziness about the spine

it showed outgrowths or bony j

would bo led to believe and have

case as arthritis from the picture;
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being equal, and X-ray picture

^ly after an accident or within two

ould portray a better picture of the

iident than one taken three or four

^ability would you say would be

rthritic condition such as you have

le X-ray pictures'?

We object, there is no evidence here

has discovered any arthritic condi-

Sustained.

^S: I examined those pictures this.

)ut a half an hour with Dr. Gregg,

r. Carman's testimony.

call your attention to the exhibits,

IS from B to fl; and to the pictures

ddence by the defendant, the three

L from those shadowgraphs observe

that is I mean now with reference

eroiliac region and lumbar region,

any condition of haziness or condi-

ght consider to be arthritic?

haziness about the vertebra.

1 indicates to me an inflammation.

• get the inflammation there is little

own out and a certain amount of

ito that fluid and round cell infiltra-

other cells thrown out known as

id if about the bone there finally

)r less if the condition continues a



(Testimony of Dr. J. E. Shields/

calcium and cartilage being form(

duces your haziness. If it shows ;

cium has been thrown out and you

or exudates. If it remains as pur

inflammatory it shows as haziness a

and that is understood as arthrit

what appears here it that hazine

That shows a chronic inflammato:

known as arthritis. That haziness

condition may be due to either inj

Q. But in the given case, the c

tiff, would it if it came from injui

the time that Dr. Gregg took his
]

A. What is the time?

Q. The patient entered the hos

of June, 1933, and the pictures w
the next three, four or five days-

21st and 22nd.

A. In my opinion it would not,

to injury in that length of time.

Q. I will ask you. Doctor, wha
one suffer or sustain by reason o

as you have just testified to, no

injury. What disability would r(

jury from the condition you have

A. It might be complete disabil

hand you see many cases much woi

make no complaint but go on for

time.
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Dr. J. E. Shields.)

I have testified to that I have ol)-

! X-rays could result in permanent

11 the shadowgraphs here and par-

idowgraphs that have to do with the

gion. From my observation and

shadowgraphs, for the purpose of

[ did not discover anything indica-

i fracture. I will have to qualify

: the inflammatory process could be

ir could be due to an infection, but

in my opinion there is no fracture

Lctures that I have observed in this

Cross Examination.

when you speak of this haziness

rved in the pictures to which Dr.

as faint would you tell us whether

k it is faint, or very very definite?

5 definite enough that you don't, in

ries of pictures, get a definite out-

cular process of the vertebra, that

I have observed. There is this

—

ative ; now you can get a much more

s as the inflammation becomes more

e callous is laid down and into that

laid more or less calcium and salts,

ures I have seen you don't get a

e [239] of any articular surface of

eould interpret that only as a chronic



X' / i^iA/ r r J. t/«.'e/c/

(Testimony of Dr. J. E. Shields,

inflammatory process; and which

of the ordinary people would mea
tion and stiffness,—that is the way

itself. Every inflammatory pro

been caused either by injury or 1

fection could result from injury, b

tissues it is rather doubtful unless

self has a focus infection elsewhe:

the patient and never examined hi

whether there were torn tissues

bruised tissues as a result of the i

you speak about the fibrous cells
^

the bones and the calcium and i\

formed as not also being a part of

ess you are getting into a deep

part of the healing process, invob

involvement passes too far it then

tive. In the medical profession

toxins containing part of the san

to combat the disease which may j

it in this way; we give those tc

produce anti-bodies and when thosi

been produced they neutralize the

the body. That is shown very clet

for instance.

Q. Might not this condition w
as being somewhat shaded, might 1

about the bone and calcium and ca

think are indicated by that pictur

have been a part of the healing prO'

A. That depends on when the

taken and when the injury happe
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Dr. J. E. Shields.)

1 immediately or within two or three

then it would not be because time

; elapsed to produce the cloudiness,

were taken several weeks after then

Id be yes.

a shadowgraph where the calcium

I the [240] bone becomes somewhat

er and you took a shadowgraph, how

of calcium evidence itself in the

does not become thinner, it becomes

its diameter remains the same.

that you could see through it bet-

wn in the shadowgraph as darkness

ith the rest of the bone. In other

not mineral matter enough in the

the ray and therefore the ray passes

ur film is cloudy.

^ou see any indication in the shadow-

h you testified of that condition of

i of calcium?

Ttain portions.

at have resulted from injury?

that it is rather common that most

s in the back, that a large percentage

it say most, or at leas+ that has not

ence in practice; I would say prob-

wenty percent, about one-fifth. They



(Testimony of Dr. J. E. Shields,

have a stitch in the back or straii

bothered. How long it would tal

another question that I would ha

cause it is so difficult to answer,

have a patient now in which that i

has never cleared up. I have ha(

in about from ten days to ten we

in the back, or confining it to lun

from three causes, one of which i

In examining and studying anc

shadowgraphs I put in about a 1:

morning with Dr. Gregg, besides

when Dr. Carman demonstrated 1

Q. Doctor, suppose that Mr. P(

you the day, or [241] to your hosp

he was injured in an ambulance,

bed, had complained very much
tremely sensitive to pain, was un

rectum was so badly swollen tha

insert the tube for the enema ; thj

bed, for seven weeks; they had tc

wheel chair that he wore crutches

there remained in bed partly and

still is in the condition in which y^

in the court room. Would those t

opinion in relation to the exam

shadowgraphs ?

A. No.

It would not change my opinion

shadowgraphs as to the fracture,

that Mr. Pooler was not injured b
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Dr. J. E. Shields.)

;s not show in my opinion a fracture.

e statement you have given to me
^e seen of Mr. Pooler and the facts

by Dr. Gregg and Dr. Carman I

he had been seriously injured,

ace that was exhibited here. That

purpose of supporting not only the

rea but to correct part of the spine,

re not used for lumbago but they

matory processes that involve the

mdition would be a rather severe

would put a brace like that with

n a man.

)erience as a physician I would say

have serious injury from a fall

walking on a walk, possibly a foot

id he suddenly had his feet wrapped

3 pitched head foremost, turned and

nd violently. Basing my opinion on

n the testimony of both physicians

L' I would think that it was rather

I ;fall of that kind would cause the

h they testified, with the exception

the shadowgraphs [242] in my opin-

fracture of the bone. Not referring

faphs and basing my opinion on the

h I heard given by the two physi-

)able that a fall of that kind would

'y to which they testified or might.

a fracture of the back the haziness

srred might come after the fracture.



\y\A/ r f

(Testimony of Dr. J. E. Shields.)

It might come some distance from

have seen it some distance from c

The condition which Senator Wi
as dribbling, is frequently caused \

man as prostatic disturbance or enl

Q. But Doctor, why would y(

dribbled urine if the ph3^sician wl

the hospital after the injury foui

of prostatic trouble, and there is

effect that he had no trouble pri

and the positive testimony of thi

had examined him that there was i

ble, what would you say in your op

the trouble?

A. Well it could be due to tw

have an injury ; one cystitis or infl

tion in the bladder irrespective o:

prostate.

Incontinence of urine might be

in the absence of proof of prostai

ease, but incontinence is frequent]

mation of the bladder itself. Tha'

bladder could not be caused by i

bladder itself was lacerated. In tl

I don't know.

I have told you briefly about a

jured going through different pro<

When the bone is fractured there i

clot and into that is thrown ostec

cells and fiber callous, the walls thj

tion tissue or healing tissue. Th;
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Dr. J. E. Shields.)

i43] what is known as callous and

:allous is laid down a calcium which

as taken from the injured bone and

ast taking that calcium forms it into

irtilage that has been formed in the

When you have an injury that breaks

have swelling due to the escaping of

you have inflammation. That in-

ild not cause the shadow or cloudi-

referred until the inflammation had

nough that it is granulation tissue

f callous if it is in bone, and that

e. It does not show in the X-ray

Two weeks would be the minimmn
>ssibly show and in order to have it

eks you would have to have a severe

miation. The second step in the

be throwing out fibroblast. After

i the injured tissue has been carried

)ed, the next step would be the in-

1 capillary lobes, small blood vessels

Is intermixed. And then there are

teps. The next step would be the

lat granulation tissue and this hard-

tion of a sort of callous,

iree steps and after a sufficient lapse

mm possibly of two weeks that shad-

appear in an X-ray but the earliest

ce where it would show after a frac-

;veeks.



(Testimony of Dr. J. E. Shields.)

Q. Now will you please indicat

Exhibit 9 where the shadow or cl<

ance is with the letters 9-1?

A. These outlines here are no1

go up your outline here are not

these are. Your picture should si

outline as this bone does down he

show a clear outline. When you

this portion of the picture your oui

Q. What about the upper part

that principally where the cloudin

A. No, this exposure as I take i

posterior, and the exposure was sho^

the lumbar vertebra and its artic

sacrum. Now as you come up her*

vertebra or where the ribs are att

to view, but it is not clearly definec

There does not seem to be any

spine to the right in Exhibit 9. I

straight alignment, that is perpend

^rhe markings at the point 9-1 on E;

a defect in the sacrum which was

is the patient was born with it. It

in my opinion. It could not have

in my opinion. I often am mistak

Q. Now calling your attention

hibit D, I will ask you whether or

same defect in that picture as m
Exhibit Dl
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Dr. J. E. Shields.)

the court and jury this picture has

You see that through these on the

L the viewing box.

as compared with the other picture

irned from right to left; the other

it brings this marking on the oppo-

i viewing box. It shows the same

der that was a defect, a congenital

1 existed in the body of Mr. Pooler

3f his birth and before birth; it is

fida.

?s not show the full sacrum of Mr.

iff's Exhibit D does show practically

. You are not able to see the full

Pooler in defendant's Exhibit 10 as

t has a darkened appearance in here

s feces. [245]

words the feces in that gut makes it

ee the full sacrum?

rticularly the coccyx or lower por-

: above this feces do you find an in-

?ndant's Exhibit 10 of the two lines

i to which you have referred on the

IS an abnormality, a congenital ab-

\ portion of it right here.

-1 on Exhibit 10 indicates to me the

ceding shadowgraphs, a defect which

s a congenital or spina bifida ; it just



(Testimony of Dr. J. E. Shields/

failed to close before the patient w;

do not form properly.

Defendant's Exhibit 10 is an a

picture and I take it that the pati

his back and that the film was diri

the picture. In plaintiff's Exhib

shows the same congenital defect,

take it that the patient was on hi

anterior posterior. I do not see an;

picture of any effort having been r

body of the patient at a peculiar i

get a peculiar result and I do not i

not find indication there of a separf

iliac joint. They are within nor:

opinion. There is a difference bet"v

comparing the two at the lower p
hand side of the shadow box it is

maybe twice as wide and I have inc

v^dth the letters D-2; and going o^

posite side of the shadow box on tl

find that the joint as it passes upy

this side than it is here and that is

ness in the joint and comes, in m}

normal limits. I do not believe t

the articulation or movement of ^

Q. Now you say that in your op

was badly hurt. Now what in you

A. Basing my opinion on the t

sented.

Q. And what would you say bas

timony was wrong with him?
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Dr. J. E. Shields.)

it the X-rays?

stimony and all the facts you heard.

I here representing the Mountain

le Company?

at would you say, basing your an-

evidence presented here of Dr. Car-

Iregg, the shadowgraphs, the testi-

oler, what would you say was wrong

of the spine and injury to the soft

hat injury would have to be caused

d a heart condition result from in-

)e of injury?

injury where a man receives a vio-

g from a sidewalk a foot above the

ing the ground with great force?

id of heart condition?

ion that would be reflected in the

art beats, a condition that would

f the legs, that when you pressed the

thumb; that the pit would remain

u heard testified here by the physi-

Miss Callaghan of Mr. Pooler ?

inion, no.

le of injury could result in an injury

it would cause a lack of circulation

9



(Testimony of Dr. J. E. Shields.)

A. You want it to the heart 11

Q. I mean that would affect the

tem? [247]

A. Injury to the arteries or to

the large veins or large arteries su

the lower legs. That is what we v

phlebitis, or perhaps you would tei

sometimes following childbirth, w
from injury sustained when the chi

world, and of course that conditio

infection as well as to direct inju

Thyroid swelling could be caused

trauma or injury to any soft part

the body may cause swelling. I (

the condition designated as milk

condition; I said a circulatory cor

due through the vein or arteries,

woman may have it by direct injur

or phlebitis is an inflammation oi

and due to that you get a swelling a

may result from injury.

Redirect Examinati<

By Mr. WALKER.
Q. From the entire history of tl

the observations that you have ms

pictures taken by Dr. Gregg and
;

reference to the hazy condition s

condition apparent there, would y

condition was caused by the injury

this case?

A. The haziness?
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Dr. J. E. Shields.)

arthritic condition?

n you take Dr. Gregg's pictures

on that they were taken within two

[lowing the injury, you cannot. [248]

*e-cross Examination.

^.

)u say that the condition which you

itiff, as you have seen him and ob-

as you heard the testimony of the

)hysicians in relation to this condi-

i or not say that that could have

ds fall?

ildn't with the pictures^

t talking about the pictures, I am
le general condition as the man has

1, the evidence by Dr. Carman and

the nurse and the testimony of Mr.

ness and lameness and all the rest?

ness and lameness has been in all

more or less to the injury, but

ay pictures into consideration, the

lot be attributed to the injury,

ijury could be attributed to the fall?

ing out the arthritis.

itness Excused. [249]



FLOYD YOUNG
a witness, called on behalf of defer

sworn, testified as follows

Direct Examinatioi

By Mr. GUNN.
The WITNESS: My name is F

I reside at Helena, Montana. I

the Montana Life as actuary and

gaged in that kind of work 18 yea:

an actuary consists in figuring the

life and death in your rate of inters

interest and probabilities of life ai

cei'taining rates for life contingenc

tingencies that don't involve life,

volves the ascertainment of presei

particular sum of money or incom

It would require the amount o:

at 6% interest to produce an incoi

a period of I6I/2 years, using up a

time the principal; and to produi

$10.00 under the same conditions

$102.92.

Cross Examinatior

By Mr. DAVIS.
Q. How much principal sum w

have to provide $1800.00 per year

161/2 years at. the end of which per

^md interCv^t at the rate of 6% wouL

used?
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Floyd Young.)

I object; my objection is based on

it is an invasion of the province of

suming a fact not in evidence.

: Overruled. [250]

edirect Examination.

Will you give us the same figure as

me?
would produce an income of

for 16% years.

Witness Excused.

The defendant rests.

The plaintiff rests.

May it please the court we have

to present to the court in the absence

)

Comes now the defendant at the

^idence and moves the court to order

ury to return a verdict in favor of

n each of the causes of action re-

complaint herein on the follomng

1.

iplaint does not state facts sufficient

cause of action.



2.

Tliat the first cause of action re

complaint

:

(a) Fails to state facts suffici

a cause of action against the defer

(b) Discloses on its face, as i

that plaintiff assumed the risk of

ing or tripping over the wire by j

main in his yard for a period c

seven months and not removing it

a place where he would not have

over it.

(c) Discloses on its face thai

matter of law, was guilty of contrib

barring a recovery, in not removii

his yard or to a place where he

fallen over it for over seven mo
looking where he was stepping an

exercise due care.

(d) Discloses on its face that

and omissions of the defendant we

mate cause of plaintiff's injuries.

(e) Discloses on its face tha

have avoided the consequences ol

leged negligence or wrongful act

exercising due diligence and reasoi

own safety by doing what an or

man would have done under the c

wit: by removing the wire from 1

place where he would not have f

of which could have been done

effort on his part. In other word
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1 his injuries, was entirely an avoid-

on its face that plaintiff's injuries

been anticipated by the defendant

ote as not to impose liability on the

3.

nd cause of action referred to in

[252]

state facts sufficient to constitute a

against the defendant.

; on its face, as a matter of law,

lumed the risk of injury from fall-

over the wire by allowing it to

ard for a period of approximately

id not removing it therefrom or to

3 would not have tripped or fallen

; on its face that plaintiff, as a

IS guilty of contributory negligence,

ry, in not removing the wire from

a place where he would not have

or over seven months and in not

e was stepping and thus failing to

e.

; on its face that the alleged acts

' the defendant were not the proxi-

laintiff's injuries.

on its face that plaintiff could

consequences of defendant's alleged

ongful act or omission by exercising

1 reasonable care for his own safety



by doing what an ordinarily pru

have done under the circumstar

removing the wire from the yarc

where he would not have fallen ov€

could have been done with very sli

part. In other words, plaintiff's fa]

in his injuries, was entirely an

quence.

(f ) Discloses on its face that p
could not have been anticipated I

and were so remote as not to impof

defendant.

4.

That as to each cause of action tl

failure of proof as to any negligen

or omission [253] on the part of i

5.

That as to each cause of act:

proves conclusively as a matter o

(a) That plaintiff assumed th

from falling or tripping over the

it to remain in his yard for a p(

mately seven months and not remo

or to a place where he would not

fallen over it.

(b) That plaintiff' was guilty

negligence, barring a recovery, in

wire from his yard or to a place

not have fallen over it for over se'v

not looking where he was stepping

to exercise due care.
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! alleged acts and omissions of the

not the proximate cause of plain-

lintiff conld have avoided the conse-

idant's alleged negligence or wrong-

on by exercising due diligence and

for his own safety by doing what

udent man would have done under

es, to-wit: by removing the wire

or to a place where he would not

r it, all of which could have been

slight effort on his part. Tn other

s fall, which resulted in his injuries,

avoidable consequence,

intiff 's injuries could not have been

tie defendant and were so remote as

ability on the defendant.

Denied.

Exception. [254]

We have one other motion, Your

LOW the defendant at the close of all

and its motion for directed verdict

een overruled by the court, moves

I order withdraw^ing from the con-

e jury the second cause of action

d complaint.

s based upon the fact that there is

re of proof that the defendant, or

nts, or employees acted unlawfully,

sively, and/or maliciously, and a

of proof of any fact entitling plain-

or exemplary damages.



The COURT : Denied.

Mr. GUNN: Exception.

Mr. GUNN : I wish to file a reqi

tions 1 to 10 inclusive be given.

(Said request is as follows: Ti

Cause.)

Comes now the above named d(

quests the court to give the follo\^

structions numbered 1 to 10 inclus

MILTON SMITH, J]

T. J. WALKER,
GUNN, RASCH, HJ

The foregoing is all the evidenc

introduced upon the trial of said c?

The COURT : The court refuses

requested Instruction Numbered

Mr. DAVIS: The plaintiff obje(

the refusal of the court to give ]

struction Numbered 1.

The COURT : The court refuses

requested Instruction No. 2.

Mr. DAVIS : The plaintiff objec

the refusal of the court to give ]

struction Numbered 2. [255]

The COURT: The court refuses

requested Instruction Numbered 8

Mr. DAVIS : The plaintiff obje

the refusal of the court to give

struction Niunbered 8.

The COURT : The court refuses

requested Instruction Numbered 1
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The plaintiff objects and excepts to

he court to give his requested In-

ered 10.

The court refuses to give plaintiff's

iction Niunbered 13.

The plaintiff objects and excepts to

he court to give his requested In-

ured 13.

The court refuses to give defend-

[nstruction Numbered 3.

Let the records show that the de-

and excepts to the refusal of the

requested Instruction Numbered 3.

The court refuses to give defend-

Instruction Numbered 4.

Let the records show that the de-

and excepts to the refusal of the

requested Instruction Numbered 4.

The court refuses to give defend-

Instruction Numbered 5.

Let the records show that the de-

and excepts to the refusal of the

requested Instruction Numbered 5.

The court refuses to give defend-

Instruction Niunbered 8.

Let the records show that the de-

and [256] excepts to the refusal of

^e its requested Instruction Num-

The court refuses to give defend-

Instruction Numbered 10.



Mr. GUNN: Let the records s

fendant objects and excepts to tl

court to give its requested Instruct:

The COURT: The court prop

plaintiff's requested Instruction ]

Mr. GUNN: No objection to t

The COURT : The court propoi

tiff's requested Instruction Numl

Mr. GUNN : No objection.

The COURT: The court propo

tiff's requested Instruction Numb^

Mr. GUNN: No objection.

The COURT : The court propo

tiff's requested Instruction Numb(

Mr. GUNN: Objected to as ir

not involved within the issues of

The COURT: I will amend t:

striking out "Or property."

Mr. GUNN: No objection as a:

The C^OURT: Does the plaint

making of the amendment?

Mr. DAVIS : No, Your Honor.

The COURT: The court propo

tiff's requested Instruction Numbe
Mr. GUNN: Objected to on the

is no evidence to substantiate th(

for punitive damages. [257]

The COURT: Overruled. You

ception.

The COURT : The court propc

tiff"'s requested Instruction Numbe
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riie same objection as to Number 7.

Overruled and note an exception.

The court proposes to give plain-

nstruction Numbered 11.

Objected to on the ground that

Qce in the case on which to base,

—

Luse of action based on wilfuhiess.

Overruled. Exception noted.

I am going to refuse to give plain-

nstruction Numbered 12.

Let the record show that the plain-

objects to the refusal of the court

sted Instruction Numbered 12.

The court proposes to give de-

ted Instruction Numbered 1. Has
objection or exception to the giving

n.

We object to the giving of this

le ground and for the reason it is

[ and with words that have nothing

fact or evidence submitted in this

iserted in this instruction for the

idicing the jury.

Overruled. Note an exception.

The court proposes to give de-

ted Instruction Numbered 2.

No objection.

The court proposes to give de-

ted Instruction Numbered 6. [258]

Plaintiff objects on the ground and

lat it is confusing to the jury, and



the statement of the instruction

to the facts introduced in this case

correctly state the law.

The COURT: Overruled. Ex<

The COURT: The court pro]

fendant's requested Instruction N
Mr. DAVIS: The plaintiff ob

to the giving of defendant's Insti

7 on the ground and for the reag

tory negligence is not pleaded in 1

reason there is no evidence before

case that tends to prove contribui

The COURT : Overruled. Noti

The COURT: The court pro]

fendant's requested Instruction ^

Mr. DAVIS: No objection.

Which said plaintiff's instruct

be given by the court are as folk

Instruction No. Thi

You are instructed that the pla

not prove such of the allegations

as are admitted in the ansv^er

herein. Any allegation of the cc

admitted in the answer of the d

regarded as true.

Given

:

BALDWIN,
Judge. [259]
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Qstruction No. Four.

acted that negligence is the failure

isonable and prudent person would

done under the circumstances of

• doing what such a person under

umstances would not have done.

[N,

udge.

nstruction No. Five.

icted that every person who suffers

the unlawful act or omission of an-

iver from the person in fault a

lerefor in money, which is called

[N,

udge.

[nstruction No. Six.

'ucted that detriment is a loss or

I person.

[N,

udge.

Lstruction No. Seven.

Lcted that in any action for a breach

L not arising from contract, where

bias been guilty of oppression or



malice, actual or presumed, the ju

the actual damages, may give dam

of example, and by way of punishi

Given

:

BALDWIN,
Judge. [260]

Instruction No. Ni

Oppression is an act of cruelty,

exaction, domination or excessive

Given

:

BALDWIN,
Judge.

Instruction No. Ele

The word 'wilfully', when app

with which an act is done or omitt

a purpose or willingness to commi

the omission referred to. It doei

intent to violate law, or to inju

acquire any advantage.

Given

:

BALDWIN,
Judge.

Which said defendant's instruc

be given by the court are as follow

Instruction No. ]

You are instructed, as a matti

considering and determining the

the defendant or its employees ^
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'ongful act or omission, you must

ontrolled solely by the facts of the

1 by the evidence which has been

trial, and the law of the case as

the court's instructions. Your con-

e based upon facts shown by the

t upon conjecture, surmise, or spec-

• shrewd or ingenious such conjec-

or speculations may be. While neg-

^ful act or omission may be proved

ircumstantial evidence, the circum-

thus proved, must not only tend to

1, wrongful act or omission and that

was an efficient proximate cause of

they must equally tend to exclude

lable conclusions.

[N,

udge. [261]

Instruction No. 2.

I cause of an accident is that which,

I continuous sequence, unbroken by

Qdent cause, produces the accident,

lich the accident would not have

udge.



Instruction No. 6

You are instructed that if you

termine from the evidence that tl

scattering of said wire over said

find that said wire did so spread

due to any act or omission of the

its employees, agents, or sei'vants,
;

be for the defendant.

Given

:

BALDWIN,
Judge.

Instruction No. 7

Contributory negligence is sucl

sion on the part of the plaintiff

the want of ordinary care on hii

say, the want of such care as an c

person would have exercised un

similar circumstances, and which

or cooperating with, the negligen'

ful act or omission of the defei

ployees, agents or servants, if an

cause of the injury complained o

from a preponderance of the e

plaintiff was guilty of such contri

your verdict should be for the del

Given

:

BALDWIN,
Judge. [262]
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Instruction No. 9.

in addition to demanding actual

uries, alleged to have been caused

alleged fall, is also asking for ex-

s, that is, damages by way of pun-

dant for the acts of its servants,

icted that before the defendant can

inder the issues in this case, for

ges, the plaintiff must prove that

las been guilty of oppression or

• presumed, against the plaintiff.

:n,

udge.

[aintiff's instructions refused to be

rt are as follows:

nstruction No. Two.

has seen fit to allege two counts

of action. The first count is predi-

aegligent placing by defendants, its

;, and employees, of the wire on

lises, together with the negligent

dants, its agents servants, and em-

^e same. The second count is predi-

wilful, oppressive and malicious

vire by defendant, its agents, serv-

loyees, upon plaintiff's premises,

le wilful, malicious, and oppressive

idant, its agents, servants, and em-

L



ployees, to remove same. One of

determine whether the wire was n

and negligently allowed to remain

premises by defendant, its agent

employees, or wilfully, maliciously,

placed, and wilfully, maliciously,

allowed to remain upon plaintil

defendants, its agents, servants,

It [263] could not have been neg

fully placed.

If you find that the wire was n

upon plaintiff's premises and ne

to remain on same, and that the

were proximately caused by sue]

then your verdict must not exceed 1

of damages suffered by plaintiff,

can the actual damages exceed th(

in the complaint, to-wit: the sum

If you find that the wire was

upon plaintiff's premises and wi

remain upon the premises, by defe

servants, and employees, and tha

any, sustained by plaintiff were pi

by such wilful acts, then your ve

see fit, include exemplary damages

damages cannot exceed the amou

the complaint, to-wit: $105000.00

that the plaintiff has suffered ac

fore exemplary damages can be av

Refused

:

BALDWIN,
Judge.
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istruction No. Eight.

,lice', as applied to torts, does not

1 that which must proceed from a

mt or revengeful disposition but a

us to another, though proceeding

lated mind, not sufficiently cautious

ons an injury to another. If the

defendant was unjustifiable and

the injury complained of by plain-

a question for the jury, malice in

iplied from such conduct.

LN,

'udge. [264]

nstruction No. Ten.

!ts complained of are shown to be

us, or oppressive and of such a

ndicate a reckless disregard for the

lintiff, the jury, in their discretion,

;asonable amount as punitive dam-

1 to compensatory damages.

IN,

Fudge.

istruction No. Twelve.

acted that whatever is done wilfully

f it be at the time wrong and unlaw-



ful, and known to the party, is in

tion malicious.

Refused

:

BALDWIN,
Judge.

Instruction No. Thirtc

You are instructed that a tres;

forbidden is wilful and malicious

evidence you find that plaintiff fc

ants, its agents, servants, and ^

placing the wire upon his premise

was a wilful and malicious trespas

Refused

:

BALDWIN,
Judge.

Instruction No. On

Before the defendant can be helc

plary damages, the plaintiff musl

defendant has been guilty of oppi

actual or presumed, it is necessary

to prove that the defendant, its sei

employees, engaged in placing the -<

yard, were conscious of their condi

of existing conditions from whi(

likely or probably result to [265] j

the defendant, its servants, ageni

wilfully and intentionally did sor

suited in the alleged injury.

Refused

:

BALDWIN,
Judge.
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efendant's refused instructions are

Instruction No. 3.

'ucted that unless you find from a

)f the evidence that the wire was

3int alleged in the complaint by an

defendant and that, at the time it

>r subsequent thereto, the defendant

!es, or employee, in the exercise of

knew, or should have known, that

spread and scatter and cover the

point where plaintiff fell over it,

the said wire did so spread and scat-

he walkway, and that the plaintiff

' verdict must be for the defendant.

IN,

Fudge.

Instruction No. 4.

ucted that it is the duty of a person

diligence and reasonable care for

and to protect himself from the

[uences of the wrongful act or omis-

if he can do so by the exercise of

ice and reasonable care and that he

y such damages as he could not by

such due diligence and reasonable

[ed, and you are further instructed

larily prudent person, [266] in the



exercise of due diligence and reasoi

own safety, would have appreciat(

any, from said wire at the poii

I)laced and allowed to remain, if y

wire was so placed and allowed to

the plaintiff could have avoided

injury by the exercise of such di

in removing the wire, or otherw

should be for the defendant.

Refused

:

BALDWIN,
Judge.

Instruction No. 5

If you believe from the evidenci

of injury from falling or tripping

plaintiff's yard was open and ob

have been apparent to and apprec

narily prudent person exercising (

reasonable care for his own safety

find from the evidence that the

said wire to remain in his yard at

in the complaint, you are instruct(

tiff assumed the risk of the injui

your verdict should be for the

though you may further find t"

requested the defendant to remov

Refused

:

BALDWIN,
Judge.
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Instruction No. 8.

verdict for the plaintiff, and should

it the capacity of plaintiff to labor

has been reduced, by reason of his

lould then determine how much per

annum his earning [267] capacity

?d, and you are instructed that the

ges for decreased earning capacity,

I such an amount as, being paid now,

esent worth of what plaintiff would

^ received, in excess of his present

y, per month or per annum, as the

lad he not been injured. In other

i not be entitled to a verdict for a

'. to the additional amount he would

received from his earnings at vari-

g the balance of his life, had he not

lit would only be entitled to such a

nts the present cash value of such

nt, based upon the probable rate of

ble on good security in this partic-

IN,

ludge.

Instruction No. 10.

how oppression, or malice, actual or

Lst the plaintiff, it is necessary for

prove that defendant's servants or

acing the wire at the point in plain-



tiff's yard where it was placed a:

remain there, if you find they d

allow it to remain, were conscioui

and had knowledge of the condit

injury w^ould likely or probably r

by their placing and leaving the wi

they did, if they did, and that t]

intentionally did some wrongful ac

intentionally omitted some known

suited in the injury produced.

In the absence of such proof

you [268] cannot allow him anytl

or exemplary damages.

Refused

:

BALDWIN,
Judge.

Thereupon, after argument of r<

the court proceeded to instruct tl

follows: [269]

COURT'S CHARGE TO

The C^OURT: Gentlemen of t

becomes my duty to instruct you <

case. The law as I give it, you

binding on you. The decision of

is for the jury to make. I may a

comment on some of the evidence

no statement made by counsel, a

made by the Judge upon the fac

binding upon you. You determine

said upon the stand; you determii
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to be given, and you determine for

the evidence leads to, if anjrthing

en a great deal of evidence and a

irgument that seems to me apart

in the case. The issues are few and

mony directly bearing on the issues

t of the time has been taken in the

3 in determining what we call col-

matters essential perhaps to the

)roper determination, but matters

tally important in determining the

he case.

I who suffers detriment from the

omission of another may recover

Q in fault a compensation therefor

1 is called damages. Detriment is a

ffered in person.

" those two instructions is simply

ed Pooler suffered loss or harm in

result of an unlawful act or omis-

; of the defendant company here, or

^ in the course of their emplo\Tiient,

to bring a lawsuit for the purpose

le amount of damages that he has

IS seen fit to do that and has filed

70] a complaint in the case, and the

complaint is to fix the things that

ipon to determine. The plaintiff is

3 his case under oath and in writing

1 court. When he has done that he



has placed upon himself the biirde

a preponderance of the evidence,

greater weight of the evidence, tha

he says it is; that things happene

says they happened, and with the

injury and damage he claims he s

came from the happening of the t"

he says they happened.

The complaint in this case stat

action. In other words it is based u

The plaintiff has a right in an ac

to state his case in as many ways s

on as many theories as the law allc

plaint he has plead two theories,

purpose of enabling him to recovc

sets of fact he is able to prove,

prove either set as set out in the
]

The complaint as I say contaii

action, the first cause is merely

theory of neglect or the theory oJ

that theory gentlemen of the jur;

the defendant in the case failed

degree of care and caution which ;

dent man would ordinarily have

circumstances. In the second cai

goes beyond that and, for the pi

added damages, alleges that the d

agents, servants and employes, unl

oppressively, and maliciously, plac

telephone wire in his yard. Now
added element that he must prov<
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s conduct. With [271] those excep-

lints, or causes of action stated in

re identical, and the facts that the

aired to prove in both causes of

ical, excepting for the added ele-

md cause of action,

is I said is boiuid to prove the alle-

omplaint as made to your satisfac-

nderance of the evidence. To that

Q exception, and that is that the

need not prove such of the allega-

Dlaint as are admitted in the answer

; herein. Any allegation of the com-

3 admitted in the answer of the

be regarded as true. However, for

safety and your information, there

in either of the causes of action

)mplaint admitted by the defendant

negations contained in paragraphs

lich are identical in each cause of

ph one is that the defendant above

untain States Telephone and Tele-

, is and was during all of the times

d a corporation existing under and

» laws of the state of Colorado and

i in the telephone business in the

;oimty of Silver Bow and state of

allegation of the complaint is ad-

)roof is required upon it. However

al to the statement of the cause of

erely identifying the defendant in



the case and proving that it is a L

may be sued and to confer jurisc

court by showing that while the

resides in Montana, the defendani

sides in Colorado, a foreign state,

that [272] fact and because of thi

this case is being tried here instea

court of the state sitting in this c

The second paragraph which is

the answer is as follows: That

5th day of November, 1932, said

Mountain States Telephone & Tek

a corporation, through its serva:

employes, was engaged in the cor

and maintenance of its system of w

the neighborhood of plaintiff's h

home is located at 1829 Banks Aver

county of Silver Bow, state of M
admitted and need not be proven I

tiff that the telephone company

gaged at about the time of the injui

here in making certain repairs an

telephone lines in the vicinity c

home. However, it remains for

prove each and every other aUega

his pleading before he can recover

He charges here that on or aboi

November, 1932, the defendant (

through its agents, servants and

lessly and negligently, placed thi

phone wire in plaintiff's yard an
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plaintiff and against his will, and

d reels of wire was approximately

ihes to three feet in diameter and

:ely 140 feet of wire.

s upon the plaintiff here to prove

is causes of action that the defend-

i his yard the wire as alleged here

^as done without his consent. A.^ I

d to prove the allegations of his

cannot give him anything in this

ss it is within the issues made in

the burden is upon the plaintiff to

company or its agents actually put

e three rolls of wire as alleged, and

^\4thout his consent.

i that theory he has produced eer-

^re. He has produced testunony of

mself which you recall, in which

nebody, he didn't know who, but a

)le or Dubie placed this wire in his

[ence of two other men seemed to

leory. On the other hand we have

f the witness Duble appearing for

^vho says that he did not place this

rd. Now he and the plaintiff here

ersonal knowledge concerning the

sue, and there is a direct conflict.

to be some supporting testimony

ither witnesses for the plaintiff who

ere present. But you will note that

y that they heard the entire con-



The mere placing of the wire ii

sufficient under the allegation of

must have been placed there wit

of the plaintiff Pooler. And it is i

to prove that want of consent i"

of his pleading here.

Upon that point you have heard

Pooler and the testimony of Dubl

tion is that each one of them was

but where, as here, there is a direc

the statements made by the two,

ceases to exist, and it is for you

the appearances of the witnesses o

interest or lack of it in the res

their knowledge or [274] means o

their apparent candor and fain

circumstances in the case, where tl

fact that Mr. Pooler as I say to

has some corroborative evidence

sarily mean that he is entitled to i

or that he should prevail in this cf

While you have the right to d(

the case, you can only decide i1

certain controlling rules of law,

rules are that your right to judg

evidence is not arbitrary, but i?

with legal discretion and in subi

rules of evidence. That you are nc

in conformity with the declaratioi

of witnesses which do not prod

your minds against a lesser nun
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other evidence satisfying your mind,

n of law is, that the defendant here

• any wrong. That presumption is

facts of human conduct, which are

)ple do not do things that are wrong,

•esumption which the plaintiff nuist

sstimon}^ which satisfies you by a

of evidence that the facts are as

I other words that Duble put the

. without the consent of the plaintiff

the beginning. If you are not sat-

entlemen of the jury, you have no

be plaintiff in this case a verdict,

7 have great sympathy for him. It

human beings, whether Judge or

away from either place, to sympa-

lan that is hurt. But sympathy has

wsuit. It is a cold, clear issue [275]

nust be proven by evidence which

you are not required to decide in

li the declarations of any number

o do not produce conviction in your

T words, if you are not convinced'

ranee of the evidence in this case

IS put in the yard by Duble,—though

't put it in the yard, and that it was

e consent of Mr. Pooler, there is no

further because the foundation has

Linder the plaintiff's case and there

ler to be considered.



Then there are other rules and

cause of counsel's statement du:

should in fairness call to your at

fortunate, but it is true, that att

in this court, practice in the st

the rules of law and evidence art

the rules relating to instructions f

der the state law the judge eha

writing before the argument opei

turns to the instructions he kn(

the court is going to give, as th(

is written and not subject to chan

Federal practice the judge talks 1

instructions on the law^ orally. B
had state practice and being u

tendency derived from it away,

statements of law that don 't meet

of the presiding judge, just as cou

made comment on the absence of

apparently was the physician who i

for some prior injury received

November 5, 1932. The law on

evidence is to be estimated not
|

own intrinsic weight but also acc(

dence which it is in the power ot

dnoe and of the other side to cont

fore, if weaker and less satisfai

offered when it appears that st

.'^atisfactor^^ evidence was in the p*

the evidence offered should be vie

Now, contrary to the opinion of
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idant was not on an equal footing

ff in producing Dr. Wilkie as a

\N says that persons occupying cer-

ith others cannot be compelled to

id are not allowed to be sworn as

it the consent of the person with

e directly dealt. This is because

n relations in life that are known

elations. The confidential relations

events the husband or wife ])eing

r against the othei*, ^^dthout the

:her to the marriage contract. That

the eye of the law to preserve

ily relations,—the confidence that

lin the home, within the four walls

7 makes its abode. There are other

lation of attorney and client. The

attorney has the right to tell any-

that his client tells him without the

lent. There is yet another relation

^een the Father Confessor and the

lock. It is required for decency in

lat when one goes to his confessor

of making a statement and to ask

lis sins, that no one in the world

it passed in the confessional box. or

illed. So the priest cannot testify,

with physicians, give them much

7] we don't want broadcast; and

ition of us find many things that

le public to know, and as a matter



of fact sometimes after we find <

didn't know. But anyhow the fact

Wilkie, if he treated the plaintiff

be used as a witness by the defen

consent of the plaintiff. He coulc

by the plaintiff without the consei

ant. This portion of the instructio:

because of a mistaken view of th6

so if there is any argument basec

duction of the witness Wilkie th<

against the plaintiff and in favor

Now, we pass to the first elem(

or first essential to be proven, whi

of the wire in the Pooler yard, ai

it there against the will of the

In dealing with all these matters

jury, you deal with them just as

and no doubt do, with the more ii

in your own life which involve yo

personal relations and your deali

or enemies; you deal in this matt

your experience as men, and you

your observation of the witness,

ments that he makes viewed in th^

and the law as I give it to you, w
You ask 3^ourself in this connec

able to suppose that a man, star

yard, would allow any telephone

of wire in his yard after he pr(

being there. Ask yourself if it ii

you should allow him to lay it th
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irself if the reasonable thing would

chuck the stuff out while the man

!0uld pick it up and cart it away.

I that apply to reason. What would

nder like circumstances? In other

lid the ordinary man,—and we are

;n, viewing life in different ways

Tent experience, but ask yourself

have done? What is the reasonable

any man to have done under the

'aw your conclusion.

also charges that there were re-

and demands of plaintiff that

ve the wire from the j^ard. There

roof to the contrary, and it appears

^fendant's proof that some wire was

from the Pooler yard. There we

nt made by plaintiff's counsel here

mt should have produced that wire

[ff didn't ask for it. He had a right

require the production of that wire

ed it. So there is no inference to

the fact that the wire is not here,

id it within his power if the de-

^ wire to get it here and show it

ily that,—in the testimony of the

ars that he actually had control of

lat he made the defendant move it,

emove it and it was removed after

I say that is not a fair argiunent,

e no bearing on your decision in



this case,—the fact the wire is no

had a right to bring it here, t

have subpoenaed it under the pr

and had it here, and the defe

brought it here, so it is a 50-5

there is no inference on that. PI

a cement walk runs from plaini

the [279] alley in a westerly (

home of plaintiff. No contest c

shows it. It is agreed that it is g

said three reels of wire were

placed to the north of the side

the alley at a distance from said

mately six feet. The defendant d

anything about that and it is up

prove to your satisfaction by a

the evidence that such was a f

further alleges that the tension o

said rolls was great. Have you 1

on thaf? I am not going to p
it, except that. Has any one heri

of proof that there was great t<

of those rolls of wire ?

That on or about the 20th da

fore plaintiff fell over said wire

pliance—have you heard a wor(

a clamp or appliance was ther

outer end of said wire on one of

the roll was either removed, br(

placed on said roll in the first ir

memory they proved by the stat
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id any one of those tilings? And

)f the said end of the wire cansed

ind and spread mnch the same as

at said wire sprung and unwound

enveloped the said sidewalk,

le case that the plaintiff made by

i that is the case that plaintiff is

e by his evidence,—that there was

rolls of wire and that the tension

>y something which was removed,

urely placed on the roll in the

, and that the release of said end

d it to unwind and spread much as

at said wire sprung and unwound

enveloped the said sidewalk,

if there is an iota of evidence in

r anything excepting that the wire

valk. Ask yourself if there is any

ion on the rolls. Ask yourself if

^ to show that the clasp which held

place was broken or JDecame un-

like a spring it sprung and envel-

ilk. I say this is the case that the

de and that is the case he has got

5 to illustrate : If a man is charged

ther with a gun, you cannot prove

h a knife. One must prove the case

about the 20th day of June ]Mr.

and became entangled in the wire



and received the injuries of wh
Now as I say, plaintiff is requ

truth of the statements I have r

faction by a preponderance of tl

he has any right here: the rigl

injuries that he suffered, the dan

suffered and so on are all bas(

of these statements, as well as i

the statements he makes with refe

that he suffered.

Now it is not for every injury

tified in recovering damages. He
we read from the statute, where

negligent act or omission,—the d

or failing to do something that

dent person would not do or

the [281] circumstances. For neg'

to do what a reasonably prudent j

narily have done under the circ

situation, or doing what a perso

ing circumstances would not have

So if you decide that Duble ^

within the Pooler place, you are

to determine whether a reasona

under the same conditions might

same thing. If you decide that

dent man might have done it, ac

narily do, then there is no liabili'

follows, because the burden is up

produce facts showing that the

servants or agents failed to do >
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would ordinarily have done under

s of the situation, or did what such

the existing circumstances would

Chat again is a question for you.

irged in the complaint that these

e wilfully. Wilfully when applied

h which an act is done or omitted,

purpose or willingness to commit

the omission referred to. It do^
intent to violate law, or to injure

quire any advantage,

hould find as I say, that the mre
yard of Pooler by the defendant's

it it was done without the consent

will and wish of Pooler, and that

v^ire in the Pooler yard the agent

ling that a reasonably prudent man
done under the circumstances or

omething that such a man would

you have begun on the basis on

case lays. From that point on, if

i by the evidence in this case of

those things, you have a right to

lintiff should recover here, and if

conclusion it is then for you to

ler the other elements exist here,

he plaintiff would have a right to

the wire is found by you to have

le Pooler yard by the witness Duble,

without the consent of the plaintiff

in placing it there Duble did some-



thing which a reasonably pruder

ordinarily have done, it is still ei

shown that the thing so done w
cause of the injury, if any, to thi

The proximate cause of an accic

in a natural and continuous sequ(

any new independent cause, prod

and without which the accident

occurred.

Now it is not so simple as coi

determine just what is the proxi

injury. It is for you to say just

proximate cause of the injury her

placing of the wire in the yard*?

on the part of some one for whom
tiff nor the defendant is respon

that wire to do as the witnesses s?

Before the plaintiff can recove

must be shown that the defends

and that his negligence proximate

the injury here. The question oi

gence is not one of such easy so

the test is not what might have p:

ular accident. So you are not cal

tied in finding [283] whether the

by doing something that was oi

vented this particular accident;

ably prudent men would have don

of their duty under the circumst,

isted at the time of the accident,

again to the reasonably prudent n
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linst the defendant because you find

mce of the evidence that he might

thing, or its agent might have done

would have prevented the accident,

sk yourself, and decide whether or

y prudent person could have fore-

reasonably probable from the plac-

in the yard, if it was placed there

it or its agent, that the injury to

result; not necessarily the exact

result to him, but an injury that

Lit in the way that his injury, if he

he says, did come about. In other

t have to know that he is going to'

in that wire, if he did so tie it,

t the conditions were such that a

Lent man might have foreseen and

L result such as came about here,

[ling, actually might come from the

are in the yard.

conclusion that you make, then you

ind that the defendant put the wire

inst Mr. Pooler's consent, and that

icted as a reasonably prudent man
acted, that the placing of the wire

tiff says it was put, was the proxi-

le injury,

down to the second cause of action,

all the things that I covered as

284] first cause of action. The proof

port it is identical with the excep-



320 Fred W. Pooler vs.

tion, as I say, that the first cause oi

on neglect and failure to do whs

prudent man would have done ; whi

based upon an oppressive and mal

than failure to do what the aver;

ordinarily do under the circumstan

this being an added element. The 1;

action for the breach of an obliga'

from contract—that is the only kii

existing in or identified with this c

defendant has been guilty of oppre

actual or presiuned, the jury, in

actual damages, may give damages

example, and by way of punishing

It is to carry that law into force

the right, if the facts warrant it, to

ages than the man has actually sii

second cause is placed in the com]

is asking that you give him, in th

action, all the money or compensa

damage that he suffered actually,

the second cause of action that you

thing more than he has actually

case. In this case he is asking $100

plary damages, because of the supj

and malicious act on the part of (

agent, and whatever you may give

give him anything on the grouni

damages, will be given for the purp

the defendant and preventing oth
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ind it is charged that the defendant

5 here did.

to demanding actual damages, as 1

11 for injuries alleged to have been

5on of the [285] alleged fall, the plain-

king for exemplary damages, that is

Nay of punishing the defendant for

's servants. You are instructed that

fendant can be held liable imder the

5 case for exemplary damages, the

; prove that the defendant has been

:*ession or malice, actual or presimied,

aintiff here. Xow you will note from

)n that before exemplary damages can

3 burden is on the plaintiff to prove

two things: That the defendant Avas

ession, or that it was guilty of malice,

lition to negligence,

is an act of cruelty, severity, unlawful

ination or excessive use of authority,

find that the plaintiff is entitled to

m the facts shown and on the law as

t to you, actual or compensatory dain-

it the defendant or Jim Buble was

Ity, severity, some unlawful exaction,

• excessive use of authority, you may
cause of action give damages in addi-

ges given for the purpose of com-

eference to malice, which is the other

that may justify the giving of exem-
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plary damages, the law defines it as

annoy or injure another person, or

a wrongful act, established either

presumption of law. So, in order

plaintiff here is entitled to recover

ages, you would have to find as I s,

of all the facts necessary to a rec

damages suffered by him, if any, th

that Duble did what he did [286]

vex, annoy or injure Mr. Pooler;

of the facts that I have suggested h;

to your satisfaction by a preponder

dence, first, that the defendant oi

that wire in the plaintiff's yard; t'

without the consent of the plaintifi

that the defendant or its agent di

reasonably prudent man would have

circumstances of the case; and tha

and the further fact that it might

foreseen at that time that some ii

the injury, if any, suffered by Mr
come from placing the wire there,

i

prevented from finding a verdict ]

plaintiff here. That grows out of t

defendant has pleaded certain affir

in this cause, among them the def

utory negligence.

Contributory negligence is such .

sion on the part of the plaintiff as

want of ordinary care on his part

the want of such care as an ord
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have exercised under the same or sim-

nces, and which concurring with, or

nth, the negligent or other wrongful

•n of the defendant, or its employes,

ants, if any, is a proximate cause of

nplained of, and, if you find from a

i of the evidence that the plaintiif was

contributory negligence, your verdict

the defendant.

)f the jury, if you find that, in leaving

e he says it was for a period of eight

laintiff Pooler failed to exercise th.Ti

: and caution which a reasonably pru-

Id ordinarily have exercised [287] for

'ction, he cannot recover, though you

y allegation contained in both causes

le complaint are true, if you also find

tiff was guilty of contributory negli-

? every man is required to use a rea-

e of care, that degree of care which

usually exercise for their own protec-

3 failed to do that and because of that

in connection with some wrongful act

1 injury results, he has no right to

3e he has contributed to the injury.

\ if you find that the plaintiff Pooler

^hat a reasonably prudent man under

Qces of the case would have done, and

le proximate, not the only cause, but

luses of the injury, if any, that the

3red, then you cannot find for him
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because be bas been guilty of con1

gence. And if you are unable to (

the evidence that the spreading an

said wire over said sidewalk, if yo

wire did so spread and scatter, was

or omission of the defendant, or o

agents, servants, your verdict mn
defendant.

Now gentlemen, the issues are fo

mine. Any comment that I have mg

and proof as I see them, is not bin

have no right to color your view

conduct with reference to the facts

law from me ; I take the facts from

You may retire in charge of the b

(Whereupon the jury retires)

The COURT : Has the plaintiff e

exception to the charge of the court

Mr. DAVIS : Plaintiff wishes to

cept to that portion of the charge

which the court instructed that "A^

direct conflict between the plaintiff

witness Duble in relation to the plac

that we have other witnesses who a]

a part of the conversation." And in

I wish to state to the court that oui

the testimony was that the witness ]J

he heard the full conversation, an(

and the witness Heminlay said th

man place the wire on the inside o:

failed it to the attention of Mr. Pool
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lad spoken to the man who left the

P: Very well, the exception will be

: The second exception to the charge

Q relation to the law, as to what the

should have done in order to have

act wilfully, as being not a full and

ment of the law, on the acts or con-

of the witness Duble under the exist-

ices.

F: Very well, that exception will be

^: Has the defendant any exception

ions as given.

No Your Honor,

fter the jury retired to consider of

md subsequently returned into court

iict, which said verdict is as follows:

t and Cause.]

Y in the above entitled case, find our

3r of plaintiff, Fred W. Pooler, and

89] defendant. The Mountain States

Telegraph Company, a corporation,

intiff's actual damages in the sum of

nd dollars ($20,000.00) ; and we fur-

3rdict in favor of plaintiff and against

exemplary damages in the sum of

00).
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Dated at Butte, Montana, this 2

vember, A. D. 1935.

GEOR

That thereafter, and on the 25th

ber, 1935, upon application of cou:

ant, the court by order duly and r

in its minutes herein, granted the <

days within which to prepare and

exceptions herein, said order being

[Title of Court and Cause.]

Upon motion of Mr. T. J. Walkf

defendant, defendant is herewith

days in addition to the time alloi

which to prepare, file and serve a \.

herein.

Dated November 25, 1935.

JA]\rES H. B^

And now, within the time allowe

granted by the order of the court

sents this, its proposed bill of exc(

that the same may be signed, sett

filed.

Dated this 31st day of December

MILTON SMITH
T. J. WALKER
GUNN, RASCH, HAl

Attornevs for 1
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the above and foregoing bill of excep-

)tance of a true copy thereof, is hereby

his 31st day of Dec, 1935.

L. C. MYERS
T. J. DAVIS

Attorneys for Plaintiff. [291]

PICATE OF TRIAL JUDGE.

igned Judge, who tried the above en-

hereby certifies that the above and

1 of exceptions is a full, true and

exceptions in said cause, and contains

lence introduced, and proceedings had,

and exceptions taken in the trial of

d that the above and foregoing be, and

by is allowed, settled and approved as

orrect bill of exceptions herein, and

27th day of January, 1936.

JAMES H. BALDWIN
United States District Judge

for the District of Montana.

: Lodged December 31st, 1935. Filed

[292]
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Thereafter, on December 31, 19!

New Trial was filed herein, in the w

following, to-wit: [293]

[Title of Court and Cause. ]

PETITION FOR NEW r

Comes now the defendant, by it

petitions the Court to set aside th(

fore rendered herein and to grant

trial in said cause upon the follow

for the following reasons, to-wit

:

I.

Insufficiency of the evidence to

diet, as follows:

(A) The evidence is insufficien

the wire was placed in plaintiff's
;;

consent and against his will.

(B) The evidence is insufficien

the plaintiff made any request or d(

the wire of any officer, agent, or

defendant authorized to receive an

a request or demand prior to June

date of plaintiff's fall and injury)

(C) The evidence is insufficien

there was any tension on the wire

that the clamp or appliance whicl

end of said wire on said rolls was

broken, or insecurely placed on s

first instance by the defendant, c

employees. [294]
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evidence is insufficient to prove that

or its agents or employees had any-

ith or in connection with the proxi-

plaintiff's injuries,

evidence is insufficient to prove any

Iful, oppressive, or malicious act or

le part of the defendant, or its agents,

nployees.

mdence is insufficient to prove any

^ligent act or omission on the part of

evidence is insufficient to prove any

jligence or wrong on the part of the

linst the plaintiff causing plaintiff's

evidence is insufficient in that there

as to the cause of the wire spreading

six feet from the sidewalk to the

is no evidence that the spreading of

the sidewalk from a point six feet

s due to any act or omission of the

of its employees, agents, or servants.

II.

iw occurring at the trial, as follows:

]lourt erred in overruling defendant's

)laintiff's amended complaint.

Court erred in denying defendant's

order requiring the plaintiff to elect

f the two causes of action he would

h motion was presented immediately
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after plaintiff's opening statemeni

p. 2, lines 4 to 15).

(C) The Court erred in overru

objection to the introduction of any

Trans., pp. 3 and 4).

(D) The Court erred in overru

objections to the following quest

i

to the plaintiff Pooler:

''Q. Did you know that tha

unwound from the roll wher

house that afternoon of June 2

Mr. GUNN: To which w<

ground it is incompetent, irreh

terial and not within the iss

this case. [295]

The COURT : Overruled.

Mr. GUNN: Exception.

A. No, I didn't know it an

either the night before becaus

back way." (Trans., p. 24, line

(E) The Court erred in overru

ant's objections to the following

pounded to the witness Victor Meh
"Q. Do you remember, som

20, 1933, seeing some one enter

Fred Pooler and remove there

of wire?

Mr. GUNN: Objected to

irrelevant and immaterial, li

after the time of the accident.
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[JRT : Overruled.

N^N : Exception.

,
I seen some one take the wire.'^

89, lines 19 to 26).

iourt erred in sustaining plaintiff's

e following questions propounded to

we^ Hemenlay, and in denying the

made in connection therewith, as

know what time it was the man came

he phone out; it might have been in

it was in the Winter; I didn't pay

ion to what time of year it was. I

Duild a new garage,

it was that constructed of?

^IS : We object to that as incompe-

vant and immaterial.

URT : Sustained.

NN: May it please the court I will

ame my question.

•URT: The situation is this, you

n issues framed by the pleadings and

nvolve the construction of a new
confine yourself to the issues here.

NN: As I understand it one of the

JRT: We won't argue about it, just

irself to the question or issue here,

—

le defendant did or did not put the

3 yard; if he did, was it negligent to
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do it; whether Mr. Pooler was

wire and whether he was hurt,

how much. Let us get down

this case and quit playing arc

fine yourself to the issues in th

Mr. GUNN: We ask an e

would like to make an offer to

The COURT : Make it oral

Mr. GUNN : We offer to pi

ness that Mr. Pooler, the plai

working with him in building

were in and about the point wh<

laying in the yard for a consid

time during the Winter of 193

The COURT: I wiU not al

along that line in view of the

he saw the wire put in there £

there. Now proceed and get do

He testified he saw the wire pu

it was there. The question is, d

put it there. If it did, by wha'

Mr. GUNN: We ask an (

ruling of the court.

The COURT: You have

(Rep. Trans, p. 117, line 9, to y

(G) The Court erred in deny

ant's motion for an order requii

elect between the two causes of acti<

was presented immediately afte

rested. (Trans, p. 119, line 18, to p
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Court erred in sustaining plaintiff's

he following question propounded to

[•. H. W. Gregg:

ow Doctor, taking the case of a male

the age of 60 years, following the oc-

)f a blacksmith or manual labor, what

to say as to whether or not at that

rning capacity begins to diminish ?

(iVIS: We object to that on the

proper foundation has been made

y speculative.

'URT : Sustained.

^LKER : Exception.

"TNESS : I have examined all of the

iphs now and to me from those

iphs there is nothing which is X-ray

if injury." (Rep. Trans., p. 168, lines

^ourt erred in denying defendant's

close of all the evidence for an order

jury to return a verdict in favor of

, (Trans., p. 190, line 15, to p. 193,

Jourt erred in denying defendant's

1 order withdrawing from the con-

the jury plaintiff's second cause of

Trans., p. 194, lines 1 to 12).

^ourt erred in refusing to give to the

it's requested instruction No. 3, to

the defendant duly [297] objected
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and excepted. (Rep. Trans., p. 195,

Said instruction was as follows

:

"You are instructed that i

from a preponderance of the e

wire was placed at the point all

plaint by an employee of the

that, at the time it was so place

thereto the defendant and its e

ployee in the exercise of reasoi

or should have known, that

spread and scatter and cover

the point where plaintiff fell

find that the said wire did so i

ter, and cover the walkway, an(

tiff did so fall, your verdict ]

defendant." (Rep. Trans., p. 2(

(L) The Court erred in refusii

jury defendant's requested instru

which refusal the defendant dul

excepted. (Rep. Trans., p. 195, line

instruction was as follows:

"You are instructed that it

person to exercise due diligenct

care for his own safety and to

from the injurious consequence

ful act or omission of another

by the exercise of such due di

sonable care and that he can r

damages as he could not by the

due diligence and reasonable ca

and you are further instructed
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dent person, in the exercise of due

and reasonable care for his own

old have appreciated the danger, if

said wire at the point where it was

. allowed to remain, if yon find that

vas so placed and allowed to remain,

he plaintiff could have avoided such

1 injury by the exercise of such dili-

care in removing the wire, or other-

verdict should be for the defendant."

ns., p. 205, line 23, to p. 206, line 8).

!ourt erred in refusing to give to the

t's requested instruction No. 5, to

the defendant duly objected and ex-

Trans., p. 195, lines 23 to 27). Said

5 as follows:

believe from the evidence that the

injury from falling or tripping over

1 plaintiff's yard was open and obvi-

would have been apparent to and

d by an ordinarily prudent person

due diligence and reasonable care

n safety, and you further find from

3e that the plaintiff allowed said wire

in his yard at the point alleged in

laint, you are instructed that the

ssumed the risk of the injury there-

jowY verdict should be for the defend-

:hough you may further find that the

requested the defendant to remove
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said wire." (Rep. Trans., p.

22). [298]

(N) The Court erred in refusi:

jury defendant's requested instri

which refusal the defendant duly

cepted. (Rep. Trans., p. 195, lin

line 2). Said instruction was as f(

*'If you find a verdict for 1

should further find that the c

tiff to labor or earn money h

b}^ reason of his injuries, you s

mine how much per month oi

earning capacity has been redi

instructed that the award of

creased earning capacity, if ar

an amount as, being paid no

present worth of what plaint:

ably have received, in excess

earning capacity, per month c

the case may be, had he not 1

other words, he would not

verdict for a lump sum equal

amount he would probably ha

his earnings at various times

ance of his life, had he not 1

would only be entitled to such

sents the present cash value o

amount, based upon the proba

est obtainable on good security

locality." (Rep. Trans., p.

p. 207, line 13).
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3urt erred in refusing to give to the

:'s requested instruction No. 10, to

'he defendant duly objected and ex-

Trans., p. 196, Hues 3 to 7). Said

as foUows:

er to show oppression, or malice,

presumed against the plaintiff, it is

for the plaintiff to prove that de-

jervants or employees in placing the

e point in plaintiff's yard where it

[ and allowed it to remain there, if

bey did so place and allow it to re-

? conscious of the conduct and had

of the conditions from which injury

ly or probably result to plaintiff by

ng and leaving the wire in the man-

id, if they did, and that they wilfully

ionall.y did some wrongful act, or

id intentionally omitted some known
h resulted in the injury produced,

ibsence of such proof by the plain-

nnot allow him anything for punitive

iry damages." (Rep. Trans., p. 207,

p. 208, line 1).

!ourt erred in giving plaintiff's re-

ition No. 7 to the jury, to the giving

fendant duly excepted. (Rep. Trans.,

to p. 197, line 1). Said instruction

*e instructed that in any action for a

an obligation not arising from con-
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tract, where the defendant ha

oppression or malice, actual c

jury, in addition to the actu?

give damages for the sake of

way of punishing the defendam

p. 199, lines 22 to 26). [299]

(Q) The Court erred in givir

quested instruction No. 9 to the ju

of which the defendant duly except^

p. 197, lines 2 to 5). Said instructio

** Oppression is an act of (

unlawful exaction, domination

of authority." (Rep. Trans.,

and 3).

(R) The C^ourt erred in givii

quested instruction No. 11 to the ji:

of which the defendant duly except(

p. 197, lines 6 to 11). Said ins

follows

:

"The word 'wilfully', wher

intent with which an act is (

implies simply a purpose oi

commit the act, or make the o

to. It does not require any i

law, or to injure another, or

advantage." (Rep. Trans., p. 2<

This petition for a new trial is

upon the pleadings and papers on

upon the minutes of the Court in s£

ing the Reporter's transcript of his
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cy taken, instructions given, and pro-

t the trial, which transcript will be

bill of exceptions to be settled and

lespectfully submitted,

ILTON SMITH
J. WALKER
UNN, RASCH, HALL & GUNN

Attorneys for Defendant.

ena, Montana, December 31, 1935.

rice of within Petition for New Trial

litted and receipt of copy acknowl-

day of Dec, 1935.

T. J. DAVIS
L. C. MYERS

Attorneys for Plaintiff.

Filed Dec. 31, 1935. [300]

on July 11th, 1936, Order Denying

etition for New Trial was filed and

,
in the words and figures following,

t and Cause.]

ZING DEFENDANT'S PETITION
FOR NEW TRIAL.

from a careful examination of the

ibove entitled action, the briefs filed

plaintiff and defendant herein and

there cited and from independent
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research that the defendant's pet

trial is without merit,

IT IS ORDERED, and this doe

same be and it is hereby denied.

Defendant is granted an excepti

and twenty (20) days after notice

this order in which to prepare, ser

the clerk of this court its propos

tions on this order.

Done in open court July 11th, II

JAMES H. BAI
United State

District of M

[Endorsed] : Filed and ente

1936. [301]

Thereafter, on August 31, 1936,

of Exceptions on Order Denying

duly signed, settled and allowed, an

ing in the words and figures follow

[Title of Court and Cause.]

BILL OF EXCEPTIONS

BE IT REMEMBERED that oi

1935, judgment was duly made

accordance with the verdict rende]

entitled cause, and that thereafter

day of December, 1935, the defe

filed in said Court its petition fo

said cause, together with its assig
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ition for new trial and assignment of

ig the title of court and cause, is in

ires as follows:

ITION FOR NEW TRIAL.

the defendant, by its attorneys, and

]ourt to set aside the verdict hereto-

herein and to grant defendant a new
luse upon the following grounds and

ng reasons, to-wit:

I.

of the evidence to justify the verdict,

idence is insufficient to prove that the

^ed in plaintiff's yard without his

ainst his will.

ndence is insufficient to prove that

>03] made any request or demand to

re of any officer, agent, or employee

tit authorized to receive and act upon

or demand prior to June 20th, 1933,

aintiff's fall and injury),

ddence is insufficient to prove that

tension on the wire in said rolls or

' or appliance which held the outer

re on said rolls was either removed,

ecurely placed on said rolls in the

y the defendant, or its agents or em-

7idence is insufficient to prove that

or its agents or employees had any-
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thing to do with or in connection

mate cause of plaintiff's injuries.

(E) The evidence is insufficie;

unlawful, willful, oppressive, or

omission on the part of the defends

servants, or employees.

(F) The evidence is insuificie:

careless or negligent act or omissic

the defendant.

(G) The evidence is insufficie:

actionable negligence or wrong on

defendant against the plaintiff a
injuries.

(H) T'he evidence is insuffici'^^^

no evidence as to the cause of th(

from a point six feet from the side

walk.

(I) There is no evidence that

the wire over the sidewalk from

therefrom was due to any act or

defendant, or of its employees, ag(

n.
Errors in law occurring at the ti

(A) The Court erred in overn

demurrer to plaintiff's amended c

(B) The Court erred in denying

tion for an order requiring the

upon which of the two causes of

proceed, which motion was pvosor

after plaintiff's opening statemen

p. 2, lines 4 to 15). [304]
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)urt erred in overruling defendant's

introduction of any evidence. (Rep.

and 4).

)urt erred in overruling defendant's

e following questions propounded to

)oler

:

i you know that that wire had come

rom the roll when you left your house

LOon of Jime 20, 1933?

NN: To which we object on the

s incompetent, irrelevant and imma-

Qot within the issues involved in this

JRT: Overruled.

^N: Exception.

I didn't know it and I didn't know
night before because I came in the

' (Rep. Trans., p. 24, lines 10 to 18).

)urt erred in overruling the defend-

is to the following questions pro-

witness Victor Mehring:

you remember, sometime after June

3eing some one enter the yard of Mr.

er and remove therefrom some coils

t^N: Objected to as incompetent, ir-

id immaterial, having happened after

f the accident.

[JRT: Overruled.

^N: Exception.

, I seen some one take the wire."

ns., p. 89, lines 19 to 26).
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(F) The Court erred in susta

objection to the following question

the witness Gover Henienlay, and

offer of proof made in connectic

follows

:

"I don't know what time

came and took the phone out

been in February; it was in

didn't pay any attention to wi

it was. I helped to build a m
Q. What was that construe

Mr. DAVIS : We object to

tent, irrelevant and immaterij

The COURT: Sustained.

Mr. GUNN: May it please

try to reframe my question.

The COURT : The situation

certain issues framed by the
]

don't involve the construction (

so confine yourself to the issu

Mr. GUNN: As I understai

issues [305]

The COURT: We won't arg

confine yourself to the question

whether the defendant did or

wire in the yard ; if he did, wa

do it; whether Mr. Pooler was

wire and whether he was hurt,

how much. Let us get down to

case and quit playing around. J

self to the issues in the case.
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NN: We ask an exception and I

to make an offer to prove.

JRT : Make it oraUy.

^N: We offer to prove by this wit-

Mr. Pooler, the plaintiff, and those

ith him in building the new garage

i about the point where the wire was

he yard for a considerable length of

g the Winter of 1932, and 1933.

URT: I will not allow examination

line in view of the fact Pooler said

! wire put in there and knew it was

' proceed and get down to the issues,

i he saw the wire put there, he knew

e. The question is, did your company

•e. If it did, by what right.

NN: We ask an exception to the

he court.

JRT: You have an exception." (Rep.

117, line 9, to p. 118, line 14).

Jourt erred in denying the defend-

loY an order requiring plaintiff to

the two causes of action, which mo-

nted immediately after the plaintiff

Trans., p. 119, line 18, to p. 121, line

^ourt erred in sustaining plaintiff's

le following question propounded to

'. H. W. Gregg:

)w Doctor, taking the case of a male

le age of GO years, following the occu-
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pation of a blacksmith or mar

have you to say as to whethei

age his earning capacity begins

Mr. DAVIS : We object to th

no proper foundation has been i

speculative.

The COURT: Sustained.

Mr. WALKER: Exception.

The WITNESS : I have exa

shadowgraphs now and to me
dowgraphs there is nothing whi

dence of injury." (Rep. Tran

10 to 20).

(I) The Court erred in deny

motion at the close of all the evider

directing the jury to return a ver(

the defendant. (Rep. Trans., p. 19

193, line 30). [306]

(J) The Court erred in deny

motion for an order withdrawing i

eration of the jury plaintiff's second

(Rep. Trans., p. 194, lines 1 to 12).

(K) The Court erred in refui

the jury defendant's requested insti

which refusal the defendant duly o

cepted. (Rep. Trans., p. 195, lines

instruction was as follows:

**You are instructed that i

from a preponderance of the e^

wire was placed at the point

complaint by an employee of th
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e time it was so placed, or subsequent

tie defendant and its employees, or

in the exercise of reasonable care,

should have known, that the wire

ead and scatter and cover the walk-

3 point where plaintiff fell over it, if

;hat the said wire did so spread and

id cover the walkway, and that the

lid so fall, your verdict must be for

iant." (Rep. Trans., p. 205, lines 8

ourt erred in refusing to give to the

it's requested instruction No. 4, to

the defendant duly objected and ex-

Trans., p. 195, lines 18 to 22). Said

,s as follows:

re instructed that it is the duty of

to exercise due diligence and reason-

'or his own safety and to protect him-

the injurious consequences of the

act or omission of another if he can

he exercise of such due diligence and

; care and that he can recover only

ages as he could not by the exercise

le diligence and reasonable care have

,nd you are further instructed that if

rily prudent person, in the exercise

Lgence and reasonable care for his own

)uld have appreciated the danger, if

said wire at the point where it was
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placed and allowed to remain,

said wire was so placed and all

and that the plaintiff could ha

danger and injury by the exerc

gence and care in removing th(

wise your verdict should be for

(Rep. Trans., p. 205, line 23, t(

(M) The Court erred in refusir

jury defendant's requested instru<

which refusal the defendant duly c

cepted. (Rep. Trans., p. 195, lines

instruction was as follows:

''If you believe from the e^

danger of injury from falling <

the wire in plaintiff's yard w{

vious and would have been a

appreciated by an ordinarily

exercising due diligence and re^

his own safety, and you furthi

evidence that the plaintiff all

to remain in his yard at the

the complaint, you are insti

plaintiff assumed the risk of t

from and your verdict should

fendant, even though you ma,

find that the plaintiff requeste

to remove said wire." (Rep.

lines 12 to 22.)

(N) The (^ourt erred in refusir

jury defendant's requested instru

which refusal the defendant duly <
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Trans., p. 195, line 28, to p. 196,

istruction was as follows

:

find a verdict for the plaintiff, and

ther find that the capacity of plain-

er or earn money has been reduced,

of his injuries, you should then de-

ow much per month or per annum

ig capacity has been reduced, and

istructed that the award of damages

Lsed earning capacity, if any, would

1 amount as, being paid now, would

3sent worth of what plaintiff would

' have received, in excess of his pres-

g capacity, per month or per annum,

i may be, had he not been injured. In

is, he would not be entitled to a ver-

lump sum equal to the additional

) would probably have received from

^s at various times during the balance

, had he not been injured, but would

titled to such a smn as represents the

ish value of such aggregate amount,

a the probable rate of interest obtain-

)od security in this particular local-

p. Trans., p. 206, line 27, to p. 207,

ourt erred in refusing to give to the

t's requested instruction No. 10, to

the defendant duly objected and ex-

Trans., p. 196, lines 3 to 7.) Said in-

is follows

:
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"In order to show oppressio

tiial or presumed against the

necessary for the plaintiff to

fendant's servants or employee

wire at the point in plaintiff'

was placed and allowed it to

you find they did so place anc

main, were conscious of the c

knowledge of the conditions

jury would likely or probably r

by their placing and leaving

manner they did, if they did

wilfully and intentionally did

act, or wilfully and intentional

known duty, which resulted in

duced.

In the absence of such proof

you cannot allow him anythi

or exemplary damages." (Rep

line 18, to p. 208, line 1.)

(P) The Court erred in givin

quested instruction No. 7 to the ju

of which the defendant duly exceptc

p. 196, line 27, to p. 197, line 1.)

was as follows:

"You are instructed that in

breach of an obligation not ai

tract, w^here the defendant ha

oppression or malice, actual c

jury, in addition to the actus
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ges for the sake of example, and by

lishing the defendant." (Rep. Trans.,

es 22 to 26.) [308]

^ourt erred in giving plaintiff's re-

ction No. 9 to the jury, to the giving

^fendant duly excepted. (Rep. Trans.,

to 5.) Said instruction was as fol-

5sion is an act of cruelty, severity, un-

ction, domination or excessive use of

" (Rep. Trans., p. 200, lines 2 and 3.)

'Ourt erred in giving plaintiff's re-

ition No. 11 to the jury, to the giving

efendant duly excepted. (Rep. Trans.,

6 to 11.) Said instruction was as

ord Svilfully', when applied to the

h which an act is done or omitted,

mply a purpose or willingness to

e act, or make the omission referred

s not require any intent to violate

injure another, or to acquire any ad-

(Rep. Trans., p. 200, lines 7 to 11.)

1 for a new trial is made and based

lings and papers on file herein, and

tes of the Court in said cause, includ-

sr's transcript of his shorthand notes

)ny taken, instructions given, and

id at the trial, which transcript will
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be embodied in a bill of exceptions t

filed herein.

Respectfully submitter

MILTON SMITH, ^

T. J. WALKER,
GUNN, RASCH, H

Attorneys f

Dated at Helena, Montana, Decei

Filed December 31st, 1935.

BE IT FURTHER REMEMBEI
after said petition for a new tria

submitted to said Court on May 1

decision and determination and th(

the 11th day of July, 1936, the C

entered its order denying said petit

i

omitting title of court and cause, ri

''ORDER

It appearing from a careful exa

record in the above entitled action,

by the parties plaintiff and defenc

the authorities there cited and fr

research that the defendant's peti

trial is without merit, it is orderec

order that the same be and it is here

The defendant is granted an ej

ruling and twenty (20) days afte

making of this order in which to

and lodge with the Clerk of this Co

bill of exceptions on this order.
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m Court July 11th, 1936.

JAMES H. BALDWIN,
United States District Judge,

District of Montana.

mes the defendant, and within twenty

er the making and entering of said

defendant's petition for a new trial,

is, its proposed bill of exceptions and

ame be signed, settled and allowed as

^rect bill of exceptions herein.

!7th day of July, 1936.

MILTON SMITH, JR.,

T. J. WALKER,
GUNN, RASCH, HALL & GUNN,

Attorneys for Defendant.''

and foregoing is hereby settled, al-

and ordered filed of record as a true

1 of exceptions herein,

[tte, Montana, AugTist 31, 1936.

BALDWIN,
Judge.

Lodged July 28, 1936. Filed Aug. 31,
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Thereafter, on October 3rd, 1936,
'

peal was filed herein, in the words

lowing, to-wit: [311]

[Title of Court and Cause.]

PETITION FOR APP]

Comes now the above-named (

Mountain States Telephone and 1

pany, and feeling itself aggrieved b

the jury and the judgment entered t

001.00 damages, and $89.77 costs,

plaintiff, on the 27th day of Nov

the above-entitled cause, does here

said judgment and the whole thei

that this appeal may be allowed a

hibits and a transcript of the rec

proceedings and papers upon which

judgment were made, rendered an

authenticated, may be sent to the

Coui't of Appeals, for the Ninth C

that an order may be made fixing

security which the defendant shall ^

upon said appeal, and upon the

security all further proceedings ii

suspended and stayed until the d

said appeal by the United States (

Appeals for the Ninth Circuit.

Dated at Helena, Montana, this

tober, 1936.

MILTON SMITH,
T. J. WALKER,
GUNN, RASCH, H

Attorneys f

[Endorsed]: Filed Oct. 3, 1936.
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on October 3rd, 1936, Assignment of

ed herein, in the words and figures

ni: [313]

't and Cause.]

laNMENT OF ERRORS.

the defendant, in the above-entitled

ikes and finds the following assign-

s upon which it will rely upon its

the appeal from the judgment and

r denying defendant's petition for a

aid cause, to-wit:

I.

'rred in overruling defendant's de-

mended complaint. (R. p. 41.)

II.

w occurring at the trial, which are

dt:

rt erred in denying defendant's mo-

rder requiring the plaintiff to elect

the two causes of action he would

I motion was presented immediately

opening statement. (R. p. 59.)

rt erred in overruling defendant's

the introduction of any evidence.

rt erred in overruling defendant's

[314] following question propounded
" Pooler:

I
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"Q. Did you know that thi

unwound from the roll when yc

that afternoon of June 20, li

Mr. GUNN: To which v.

gTOimd it is incompetent, irrel

terial and not within the issue

case.

The COURT: Overruled.

Mr. GrUNN: Exception.

A. No, I didn't know it ai

either the night hefore becaui

back way." (R. p. 87.)

D. The court erred in overrulin

objection to the following questio

the witness Victor Mehring:

"Q. Do you remember, son

20, 1933, seeing some one entei

Fred Pooler and remove ther

of wire?

Mr. GUNN: Objected to

irrelevant and immaterial, 1

after the time of the accident.

The COURT: Overruled.

Mr. GUNN: Exception.

A. Yes, I seen some one

(R. pp. 165-166.)

E. The court erred in sustain!

jection to the following question p
witness Grover Hemenlay, and

offer of proof made in connecti'

follows

:
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; know what time it was the man came

he phone out; it might have been in

it was in the Winter; I didn't pay

ion to what time of year it was. I

build a new garage,

at was that constructed of?

VIS: We object to that as incom-

•elevant and immaterial.

URT : Sustained.

NN: May it please the court I will'

rame my question.

)URT: The situation is this, you

lin issues framed by the pleadings

I't involve the construction of a new

confine j^ourself to the issues here.

NN: As I understand it one of the

. [315]

CRT: We won't argue about it, just

irself to the question or issue here,

—

le defendant did or did not put the

e yard; if he did, was it negligent to

ther Mr. Pooler was tripped by the

vhether he was hurt, and if so hurt.

Let us get down to the facts of this

quit playing aroimd. Just confine

3 the issues in the case.

NN: We ask an exception and I

to make an offer to prove.

URT : Make it oraUy.

NN: We offer to prove by this wit-

Mr. Pooler, the plaintiff and those
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working with him in building

were in and about the point w]

laying in the yard for a consi

time during the winter of 1932,

The COURT : I will not a

along that line in view of the

he saw the wire put in there

there. Now^ proceed and get d<

He testified he saw the wire pi

it was there. The question is, c

put it there. If it did, by wh
Mr. GUNN: We ask an

ruling of the court.

The COURT: Yoii have

(R. pp. 193-195.)

F. The court erred in denying

tion for an order requiring plaintif

the two causes of action, which moti

immediately after the plaintiff rest

upon the theory that the said two

are inconsistent and repugnant

(R. pp. 196-199.)

(t. The court erred in sustainii

jection to the following question

the witness Dr. H. W. Gregg:

"Q. Now Doctor, taking tl

of about the age of 60 years,

cupation of a blacksmith or rm

have you to say as to whethe

age his earning capacity begin

Mr. DAVIS: We object
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proper foundation has been made and

dilative.

JRT : Sustained.

LKER: Exception. (R. p. 255.)

rt erred in denying defendant's mo-

e [316] of all of the evidence for an

the jury to return a verdict in favor

it. This motion was directed to the

5 entirety and to each cause of action

upon the grounds that the statement

f action fails to state facts sufficient

^ause of action against the defendant

n its face that plaintiff assumed the

^as guilty of contributory negligence,

fall was an "avoidable consequence",

injuries were too remote to impose

he defendant, and that the alleged

ons of the defendant were not the

ie of plaintiff's injuries; and upon

ounds that there was a complete

f as to any negligence or wrongful

on the part of the defendant, and

^e proves as a matter of law that the

?d the risk of injury, was guilty of

^gligence, that plaintiff's fall was

)idable consequence", that plaintiff 's

remote as not to impose liability on

and that the alleged acts and omis-

mdant were not the proximate cause

uries. (R. pp. 281-285.)

erred in denying defendant's mo-

3r withdrawing from the considera-
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tion of the jury plaintiff's second c

follows

:

''Mr. GUNN: We have o

Your Honor. Conies now the

close of all of the evidence, ai

directed verdict herein having

by the court, moves the court f

drawing from the consideratioi

second cause of action contaii

plaint.

Said motion is based upon tl

is a complete failure of proof tl

or its agents, servants, or emj

lawfully, wilfully, oppressive

ciously, and a complete failure

fact entitling plaintiff to punit

damages.

The COURT : Denied.

Mr. GUNN: Exception." (

J. The court erred in refusing t(

defendant's [317] requested instr

which refusal the defendant duly

cepted. (R. p. 287.)

Said instruction was as follows:

"You are instructed that unl

a preponderance of the evider

was placed at the point alleged

by an employee of the defend

the time it was so placed, or su

the defendant and its employe

in the exercise of reasonable

should have knowTi that the w:
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r and cover the walkway at the point

ntiff fell over it if you find that the

did so spread and scatter, and cover

ay, and that the plaintiff did so fall,

[ict must be for the defendant."

'•)

irt erred in refusing to give to the

t's requested instruction No. 4, to

the defendant duly objected and ex-

287.)

tion was as follows

:

'e instructed that it is the duty of a

sxercise due diligence and reasonable

is own safety and to protect himself

njurious consequences of the wrong-

omission of another if he can do so

rcise of such due diligence and rea-

re and that he can recover only such

s he could not by the exercise of such

ice and reasonable care have avoided,

?e further instructed that if an ordi-

dent person, in the exercise of due

nd reasonable care for his own safety,

^ appreciated the danger, if any, from

at the point where it was placed and

remain, if you find that said wdre was

and allowed to remain, and that the

•uld have avoided such danger and in-

e exercise of such diligence and care

g the wire, or otherwise your verdict

loY the defendant." (R. pp. 299-300.)
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L. The court erred in refusing t

defendant's requested instruction

refusal the defendant duly object'

(R. p. 287.)

Said instruction was as follows

:

"If you believe from the e

danger of injury from falling

the wire in plaintiff's yard

obvious and would have been

appreciated by an ordinarily

exercising due diligence and re

his own safety, and you furth

evidence that the plaintiff alio

remain in his yard at the poi:

complaint, you are instructed

assumed the risk of the injur

your verdict should be for the

though you may further find i

requested the defendant to rei

(R. p. 300.) [318]

M. The court erred in refusin

jury defendant's requested instri

which refusal the defendant duly

cepted. (R. p. 287.)

Said instruction was as follows

:

"If you find a verdict for 1

should further find that the c;

tiff to labor or earn money has

reason of his injuries, you sh

mine how much per month o]

earning capacity has been redi;
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that the award of damages for de-

rning capacity, if any, would be such

t as, being paid now, would be the

3rth of what plaintiff would reason-

received, in excess of his present earn-

ty, per month or per annum, as the

)e, had he not been injured. In other

would not be entitled to a verdict for

m equal to the additional amount he

Dably have received from his earnings

times during the balance of his life,

: been injured, but would only be en-

Lich a sum as represents the present

3 of such aggregate amount, based

>robable rate of interest obtainable on

irity in this particular locality."

.)

'

Lrt erred in refusing to give to the

t's requested instruction No. 10, to

the defendant duly objected and ex-

. 287-288.)

tion was as follows

:

ler to show oppression, or malice,

presumed against the plaintiff, it is

for the plaintiff to prove that de-

servants or employees in placing the

' point in plaintiff's yard where it was

1 allowed it to remain there, if you

iid so place and allow it to remain,

nous of the conduct and had knowl-

3 conditions from which injury would
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likely or probably result to i

placing and leaving the wire in

did, if they did, and that they

tentionally did some wrongful

and intentionally omitted soi

which resulted in the injury p
In the absence of such pro

tiff, you cannot allow him anytl

or exemplary damages." (R. p

O. The court erred in giving pla

instruction No. 7 to the jury, to the

the defendant duly excepted." (R.

Said instruction was as follows

:

''You are instructed that in

breach of an obligation not ai

tract, where the defendant has 1

of oppression or malice, actual

jury, in addition to the actua

give damages for the sake of (

way of punishing the defendar

292.)

P. The court erred in giving plai

instruction No. 9 to the jury, to the

the defendant duly excepted. (R. p

Said instruction was as follows

:

"Oppression is an act of crue

lawful exaction, domination or

authority." (R. p. 292.)

Q. The court erred in giving

quested instruction No. 11 to the ju:

of which the defendant duly except
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ion was as follows

:

•rd 'wilfully', when applied to the in-

kvhich an act is done or omitted, im-

y a purpose or willingness to commit
' make the omission referred to. It

squire any intent to violate law, or to

ther, or to acquire any advantage."

.)

III.

rt erred in overruling and denying

tition for a new trial. (R. pp. 339-

^ erred in entering judgment for the

RE : Defendant prays that the judg-

n said action be reversed, that the

defendant's petition for a new trial

id that said action against said de-

ered dismissed.

ILTON SMITH, JR.,

J. WALKER,
UNN, RASCH, HALL & GUNN,

Attorneys for Defendant.

ena, Montana, October 3, 1936.

Filed Oct. 3, 1936. [320]
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Thereafter, on October 5th, 1936

Appeal was made and tiled here

words and figures following, to-wit

[Title of Court and Cause.]

ORDER ALLOWING APPEAL
BOND.

An assignment of errors having b

foregoing petition for appeal, IT
that the appeal of the defendant

titled action from the judgment ]

given and entered therein in fa^

Pooler, the plaintiff, and against t

allowed as prayed for in defenda

appeal filed herein, and that a certi

the record, bill of exceptions, exhil

and all proceedings be transmitte*

Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circ

States.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED 1

appeal in the penal sum of $22,50C

and with sureties approved by the

for the payment of all damages anc

fendant shall fail to make good its ;

upon the filing of such bond with a]

further proceedings in this Court b(

the determination of the appeal in t

of Appeals.

Dated this 5 day of October, 1936

JAMES H. BA

[Endorsed] : Filed Oct. 5, 1936. [
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Dn October 5th, 1936, Bond on Appeal

Q, in the words and figures following,

t and Cause.]

BOND ON APPEAL.

L MEN BY THESE PRESENTS,
^lountain States Telephone and Tele-

y, a corporation, organized and exist-

laws of the State of Colorado, as

Standard Accident Insurance Corn-

ration, organized and existing under

)f the laws of Michigan, and qualified

[ to do business in Montana, to exe-

1 undertakings, and to act as surety

in the District and State of Mon-

[ and firmly bound unto Fred W.
intift* above named, in the full sum of

tiousand Five Hundred and No/100

)0.00), to be paid to the said plaintiff,

torneys, successors or assigns, for

; well and truly to be made, said prin-

;ty bind themselves, their and each

vsors and assigns, jointly and sever-

these presents.

ND DATED this 2nd day of October,

, in the District Court of the United

! District of Montana, in the above-

tending in said Court, between Fred

intiff, and The Mountain States Tele-

egraph Company, a corporation, de-
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fendant, a judgment [324] was r

said defendant for the sum of Twen

One and No/100 Dollars ($20,001

taxed at $89.77, which judgment wg

27th day of November, 1935, and sa:

petitioned for an appeal from said

Circuit Court of Appeals of the Ui

the Ninth Circuit, and an order is i

allowing said appeal, and said def

to prosecute said appeal to revers

ment, and to answer all damages an

to make its plea good.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consi(

appeal, the condition of this obliga

if The Mountain States Telephone

Company, a corporation, shall pi

appeal to effect and answer all dai

if it fails to make good its plea, the

shall be void, otherwise to remain

effect.

THE MOUNTAI
TELEPHONE
TELEGRAPH

By E. M. HALL,
One of its

State of

[Seal] STANDARD AC<

INSURANCE
Bv L. B. TIPLI>

Attest:

By ALBERT D. DAY,
Attorney in Fact.
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ig bond, to operate as a supersedeas,

is 5 day of October, 1936.

JAMES H. BALDWIN,
Judge.

Filed Oct. 5, 1936. [325]

m Oct. 5th, 1936, Citation on Appeal

Bin, which original Citation is hereto

; in the words and figures following,

t and Cause.]

CITATION.

ates of America to Fred W. Pooler,

FG:

3by cited and admonished to be and

United States Circuit Court of Ap-

^inth Circuit to be held at the City

SCO, California, within thirty days

lereof, pursuant to an order filed and

office of the Clerk of the District

United States, for the District of

ing an appeal from a judgment filed

said Court on the 27th day of No-

in your favor and against said de-

an action at law, No. 860, wherein

tiff, and The Mountain States Tele-

egraph Company the defendant, to

my there be, why the judgment ren-
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dered against the said defendant £

versed and corrected, and why just]

done the parties in that behalf.

Dated this 5th day of October, A
JAMES H. BAL:

United Statei

District of

We, the undersigned, as Attorne

the plaintiff, this 7th day of Octo]

due personal service of the foreg<

behalf of Fred W. Pooler, plaintiff

T. J. DAVIS,
L. C. MYERS,

Attorneys

& App(

[Endorsed]: Filed October 7, 19

Thereafter, on Oct. 13th, 1936, Pr

script on Appeal was filed herein, i

figures following, to wit: [329]

[Title of Court and Cause.]

PRAECIPE.

To the Clerk of the Above-Entitle^

Please prepare a transcript of tl

for the purpose of an appeal of i

United States Circuit Court of I

Ninth Circuit, and include therein
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nplaint

;

Intention of Filing Petition for

Removal to Federal Court;

noval

;

iioval

;

smoval

;

Complaint

;

ining Demurrer to Original Corn-

ended Complaint;

Amended Complaint;

y of Order Overruling Demurrer to

plaint

;

mended Complaint;

swer;

Exceptions of Evidence;

New Trial;

ute Entry of Order denying Motion

ptions No. 2 on order Denying Mo-

Crial

;

Petition for Appeal and Order Al-

)f Errors;

peal;

Appeal

;

e. [330]

and forward with said transcript,

to be used on the appeal and to be-
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come a part of the record on th(

cause to the Circuit Court of Appes

Circuit, every exhibit that was in

dence on the part of the plaintiff

of the defendant.

MILTON SMITH,
T. J. WALKER,
GUNN, RASCH, I

Attorneys for 1

and Defendar

Personal service of within pra

admitted and receipt of copy ac

13th day of October, 1936.

T. J. DAVIS
L. C. MYER!

Attorne;

[Endorsed]: Filed Oct. 13, 19S

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE TO
OF RECORD.

United States of America,

District of Montana—ss.

I, C. R. Garlow, Clerk of the Ur
trict (yourt for the District of Mor

certify and return to The Honora

States Circuit Court of Appeals fo]

cuit, that the foregoing two volum

331 pages, numbered consecutively

inclusive, constitute a full, true ai
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!Cord and proceedings, called for by

se No. 860, Fred W. Pooler, Plain-

lountain States Telephone & Tele-

ly. Defendant, as appears from

jords and files of said Court in my
1 Clerk; and I further certify and

lave annexed to said transcript and

1 said pages the original Citation

;ause.

tify that the costs of said transcript

unt to the sum of Fifty-five and

($55.65), and have been paid by the

hand and the seal of said Court at

L, this October 24th, A. D. 1936.

C. R. GARLOW,
Clerk. [332]

No. 8367. United States Circuit

Is for the Ninth Circuit. The Moun-

ilephone and Telegraph Company,

Fred W. Pooler, Appellee. Tran-

'd. Upon Appeal from the District

United States for the District of

' 29, 1936.

PAUL P. O'BRIEN,
ited States Circuit Court of Appeals

ith Circuit.




